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MILITAIV CURRICULUM tvIATERIALS

The military-developed curriculum materials in this oourse
package were selected by the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissemr
ination to the six regional Curriculum COordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was to make curriculum materials
develcped by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

The course materials were acquired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for

dissemination. Materials which were specific to the nilitary
were deleted, oapyrighted materials were either omitted or appro-

val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support
vocational instruction and curriculum development.
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The National Center
Mission Statement

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
Program Information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/486-3655 or Toll Free 800/

848-4815 within the continental U.S.
5 (except Ohio)

Military Curriculum
Materials for

Vocational and
Technical Education

Information and Field
Services Division

The Willow-II Center for Research
in Vocationni Education



Military
Curriculum Materials
Dissemination Is . .

kZI

an activity to increase the accessibility of
military-developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air. Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U.S. Office of
Education and the Department of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-
nical education are selected for dissemination.

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire the materials and conduct the project
activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Director

What Materials
Are Available?

surasclzsairaniAniutairadigia.:-

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks and technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &
Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
Drafting
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air

Conditioning
Machine Shop
Management &

Supervision
Meteorology &

Navigation
Photography
Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented will expand as additional mate-
rials with app;ication to vocational and
technical education are identified and selected
for dissemination.

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.

CURRICULUM COORDINATION CENTERS

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass

Director
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
217/782-0759

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377.2000

NORTHEAST
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292-6562

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director
Building 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/753-0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.

Director
Mississippi State University

Drawer DX
Mississippi State, MS 39762

601/325.2510

WESTERN
Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.
Director
1776 University Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96822
808/948.7834
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Classroom Course 6-3

ENGINEERING AID SCHOOL, DRAFTING I
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ENGINEERING AID SCHOOL DRAFTING I
Classroom Course 8-3

Developed by'

United States Navy

Dovelopmem and
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Drafting
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Materials are recommended but not Provided.
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Cours. Description

Students completing this short course will be able to use drafting tools and perform the techniques and Procedures related to bark drafting. The course
contains two units, but the first unit on course orientation end safety WU deleted due to references to military procedures and organization. Unit 2
Drafting 410.1 contains the following nun lesions covering 83 hours of instruction.

1.2.1 Lettenng (2 hours classroom, 2 hours practical)
1.2.2 Basic Technical Sketching (1 hour classroom, 5 hours practical)
1.2.3 Geometric Construction (3 hours ciassroom, 5 hours practical)
1.2,4 Orthographic Projection (2 hours cleuroom, 5 hours practical)
1.24 Sections and Dimensions (3 hours classroom, 8 hours practical)
1.2.6 Auxiliary Proiection (2 hours classroom, 7 hours practical)
1.2,7 Isometric and Oblique Drawing (3 hours classroom, 6 hours practical)
1.2.8 Reproduction Procaine (1 hour classroom, 1 hour practical)
1.2.9 Tracing (1 hour classroom, 8 hours practical)

This course contains both teacher and student materials. Printed instructor materials include an introduction to the course, an outline of instruction;
outline of training objectives; lists of texts, reference', tools, equipment and materials, training aide and devices, and training aids equipment; a master
schedule; and instructor guides. TM instructor guides contain the lesson plans with an outline of instructional content. instructor activities, student

activities, criterion objectives, tests, and review questions and answers. Student materials consist of eight job sheets.

The text used for this courn is a Navy Training Menus!, Engineenng Aid 3 & 2, NAVPERS 106344. The appropriate chapters are provided with
this course, A commercially produced text is also recommended but not provided. Five military and 12 commercially published books are also

recommended as references. Ten slides. 18 transperencies and the following 7 films are recommended for use with this course:

SN-34A T-Square and Triangle, McGraw-Hill
SN-35Aq Geometric Construction, McGraw-Hill
MC-6792-A Engineenng Drawing, A uxiliary V iews
MC-6794-A Engineenng Drawing, Sections and Conventions

MC-6796-A Enginwing Drawing, Selections of Dimensions
MC4797-A Engineering Drawing. Orthographk Projection
MC4797-C Pictorial Sketching

1 1
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SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION TRAINING

ENINEERING AID SCHOOL

420.1 DRAFTING I

JUNI 1115
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TITLE PAGE

TITLE: DRAFTING I

COURSE: Special Construction Battalion Training (SCR) Course 420.1

COURSE LENGTH: 64 Contact Hours

TAUGHT AT: Naval CunstructiGn Training Center, Port Hueneme, CA 93043
Naval Construction Training Center, Gulfport, NI 39501

CLASS CAPACITY: Normal: 10

Maximum: 12
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INSTRUCTOR REQUIREMENT PER CLASS: Class: 12:1
Pract: 12:1

COURSE CURRICULUM MODEL MANAGER: Naval Construction Training Center, Port
Hueneme, CA 93043

QUOTA MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY: School at which taught.

QUOTA CONTROL: School at which taught.

APPROVAL/IMPLEMENTAT/ON DATE: cyrr ltr N335:ath.1500 Sor 33/515 dated
25 June 11 5
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How To USK INSTRUCTOR GUIDES

twaructor Guides are provided for each topic and include supporting

instructional materials and aids identified by the topic number and

preceded by a letter code designation. The letter code key is as follows:

AS - Assignment Sheet

JS - Job Sheet
JS - Information Sheet

Cr - Class Notes
OS - Operation Sheet

T - Test
FT - Final Test
rR - Transparency

DS - Diagram Sheet

PS - Problem Sheet

PT - Pretest
PE - Performance Evaluation

WS - Work Sheet
G - General (give a definition of item)

A complete listing of all supporting
materials and aids is documented

with full descriptive titles in Annex.

The instructor guides are intended to be used as easter lesson plans

subject to personalization by the individual instructor.
In all cases, it

is expected that the instructor vill study the references in preparation

for annotating the guide. /t is also expected that each instructor will

develop an appropriate
introduction for each topic that will (1) create

interest, (2) show the value of the topic to the student, (3) relate the

topic to previous and future topics in the course, and (4) communicate the

learning objectives to the student. Well prepared introduction will them

provide the important motivational conditioning to establish readiness end

effect for learning appropriate to each topic.

The first page of each instructor guide contains the following functional

information:

1. Topic of lesson.

2. Time in periods.

3. References.

4. Instructional Materials.

5. Instruction Aids.

6. Objectives (Terminal and Enabling).

7. Topic criterion test (as applicable).

8. Homework assignment (when applicable).

9. Tools and materials.



The pages following page 1 of each instructor
guide provide in a

three-column format the teaching/learning procedures for conducting the

lesson. The left hand column includes the outline of instructional content

required by the objectives; the center column includes recommended instructor

ctivities or methodology; the center column contains recommended student

learntng

While the melhodology and student learning activities documented in

each instructor guide have been tested and proven to be effective for

the lead school, those schools impleMenting this curriculum are encouraged

to exercise creativity in designing learning exercises and conceiving

methods and techniques to seat course objectives.

vi
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COURSE DATA PAGE

COURSE MISSION: To train selected Engineering Aids in the knowledge and

technical skills defined by the personnel ratings and

capability program for Engineering Aid Skill 420.1.

PERSONNEL AND RATINGS ELIGIBLE: CA, CN, EACA through EA3

OBLIGATED SERVICE: N/A

NOBC/NEC: N/A

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: N/A

SECURITY CLEARANCE REQUIRED: None

PREREQUISITE TRAINING AND/OR BASIC BATTERY TEST SCORE REQUIRED: Applied

Engineering Mathematics
Skill Level 1 (400.1) or combined ARI/GCT score of

105.

RELATM TRAINING: None

FOLLOW-UP TRAINING: Drafting II, Course 420.2k, 3, C, D, E

PERFORMANCE OF THE TASKS AND TESTING: Throughout the course the student will

be evaluated on a pass/fail basis. The student performance on drawing assign-

ments and exercises will meet a standard set by the instructor that will be

acceptable in the field. The student will obtain at least BO percent on all

written topic tests.

1



TOPIC

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

UNIT 1
INTRODUCTION

CLASS PRACT TOTAL Z,M,

1.1.1 Registration and Orientation 1

1

0

0

1 3
1

UNIT 2
DRAFTING 410.1

1.2.1 Lettering 2 2 4 3

1.2.2 Basic Technical Sketching 1 5 6 3

1.2.3 Geometric Construction 3 i 8 4

1.2.4 Orthographic Projection 2 5 7 4

1.2.5 Sections and Dimenstions 3 6 9 4

1.2.6 Auxiliary Projection 2 7 9 5

1.2.7 Isometric and Oblique Drawing . 3 6 9 5

1.2.8 Reproduction Processes 1 1 2 5

1.2.9 Tracing 1

-Tr
8

45

9 6
3-3

* Total Periods Classroom 19

* Total Periods Practical 45

Total Hours for Caurse 64

Total Weeks for Course 2 Weeks

* All periods represent 60 minutes of actual instruction.

18



OUTLINE OF TRAINING OBJECTIVES

Unit 1.1 INTRODUCTION Contact Hours: 1

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit the student will have
registered for the course, received text books, complied with NAVCONSTRACEN
and CBC regulations governing the reporting and fighting of fires which per-
tain to him as a SCBT student.

Topic 1.1.1 REGISTRATION AND ORIENTATION Contact Hours: I.

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic the student will be
able to answer orally specific questions pertaining to the mission,

regulations and organization of the Cmmmand, and the method of reporting
and fighting fires as established by NAVCONSTRACEN and CRC regulations.
This topic is not meant to be restricting.

Unit 1.2 DRAFTING Contact Hours: 63

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit the student will be able
to use the tools of a draftemanend perform the techniques and procedure-
related to basic drafting. All problem solutions submitted by the student
as his finished product will meet the minimum requirements of Evaluation
Guide SCBT 420.1 EA EG 1.2.0.1

Topic 1.2.1 LETTERING Contact Hours: 4

Enabling Objective: Upon completion of this topic the student will be able
to complete three free-hand lettering exercises using single-stroke Gothic-
style lettering of proper size, spacing and opaqueness. Individual instructor
guidance, commercial lettering books, and examples of notations made on sample
drawings may be utilized in the performance of the requirements of this
topic. The lettering exercises submitted by the student as his finished
product will meet the acceptable standards of SCBT 420.1 EA EG 1.2.0.1 for
uniformity, size, spacing of letters, wordiwand sentences, and opaqueness.

Topic 1.2.2 BASIC TECHNICAL SKETCHING Contact Hours: 6

Enabling Objectives: Upon camplation of this topic the student will be
able to make free-hand technical sketches from objects, notes and verbal
descriptions that can be used to develop descriptive construction and shop
drawings. Student textbooks. commercial technical sketching publications
and the guidance of the instructor may be utilized in the performance of the
requirements of this topic. All sketches submitted by the student: as his
finished product will be of proper proportions to represent the object
sketched and contain opaque visible lines as well as proper shading or ren
dering sufficient enough to make a legible Diazo reproduction.

1.. 9 3



Topic 1.2.3 GEOMETRIC CONSTRUCTION Contact Hours: 8

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic the student will be able

to construct two plane geometric figures that include circular and curved

surfaces, using standard drafting instruments. Textbooks, other drafting

publications and instructor guidance may be utilized in the performance of

the requirements of this topic. Templates, however, may not be used. All

figures submitted by the student as his finished assignment will meet the

acceptable standards of SCIST 420.1 EA EG 1.2.0.1 for visible linos, tangents,
format, accuracy and solution and of an opaque-quality sufficient enough to

make a legible Diaso reproduction.

Topic 1.2.4 ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJEMON Contact Hours: 7

Enabling Objectives: Upon coupletion of this topic the student will be

able to construct roo, three-view orthographic drawings of mechanical

and construction objects following the findamentals of orthographic
projection while using standard drafting instruments. Textbooks, other

drafting publications or references as well as instructor guidance are
encouraged in the completion of the requirements. Tracing of a completed

orthographic drawing, other than one executed by the student, and the use

of templates are not acceptable drawing procedures. All drawings submitted

by the student as his finished assignment will meet the acceptable standards

of SOT 420.1 EA EG 1.2.0.1 for visible lines, line conventions, tangents,
format, accuracy and solution. In addition, all drawings must be of opaque

quality sufficient enough to make a legible Diazo reproduction.

Topic 1.2.5 SECTIONS AND DIMENSIONS Contact Hours: 9

Enabling Objectives:* Upon completion of this topic the student will be
able to construct three sectional views of mechanical and construction
objects with dimensions and notes as specified for mechanical and construc-

tion drawings while using standard drafting instruments. Tracing of a

completed drawing other than one executed by the student and the use of

templates are not acceptable drawing procedures. The drawing submitted

by the student as his finished assignment will meet the acceptable stand-

ards of SOT 420.1 EA EG 1.2.0.1 for all 10 parts of a drawing and of

an opaque-quality sufficient enough to make a legible Diazo reproduction.

4



111 Topic 1.2.6 AUXILIARY PROJECTION Contact Hours: 9

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic the student will be
able to construct a two-view orthographic drawing of a structure with an
accompanying auxiliary view following the fundamentals of orthographic
and auxiliary projection while using standard drafting instruments. The
figures of the drawing are to be annotated with dimension' and notes as
specified for construction drawings. Individual instructor guidance,

textbooks and other drafting pUblications may be utilized. Tracing of

completed drawing other than that executed by the student and the use
of templates are not acceptable drawing procedures. The drawing sub-
mitted by the student as his finished assignment will meet the acceptable
standards of SCBT 420.1 EA EG 1.2.0.1 for visible lines, notes, line
conventions, tangents, format, lettering, numerals and fractions, accuracy
and solution and of an opaque-quality sufficient enough to make a legible
Diazo reproduction.

Topic 1.2.7 ISOMETRIC AND OBLIQUE DRAWING Contact Hours: 9

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic the student will be
able to construct one isometric drawing, one oblique-cabinet drawing,
and one oblique cavalier drawing of a mechanical and two construction
objects following the fundamentals of isometric and oblique projection
while using standard drafting instruments- The drawings will be
construction drawings. Examples of various isometric and oblique
drawings found in reference material and.textbooks and the guidance
of the instructor are encouraged in the performance of the requirements
of this topic. Tracing of a completed drawing other than that executed
by the student and the use of templates are not acceptable drawing
procedures. The drawings submitted by the student as his finished
assignment will meet the standards of SCBT 420.1 EA EG 1.2.0.1 for
visible lines, notes, line conventions, tangents, format, lettering,
numerals and fractions, accuracy, and solution and of an opaque-quality
sufficient enough to make a legible Diazo reproduction.

Topic 1.2.8 REPRODUCTION PROCESS Contact Hours: 2

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic the student will be
able to fold and file prints as well as operate a Diazo reproduction
machine to reproduce copies of his drawings completed and noted in the
requirements of the previous topics of this unit. A minimum of one
completed drawing or exercise from each topic noted is to be reproduced
(except Topic 1.2.1 "Lettering"). He will be able to prepare the Diazo
reproduction machine for operation, operate the machine at the proper
speed with the proper amount of developing agent to produce copies of
his drawings to give a line resolution equal to the line value or
opaqueness of the original drawings, and be able to secure the machine
without damage to the exposure and developing sections of the reproduction



Topic 1.2.8 Reproduction Process (cont'd)

machine. Students will fold a "F" size print Go 8 1/2" X 11" following
the procedures set forth in Engineering Aid 3 & 2, NAVPIIS 10634-8 with

100 percent accuracy.

Topic 1.2.9 TRACING Contact Hours: 9

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic the student will be

able to trace drawings following the procedures set forth in the

instructors guide. Individual instructor guidance and student tests

can be utilized in the performance of the requirements of this topic.

The tracing submitted by the student as his finished product will be
100% accurate for all details when compared with the original drawing
and will meet the acceptable standards of SOT 420.1 EA EC 1.2.0.1 for
all 10 parts of a good drawing.

6



ANNEX I

TEXTS

1. Engineering Aid 3 & 2, NAVPERS 10634-8 Rata Training Manual,
Washington D.C., Training Publications Division of the Naval Personnel
Program Support Activity.

2. Engineering-Technical Drafting and Graphics, J.W. Gianchino and
Henry J. Beukama, Pub: Chicago: American Technical Society, 1966
2nd Edition.

9 ,3
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ANNEX II

REFERENCES

1. 14IL-STD-100A - General Drawing Practices

2. MIL-STD-14A - Architectural Symbols

3. MIL-STD-15-3 - Military Standard Electrical Symbols

4. MIL-STD-1711-1 - Military Standard Mechanical Symbols

5. M1L-STD-18A - Structural Symbols

6. Standard Welding Symbols, AWS-A2, 0-68

7. Architectural Graphic Standards, 5th Edition

8. Engineering Aid 362, NAVPERS 10634-8

9. TH5-233 - Construction Surveying

10. TM5-530 - Materials Testing

11. 'Architectural Drawing and Light Construction by Haler

12. Blueprint Reading and Sketching, NAVPERS 10077C

13. Engineering Drawing by French & Vierck, 10th Edition

14. Architectural Drafting by Hornung

15. TM5-230 - General Drafting

16. MIL-STD-8C - Dimensioning

17. Technical Drafting, Geske, Mitchell E. Spencer

A-TI-I
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ANNEX III

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL

EQUIPMENT

1. Diazit Space Saver Printer/Developer

2. Diazit Pump-It Ammonia Pump

3. Four NMCB Draftsman Kits including the following items:
EXT.

FSMtMFG NO. M. COST COST

900 5110-293-1585 Knife, Craftsman, Lt. Dty. 1 Sat .70 .70

901. 5210-086-4988 Tape, Maas. Flex Metric 3M 2 Ea. 1.55 3.10

9GD 6230-299-7771 Desk Lamp 3 Ea. 15.70 47.10

9GD 6675-042-9947 Raservoir Pen Set, Drafts. 2 Ea. 18.10 36.20

9GD 6675-184-5763 Planimeter 1 Ea. 71.00 71.00

9GD 6675-190-5852 Triangle 30/60D 12 Inch 3 Ea. .44 1.32

9GD 6675-190-5857 Triangle 45D 6 Inch 3 Ea. .14 .42

9GD 6675-190-5858 Triangle 30/60D 6 Inch 3 Ea. .20 .60

9GD 6675-190-5864 Triangle 45D 12 Inch 3 Ea. .69 2.07

9GD 6675-191-1502 T-Square, Dbl. Hd, 36 Inch 2 Ea. 5.49 10.98

9GD 6675-234-5099 Scale, Draft, Architect 1 Ea. 6.00 6.00

9GD 6675-238-3498 Scale, Engr. Tri.12 3 Ea. 3.19 9.57

9GD 6675-239-0614 Straightedge, Cres. Drafts.

42 Inch 1 Ea. 9.76 9.76

9GD 6675-240-2049 Dividers, Proportional 1 Es. 14.50 14.50

9GD 6675-243-6432 Compass Beam Steel 1 Ea. 55.00 55.00

9GD 6675-291-9382 Line Guide, Lettering 3 Ea. .54 1.62

)49



/ 7
ANNEX III (Cont.)

J. Four NMCB Draftsman Klts 1ncluding the followlng Items: (Cont.)

9CD 6675-514-3519 Triangle 45C 18 Inch 2 Ea. 2.05 4.10

9GD 6675-514-3537 Curve, Draft, Irreg.,
Fr. #13 2 Ea. .30 .90

9GD 6675-514-3542 Triangle 30/60D 18 Inch 3 Ea. 1.10 3.30

9GD 6675-514-3544 Protractor, 360 Deg. 8 Inch 3 La. 1.30 3.90

9GD 6-75-514-3549 Scale, Arch. Tri. 12 Inch 3 Ea. 1.93 5.79

9GD 6675-550-7036 Drawing Board, 60X42 3 Ea, 62.00 186.00

9GD 6675-551-0786 Lettering Set 1 la. 37.40 37.40

9GD 6675-641-3529 Drafting Instrument Set Fld 2 Set 9.02 18.04

9GD 6675-641-5727 Scale, Draft. Metric, 2 111,1

30 CM and 12 Inch, Grad. Lth 3 Ea. 3.25 9.75

9GD 6675-827-2073 Parallel Straightedge, 48 3 Ea. 15.20 45.60

9GD 6675-847-0222 French Cruve 3 Ea. .73 2.19

91GD 6675-847-0224 Curve:Draft, Irreg. Fr. #34 3 Ea. .86 2.58

9GD 6675-926-4330 Template, Set, Plst, Draft. 1 Set 20.40 20.40

90G 7490-770-7955 Eraser, Electric 3 Ea. 16.88 50.64

70L 7510 -CCO -4288 Eraser, 7 In. Vinyl, for
Electric Eraser
7490-770-7955 1 Dz. 1.15 1.15

90G 7510-161-5660 Penholder, Blk, Cork Grip 1 Dz. .96 .96

900 7510-189-7877 Pencil, F 1 Dz. .35 .35

900 7510-189-7878 Pencil, HB 1 Dz. .35 .35

90G 7510-189-7860 Pencil, 2H 1 Dz .35 .35

90G 7510-189-7881 Pencil, 3H 1 Dz. .35 .35

90G 7510-198-5831 Tape, Pressure, Draft 1 In. 6 Rl. .31 1.86

900 7510-224-6744 Ink, Draw. Blk 1 Oz. .13 .13

.; 6
A-III-2
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VMHEZ III Mont.)

3. Four VHCI Draftsman Kits including the following items: (Cont.)

90G 7510-224-7242 Shield, Eraser, Stl I. Ds. .61 .61

70L 7510-229-8732 Erasing Fluid, F/Seusitive,

D Paper, 2 Solution Set 1 Os. 1.05 1.05

90G 7510-233-0570 Ink, Drawing, Carmine 3 Os. .13 .39

900 7510-237-4926 Pencil Pointer 3 Ia. .10 .30

9007510-237-7043 Ink, Drawing, Green 1 Os. .13 .13

900 7510-164-4614 Pencii, 1 Ds. .35 .35

tOG 7510-272-9820 Lead Pencil, Dwg. Ilk. 3R 2 Pg. .15 .30

7CL 7510-281-2134 Lead Pencil, Dwg. Ilk. HI 6 Ix. .44 2.64

90L 7510-285-5863
Lead'Pencil, Dwg. Ilk. 3R 6 Pg. .15 .90

90L 7510-285-5864 Lead Pencil, Dwg. Ilk. 4R 24 Pg. .15 3.60

90L 7510-285-5865 Lead Pencil, Dwg. Ilk. F 24 Pg. .15 3.60

90V 7510-285-5866 Lead Pencil, Dwg. Ilk. H 2 Pg. .15 .30

906 7510-551-9825 Tape, Pressure Sens. Transp.

3/4 In. 36 Yd for use in

Dispenser 7520-240-2408 12 11. .27 3.24

906 7510-558-2422 Cleaner Pen 6 Oz. 3 Jr. .30 .90

906 7510-579-8551 Eraser, Lead 1 Dz. .60 .60

906 7510-634-3513 Refill, Eraser Elec. 1 Gr. 1.66 1.66

906 7510-634-5035 Eraser, Pencil 1 Dz. .49 .49

9GH 7510-960-9286 Pad, Drycleaning, Drafts. 12 Ea. .55 6.60

906 7520-162-6178 Sharpener, Pencil 1 Ea. 1.44 1.44

900 7520-224-7593 Sharpener, Pencil, Draft. 1 Ea. 1.49 1.49

906 7520-224-7621 Trimmer Paper 1 Ea. 29.36 29.36

9
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ANNEX III (Coat.)

3. Four MCI Draftsman Kits including the following items:

90G 7520-240-2408 Dispenser, Pres. Sens.

(Cont.)

Tape 1 La. 1.70 1.70

90L 7520-551-3654 Bolder, Drawing, Lead 12 Ia. .69 8.28

90L 7520-551-5227 Slide Rule, LogLog 101g 2 Ia. 9.48 18.96

90G 7520-827-2067 Pointer, Lead, F/Draft.

Pncl 3 Ia. 9.58 28.74

,OG 7530-286-6909 Paper, Graph 1 Rl. 2.63 2.63

900 7530-286-7762 Paper, Tracing, 42"150 Yd. 3 11. 8.86 26.58

90L 7530-290-5024 Paper, Graph, Profile,
Tra. Wh v/orange lines,
22 In vide by 50 yd lg. 1 Rl. 3.50 3.50

900 7530-616-7245 Paper, Plan Profile 1 Ed. 20.29 20.29

900 7530-985-7266 Paper, Drawing, 36" X 10 Yd 1 Rl. 2.32 2.32

900 7920-291-5812 Brush, Dust, Draftsman 3 Ia. .6$ 2.04

Total Value: 839.00

A-III-4
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ANNEX IV

TRAINING AIDS AND DEVICES

A. Pilo':

1. SN -34k T -Square and Triangle, McGraw-Rill

2. SN -35k Geometric Construction, McGraw-Rill

3. MC-6792-k Engineering Drawing, Auxiliary Views, WM, (23 sin.)

4. MC-6794A Engineering Drawing, Sections and Conventions, BO,
(15 min.)

5. MC-6796A Engineering Drawing, Selection of Dimensions (18 sin.)

6. MC-6797A Engineering Drawing, OrthogTaphic Projection, B&W,
(18 sin.) Obsolete

7. 14C-6797C Pictorial Sketching

B. Slides:

1. 091791 Orthographic Drawing, Part 1, Set 4, McGraw-Rill

2. 091792 Dimensioning, Part 1, Set 4, McGraw-Rill

3. 091793 Auxiliary Views and Related Construction, Set 4,
McGrawAill

4. 091794 Orthographic Drawing, Part 2, Set 4, McGraw Hill

5. 091795 Dimensioning, Part 2, Set 4, McGraw-Rill

6. 091796 Sectional Views, Set 4, McGraw-Rill

7. 65618 Scales, Set 3, McGraw-Hill

8. 65619 Compass and Bow Instruments, Set 3, McGraw-Hill

9. 65620 Freehand Lettering, Set 3, McGraw-Hill

10. 65623 Isometric Drawing, Set 3, McGraw-Hill
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ANNEX IV (Cont.)

C. Transparencies:

I. IICS-1551-115T-1 Dissecting A Line

2.
Constructing Parallel Lines

3. 11CS-1551-115T-3 Constructing A Hexagon

4. 11CS-1551-115T-4 Constructing A Regular Hexagon -

Across The Flats

5. 11CS -1551 -115T -5
Constructing An Octagon In A Square

6. 11CS-1551 -115T-6 Constructing An Irregular Polygon -

Give One Side

7. 11CS-1551-115T-7 Constructing A Circle Tangent To

Given Line Passing Through A Given

Point

8. 11CS-1551-115T-8
Constructing An Ellipse - 4 Center Method

9. 11CS-1551-115T-9 Constructing A Reverse Curve (Ogee)

10. 11CS-1551-1Y5T-10 Bisecting A Line

11. 11CS-1551-115T-11 Bisecting An Angle

12. 11CS-3540-117T-1 Sketching All Necessary Views

13. 11CS-5600-101T-5 Photocomposing NAChine

14. 11CS-5600-101T-6 Xerox 720

15. 11CS-5600-101T-7 Ozalid Streamliner

16. 11CS-5600-101T-8 Thermofax Machine

17. 11CS-10290.101T-1 T-Square, Jacobs and Drafting Machine

18. 11CS-10290.104T-1 Variations of Ruling Pens

D. Locally Prepared liateriali

1. Evaluation Guide, SCE' 4

2. Job Sheets

a. SCSI 42Q.1 EA.JS.1,2

b. SOT 42Q.1 EA.JS.1.2

2Q.1

.1.1, "Lettering"

.2.1, "Technical Sketching"

30
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ANNEX IV (Cont.)

D. Locally Prepared Material: (Cont.)

c. SOT 420.1 EA.JS.1.2.3.1, "Geometric Construction"

d. SCBT 420.1 EA.JS.1.2.4.1, "Orthographic Projection and

Drawing"

e. SCBT 420.1 P.A.JS.1.2.5.1, "Sectioning and Dimensioning"

f. SCBT 420.1 BA.JS.1.2.6.1, "Auxiliary Projection and Drawing"

g. SAT 420.1 BA.JS.1.2.7.1, "Isometric and Oblique Projection

and Drawing"

h. SCBT 420.1 E4.JS.1.2.8.1, "Repiroduction Process"

3
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AMU V

TRAINING AIDS EQUIPMENT

1. Projectors:

a. 16MM Notice Picture Projector

b. 35( Slide Projector

c. Overhead Projector

32
A-V-1
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ANNEX VI

MAHTER 4CNFDU1F

SOT 420.1 ENGINEERING AID

FIRST WEEK

TYPE PERIOD TITLE RATIOTOPIC NO.

FIRST nAr

1.1.1 1 Registration and Orientation 12/1

1.2.1 2 Lettering 12/1

3

4

5

1.2.2 C 6 Basic Technical Sketching 12/1

7

SECOND DAY

1.2.2 P 8 Basic Technical Sketching 12/1

9

10

11

1.2.3 C 12 Geometric Construction 12/1

13

14

THIRD DAY

1.2.3 P 15 Geometric Construction 12/1

16

17

18

19

1.2.4 C 20 Orthographic Projection 12/1

21

FOURTH DAY

1.2.4 P 22 Orthographic Projection 12/1

23

24

25

26

1.2.5 C 27 Sections and Dimensions 12/1

28

A -VI -1
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t.NNI.Y. VI: (Cont'd)

FIRST WEEK (Cont'd)

TOPIC NO TYPE PERIOD TYPE RATIO

FIFTH DAY

1.2.5 C 29 Sections and Dimensions 12/1

30

31
32

SECOND WEEK

FIRST DAY

1.2.5 P 1 Sections and Dimensions 12/1

2

3

1.2.6 C 4 Auxiliary Projection 12/1

5

6 12/1

7

SECOND DAY

1.2.6 P 8 Auxiliary Projection 12/1

9

10

11
12

1.2.7 C 13 Isometric and Oblique Drawing 12/1

14

THIRD DAY

1.2.7 C 15 Isometric and Oblique Drawing 12/1

16

17

18

19

20
21

A-n-2
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ANNEX VI (Coned)

TOPIC NO. TTPE PERIOD TITLE RATIO

FOURTH DAY

1.2.8 C 22 Reproduction Process 12/1

23 12/1

1.2.9 C 24 Tracing 12/1

25

26

27

28

FIFTH DAY

1.2.9 P 29 Tracing 12/1
30

31

32

35
A-VI-3
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Classification: Unclassified

Topic: Introduction and Safety

Average Time: 1 Period (Class)

Instructional Materials:
A. Texts: None

.27
SCBT 400-490 IA IG 1.1.1

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043
ENGINEERING AID SOT 400-490

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit
the student will have registered for the course,
received text books, complied with NAVCONSTRACEN
and CDC regulations governing the reporting and
fighting of fires which peztain to him as a SCST
student.

B. References: Enabling Objectival Upon completion of this topic
the student will be able to answer orally specific
questions pertaining to the mission, regulations
and organization of the Command, and the method of
reporting and fighting fires as established by

2. "Safety Practi.es for Shore Activities", NAVMAT P-5100, NAVCONSTRACEN and CDC regulations.
(Jan 1-3/

1. NAVCONSTRACEN Instruction 5400.4 (Current Series),
'Ilrganiration Manual of NAVCONSTRACEN

36

(1 of 7)

Criterion Tests: The student will answer orally
specific questions pertaining to the mission,
regulations and organization of the Command, and
the method of reporting and fighting fires as
established by NAVCONSTRACEN and CBC Regulations.

Homework: None

3 7



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. INTRODUCTION TO THE LESSON

A. Establish Contact.

1. Name:

2. Topic: Introduction and Safety

B. Establish Readiness

1. Purpose

2. Assignment

C. Establish Effect

1. Value

a. Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

D. Overview:

SCBT 400-490 EA IC 1.1.1

INSTRUCTOR ACTIV/TY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. Introduce self and topic.

2. Mbtivate student.

3. Bring out need and value
of material being presented.

4. State learning objectives:

1. Yc.. will be a:)!L! to answer orally specific a. State information lnd

ues:ions related to the mission, regula- materials necessary to guide

tic%s an.! organization of the Command, and student.

Cne =ethods of reporting and fIghting a fire
established by NAvCONSTRACEN and CdC reg-

u?Lticns.

2. ASK questions.

3. le-zz. notes

4. Tes,2ble

38 (2 of 7)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

II. PRESENTAILON:

A. Introduction

1. Mission

a. Special training course

b. Higher state of readiness,

c. Compliance with COMCEPAC Instruction.

2. Organisation and Chain of Command

a. Commanding Officer

b. Executive Officer

c. Training Oflicer

d. School Department Officer

e. Division Director

f. Senior Instructor

h. Class Petty Officer

3. Regulations and policies

a. Break procedures

b. Uniform regulations

(1) Working uniform of the day.

(a) Must be neat and clean.

40

SOT 400-490 EA IC 1.1.1
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(3 of 7)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

Absenteeism

(1) Must be kept to a minimum.

(2) Medical or dental sick call.

(3) Permission to be absent.

42

Parking4ei

(1) Where

(2) When

(3) How

e. Visitors and phone calls

(1) Emergencies only.

(2) Phone numbers

(a) School number

. Lost or damaged material

(1) Text books

(2) Publications

(3) Tools

(4) Materials

(5) Statement of charges

Clean-up procedures

SCBT 400-490 EA IC 1.10,
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(4 of 7)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

h. Problems

(1) Scholastic

(2) Personal

(3) Counseling assistance

4. Standards of student performance

a. Written examinations

b. Homework assignments

c. Practical application

S. Course outline

a. Course mission

b. Course objectives

c. Reading assignments

d. Class schedule

6. Grading system

a. Homework

b. Practical application

c. Quizes

d. Weekly tests

Final examination/14

_3/
SCBT 400-490 EA IC 1.1.1

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(5 of 7)

/15
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OUTLINt OF INSTRUCTION

B. Safety

1. Reporting accidents

a. Class safety man

b. Instructor

c. School director

d. First aid when appropriate.

2. Fire safety

a. Evacuation routes

b. Reporting fires

c. Fighting fire

(1) Location of extinguishers.

111. APPLICATION:

A. Discussion

IV. SI-MNARY:

A. Introduction

1. Mission

) rganization and Chain of Command

SOT 400-490 EA IC 1.1.1
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

8.1.a. Pick safety ean and
explain job.

III.A. Questions III.A. Answers

To be developed by the
instructor.

3. Regulations and Policies (6 of T)

4 7



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4. Standards

5. Course Outline

6. Grading System

B. Safety

1. Reporting accidents

2. Fire safety

V. TEST:

A. None

48

3.3
SCBT 400-490 LA IG 1.1.1

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(7 of 71



NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CANTER
PORT NUMMI, CALIFORNIA 93043

SPICIAL comsnucTrom BATTALION TRAINING (SCBT) 420.1

Classification: Unclassified

Topic: Lettering

SCBT 420.1 IA IG 1.2.1
sq

Terminal Objective: At tba completion of this unit the
student will be'able to use the tools of a draftsman and

Average Time: 2 Periods (Class) 2 Periods (Pract) perform the techniques and procedures related to basic
drafting. All problem solutions submitted by the students

Instructional Materials: as his finished product will meet the :minimum requirements
of Evaluation Guide SORT 4201 . BA SG 1.2.0.1.

A. Texts:

1.. Engineering Aid 3 6 2, NAVPERS 10634-B Inabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic the
student will be able to complete two freehand lettering

2. Ingineering -Technical Drafting Graphics. exercises using single-stroke Gothic-style lettering of
proper size, spacing, and opaqueness. Individual instructor

B. References: guidance, commercial lettering books, and examples of no-
tations node on sample drawings may be utilised in the

1. Architectural Drawing A Light Construction. performance of the requirements of this topic. The let-
tering exercises submitted by the students as his fin-

2. Drawing and Specifications, NAVFAC DM-6. lobed product will meet the acceptable standards of SCBT
420.1 IA IS 1.2.0.1 for uniformity, else, spacing of

3. Architectural Graphic Standards. letters, words and sentences, and opaqueness.

4. MIL-STD-100A.

C. Tools, Equipment and Materials:

1. Equipment.

a. T-square.

b. Triangle.

(1) 30° /60°.

(2) 45°

50

Criterion Test: The student will demonstrate his ability
to letter freehand and using a lettering set by completing
the requirements of Job Sheet SCBT 420.1 LA JS 1.2.1.1
"Freehand and Mechanical Lettering".

Homework: None

(1 of 21)
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c. French curve.

d. Scales.

(1) Civil engineers.

(2) Architects.

e. Drafting set.

f. Erasing shield.

g. Lettering guide.

h. Dusting brush.

i. Pencil pointer.

j. Lead holder.

k. Drawing table.

1. Teeplates.

(1) ABC.

(2) Circle.

(3) Isometric.

m. Protractor.

n. Ames lettering set.

o. Leroy lettering set.

(2 of 21)

4110

.521.11#
scar 420.1 RA IC 1.2.1
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SOT 420.1 HA IG

2. Illterials.

a. Drawing pencils (assortsd).

b. Drawing paper.

(1) Tracing ripper.

(2) Coordinatsd paper.

c. Hawking taps.

d. Erasers.

(1) Pink pearl.

(2) Ar jur-

. Drawing leada.

(1) H

(2)

(3) F

(4) 213

(5) 413

f. Drafting ink.

D. Training. Aids and Devices:

1. Sli.tes.

a. 65618 - Scales, Set 3

b. o5619 - Compass and Bow Instruments, set 3.

(3 of 21)
54
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c. 65620 - Freehand Lettering, Set 3.

2. Transparencies.

a. 11CS -10290.101T-1 T-square, Jacobs, and Drafting Machine.

b. 11CS -10290.104T-1 Variations of Ruling Pens.

3. Locally Prepared Materials:

a. Job Shoat.

(1) SCBT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.1.1 "Freehand and Machanical Lettering".

Evaluation Guide.

(1) SCBT 420.1 EA SG 1.2.0.1

4. Trairing Aids Equipsent:

a. Projectors.

(1) Overhead.

(2) 35mm slide.

(3) 16 mm movie.

SCBT 420.1 EA IG 23 7



0UTL1NR OP INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

1. Name..

2. Topic: Lettering.

B. Establish Readiness.

1. Relate to the need of lettering.

2. Leroy lettering is used extensively.

C. Establish effect.

1. Lettering can make or break a job.

2. Mechanical aids can be quite a time saver.

Overview.

1. You will be able to:

D.

58

a. Letter freehand using proper letter
shape, spacing, slants, uniformity,
and neatness.

b. Letter mechanically, using a lettering
set, meeting the same requirements as
for freehand lettering.

2. Ask questions.

3. Take notes.

4. Testable information.

(5 of 21)

SCBT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.2
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduce self and topic.

LB. Bring out need and value LB. Participate in
of material being presented. class discussion.

I.C. State that first portion
of lecture will include intro-
duction to tools, equipment,
materials, and procedures used
by draftsmen.

I.D. Instruct students to take
notes either using handouts or
scratch paper.

I.D.4. Instruct students to take notes
either using handout or scratch paper.

59



OUTLINE Of INSTRUCTION

II. Presentation.

A. Text.

1. Definition.

a. A book used as a standard work or
basis of instruction in any branch

of knowledge.

2. Examples.

a. Engineering Aid 3 h 2.

b. Drafting and Graphics.

B. Standards.

1. Definitions.

a. An authoritative model for guidance.

2. Military Standard.

a. 100-A Drawing Practices.

3. Civilian Standards.

a. Architectural Graphic Standards.

C. References.

1. Definition.

a. A publication consulted to identify
certain facts or for background

information.

(6 of 21)

SCSI 4201 . NA IC 1.2.1

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.A.2. Show each text

and briefly explain
organisation.

II.B.2. Show and explain

MIL-STD.

II.4.1. Incorporate
additional laarning
senses by participating
in discussion and by
taking note..



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

62

2. Examples.

a. Building Construction Handbook.

b. Fundamentals of Carpentry.

c. Asphalt Handbook.

d. Portland Cement Association Handbook.

a. AISC Manual of Steel Construction.

D. Drafting Equipment.

1. T-square.

a. Type.

b. Material.

c. Uses.

d. Care.

2. Triangles.

a. Type.

b. Material.

c. Uses.

d. Care

3. Curves.

a. Type

(7 of 21)

SCBT 420.1 EA IG : .1

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT AC "IVITT

II.C.2. Give name, material
coverage, and use of each
reference.

II.D. Introduce the student II,D. Handle each
to equipment that will be equipment item as

used in class environment instructor describes.

under "care" teach checking
instrument. Show T-square
dr triangle slides SN34 -A.

II.D.2. Identify the 450
300 / 60° and the adjust-
able triangles.

63



()MINI OF INSTRUCTION

b. Material.

c. Uses.

d. Care.

4. Scales.

a. Type.

b. Material.

C. Uses.

d. Care.

64

",aw.-^";-,-

SCBT 420.1 IA IG 1.2.1

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDER ACTIVITY

II.D.4. Show slide #65618,

"Scales" Set 3.

5. Drafting set.

a. Contents.

II.D.5. Show slide "Compass
and Bows" Set 3, No 65619.

(1) Use.

(2) Cara.

6. Erasing shield.

a. Material.

b. Uses.

7. Lettering guides. 11.D.7. Handout instructions
for the Lettering Guide.

a. Types

b. Material.

c. Uses.

d. Care.

(8 of 21)
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OUTLINI OP INSTRUCTIION

S. Bench brush.

a. Material.

b. Use.

9. Pencil pointer.

a. Types

10. Lead holder.

a. Use.

11. Driering table.

a. TYPes-

b. Material.

c. Use

d. Care.

12. Templates.

a. Types

b. Material.

C. Use.

d. Care.

13. Protractors.

66 (9 of 21)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

SCBT 420.1 EA IC 1..1
STUDINT ACTIVITY

II.D.9. Show sandpaper pad
and mechanical pencil.



OUTLINE 07 tNSHRUCTIOR

a. Types.

b. Material.

C. Use.

d. Care.

I. Drafting Materials.

1. Pencils and leads.

a. Type

b. Grade.

c. Use.

2. Drawing paper.

a. Tracing.

(1) Type.

(2) Use.

b. Coordina-a paper.

(1) Type.

(2) Use.

3. Tape.

a. Type.

b. Use.

69

SCBT 420.1 BA IG 1.2.1
INSTRUCDDR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.E. Give the students

the recommended: F, R, 20,
35, 4H, construction draft-
ing 45, 35, 21, B, and HB -
rendering. HB, F, H, and 211
lettering.

(10 of 21)
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SCBT 420.1 BA IG 1.2.1 .

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITYOUTLINE OF DisTRucnou

4. Erasers.

a.

b. Use.

5. Ink.

F. Preparation. H.P. State that the
light should come from

1. Drafting table left and measure 80-100
candla power.

a. Lights.

b. Board. II.F.b. State that board
should be inclined 10-18°.

c. Instruments.

d. Paper.

a. Pencils. II.F.e. State some grades
of pencils that should be

G. Formats. available.

1. Paper size. II.G.1. Give damonstration
on folding drawing.

a. Flat.

b. Roll.

c. Stowage.

2. Title block.

a. Security.

7 0

II.G.2. Explain the standard
title block.

(11 of 21)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

R. Alphabet of Lines.

I. Practices.

1. Read aasignment.

2. Layout of.drawing.

a. What is a good drawing.

(1) Viaible lines.

(2) Dimensions.

(3) Notes.

(4) Line conventions.

(5) Tangents.

(6) Format.

(7) Lettering.

(8) Numerals & Fractions.

(9) Accuracy.

(10) Solution.

3. Older of drawing.

a. Pencil.

b. Ink.
(12 of 21)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

U.N. Use stick file.
Have student identify
each convention.

Demonstrate hidden line
couventions on C/B.

SCBT 420.1 IA IG 1.2.1
STUDINT ACTIVITY

11.1.2. Pass out Evaluation
Guide SCBT 420.1 EA EG 1.2.0.1
and cover each item.

11.0. Take a set of
drawings frost stick file.
Point out the line con-
vention on the prints.

Draw each convention
on a piece of paper.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4. Simplified drawing practices.

J. Lettering (freehand).

1. Definition.

7 4

a. Presentation of informational data
on a drawing.

2. Four styles of lettering.

a. Roman.

b. Gothic.

c. Script.

d. Text (old English)

3. Single-stroke Gothic.

a. Style.

(1) Vertical.

(2) Inclined.

(a) 67-1/2°

b. Composition.

(1) Opaque.

(2) Strokes.

(3) Proportions.

(4) Spacing.

SCBT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.144;
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(13 of 21)



OUTL1NR OF INSTRUCTION

(a) Letters.

(b) Wbrds.

(c) Sentences.

(5) Lines.

c. Height.

(1) MIL-STD recommendations.

d. Guide lines.

a. Pencils.

4. Technique of execution.

a. Vertical stroke.

b. Horizontal strokes.

c. Curved strokes.

SCBT 420.1 EA IL 1.2.1
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

. STUDENT ACTIVITY

K. Lettering (Mechanical). ILK. Have students
break out Leroy lettering

1. Definition. sets.

a. Lettering done with:

2. Types of devices or aids:

a. Leroy.

b. Unitech.

C. Verityper.

6
(14 of 21)

d/7

II.K. Break out Leroy
lettering sets.
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(1) Typewriter

(2) Headliner.

d. Artype.

(1) Format.

(2) Prostyle.

3. Leroy

a. Parts.

b. Templates.

c. Styles.

d. Uses.

4. Unitech.

a. Parts.

b. Templates.

c. Styles.

d. Uses.

5. Varityper.

a. Typewriter.

(1) Parts.

(2) Styles.

(3) Uses.

8
(15 of 21)

SCR 420.1 RA IC 1.2.1
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITy
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SCIIT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.1 11911
OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTOUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. Headliner.

(1) Parts.

(2) Styles

(3) Uses

6. Artypa ( PresswNe sensitive)

a. Format II.K.6.a. Demonstrate bow to
use format by using overhead

(1) Styles projector.

(2) Uses

b. Prostyle II.K.6.b. Demonstrate how to
use prostyle by using overhead

(1) Styles projector.

(2) Uses

7. Techniques of execution.

a. Composition

- b. Spacing

c. Guide lines

III. Application

A. Questions and Discussion III.A. Questions. lILA. Answers.

(16 of 21)

1. What are the two cow- 1. 450 and 30P/60°
monly used triangles?
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OUTLINR OF INSTRUCTION

82

SCBT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.1
STUDRNT ACTIVITYINSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

2. Why do good drafts -

nen always use a letteelc:
guide?

3. What is the difference
between the architect's 6
the engineering scale?

4. What is the mirimum likht
requirements for a drafting
room?

3. What is the size of a
"C" sheet?

6. What are the medium
weight lines on a drawing?

7. What is the first step
in doing any job?

2. To keep letters
uniform in height.

3. Architect is common
fractions 6 engineer is
decimal.

4. 80-100 candle power.

5. 17 x 22.

6. Hidden lines, phantom
lines 6 stitch lines.

7. Read asuignment.

8. What type of lettering 8. Lower case.
is never used in engineering
drawing?

9. What instrument is used 9. Allwa 6 Braddock-Bows
for spacing guide lines? lettering instruments.

10. Which of the five leech- 10. I roy.

anical lettering devices or
aids is in most common use?

11. A press-on type letter- 11. Artype
ing aid is called . . . .?

(17 of 21)
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OUTLLAIE OF INSTRIXTION
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

B. Practical Performance

IV. Summary.

A. Text.

1. Definition.

2. Review texts.

B. Standard.

1. Definition.

2. Military Standards.

3. Civilian Standards.

C. References.

1. Definition.

2. Review references.

D. rrafting Equipment.

1 T-Square

... Triangle.

3. Curves.

Scales.

:)rafting set.

84 (18 of 21)

III/

SCBT 420.1 RA ..1

STUDENT AC,IVITY

111.3. Pass out and explain 111.3. Practice lettering
Job Sheet SCBT 420.1 EA JS and work:on job sheet re-
1.2.1.1 "Freehand and Mach- quirements.
anical Lettering".

Guide students in
application of lettering.
Evaluate student performance
on completed work.

85



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

6. Erasing shield.

7. Lettering guide.

8. Bench brush.

9. Pencil pointer.

10. Lead holder.

11. Drawing table.

12. Templates.

13. Protractors.

E. Drafting Materials.

1. Pencils and leads.

2. Drawing paper.

3. Tape.

4. Erasers.

5. Ink

F. Preparation for Drawing.

G. Drawing Formats.

H. Alphabet of Lines.

I. Drawing Practices

(19 of 21)

S6

SCBT 420.1 EA IL 1.2.1
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

J. Lettering (freehand)

1. Definition.

2. Styles of lettering.

3. Singlestroke gothic.

4. Technique of execution.

K. Lettering (Mechanical)

1. Definition.

2. Types.

3. Leroy.

4. Unitech

5. Varitypes.

6. Artype.

7. Technique of execution.

V. Test.

A. Job Sheet Completion.

88

1. Those students who have not satisfactorily
completed the requirements of the Job Sheet
SCBT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.1.1 "Freehand and
Mechanical Lettering" must do so on their
own time and turn in same at the start of
the next worlcing day.

(20 of 21)

SCBT 420.1 IA IG 1.2.1
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
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CUTUPS! OF INSTIUCTION

VI. Assignmeat

A. lead

1. NIL-STD-100A, General Drawing Practices.
Pages 1-23.

2. Drafting and Graphics, Page 1-55.

B. Look for Drawing Techniques and Practices.

9

SCBT 420.1 RA IG 1.2.1
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVrrY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(21 of 21) I
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER

. PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043
SPECIAL WNSTRUCTION BATTALION TRAINING (SCBT) 420.1

JOB SHEET

TITLE: FREEHAND AND MECHANICAL LETTERING

INTRODUCTION: The purpose of this job sheet is to guide you in the
practical work assignment of freehand and sechanical lettering. After

assembling the necessary tools and material, read over the procedures-
rapidly to get a general picture of the lettering requirements, then
complete each of the three lettering sheets.

Single-stroke letter is by far the greatest amount of lettering done on
drawings, it is done in a rapid single-stroke styli lettering. Every
engineering aid must have an absolute command of either the vertical or

the inclined style. The ability.to letter can be acquired by anyone with
normal muscular control of his fingers, who will practice faithfully and
intelligently, and take the trouble to observe carefully the shapes of
the letters, the sequence of strokes in making them, and the rules for

their composition. It is not a matter of artistic talent or even of

dexterity in handwriting. Many persons who write very poorly letter very

well.

REFERENCES:

1. Military Standard, Engineering Drawing Practice, NIL-STD-100A, Page 9.

2. Engineering Aid 3 & 2, NAVPERS 1063413,- Page 95.

3. Engineering-Technical Drafting and Graphics, 2nd Edition, Page 41.

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. Drawing board or table.

2. Two sheets "A" size tracing paper.

3. One sheet lettering paper.

4. Ames-style lettering instrument.

5. Draf.ing tapc.

6. Pencils (as necessary).

7. T-square.

2. Eras:tr.

,. Erasing shield.

92
(1 of 2)



SCBT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.1. 1

10. Lettering set.

11. India ink.

PROCEDURE:

Part 1. "A" size paper, lettaring set and ink.
Lay out tha papar horizontally in accordanca with MIL-STD-100A, Page 9, omit
revision and titla blocks. Latter tha following information in uppar calm
lattars using a lattaring set. NOTE: USE A LETTER TEMPLATE RANGING FROM
157, 200 or 240 AND THE PROPER PEN SIZE AS DESIGNATED ON THE DIAGRAM ON THE
INSIDE COVER OF TEE LETTERING INSTRUMENT BOX. Lattar your last nama in the
lower right-hand margin in 5/32 inch high letters.

Part 2. Lettering paper, freehand with paper.
Letter your last name an the top line and complete all lines by lettering
freehand in single-stroke, uppar case Gothic style using each letter of
the alphabat approximately ten (10) times. Letter your name in the lower
right-hand margin in 5/32 inch high letters.

Part 3. "A" siza paper, freehand with pencil.
Refer to Figure 3-7, Page 41 of Drafting and Graphics. Lattar freehand
in single-stroka uppar casa Gothic Style, two xamples of aach of the
seven (7) recommended lattar heights, as shown in the right-hand column.
For the dimensions, frattional and decimal section, naka five (5) fractions
as diagrammetd. Draw proper borderline in accordance with MIL-STD.-100A,
Page 9. Omit the titla and ravision blocks. Letter your last name in the
lower right-hand margin in 5/32 inch high letters.

NOTE: In each part of tha procedure above, spacing between letters and
between words should be in accordance with requirements sat forth in
Engineering Aid 3 & 2, Paga 95.

Complete work must meet the acceptable standards set forth in SCBT 420.1
EA EG 1.2.0.1 for lettering.

QUESTIONS: None

(2 ,f 2)
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SOT 420.1 RA EG 1.2.0.1 3%7
NAVAL CONSTRUCT= TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION TRAINING (S(BT) 420.1

EVALUATION GUIDE

INTRODUCTION

You can benefit from learning how to evaluate your own drawings. In

addition, if you know and understand what is required of you in asking
good drawings you can check yourself from the start of each drawing to ensure
you meet the requirements as set forth in this evaluation guide.

The following guide is broken into ten distinct topics, each with its
own description and the basic requirements. The acceptable drawing practices
for each topic are listed along with the most common unacceptable practices.
/t is to your benefit to keep all the drewing practices within the acceptable
range, not only because by doing so will enable you to pass the course, but
also because it will develop good drawing habits Chet will aid you in your

future career.

Honesty with yourself is essential in order to benefit from this evalu- .

ation giude. Your instructor will use this guide to evaluate your work to
determine if you have mot the objectives of each lesson. Keep in mind that
the evaluation guide is a teaching device as well as a check-list of drawing

practices. It is only as effective as you and your instructor make it - DO

YOUR PART.

DEFINITIONS of some general terms used in this guide.

Fuzzy Lines - The flaking of pencil lines. Mbre evident when soft

leaAs are used.

Hole/Holes - The circle, slot, etc. indicated on a drawing that
represents a hole'in the objef!*.

Line Thick-
ness

Opaque

The opaqueness and line width as outlined in
MIL-STD-100A, Page 46.

- The darkness of an ink or pencil line in relation to
how it will reproduce when making copies. Opaque
includes the consistent shade over the whole line or
shading where used.

Reproduction- The use of the original tracing paper or vellum
drawing to make copies, usually by the Diazo process.

(1 of 10)
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VISIBLE LINES

References: MIL-STD-100A, pp. 28-30, 46
Drafting and Graphics, pp. 26-28

Visible lines define the outline or visible detail of an object. They

are heavy unbroken lines of uniform width and have the same degree of

opaqueness or blackness through all visible lines used on a specific

drawing. Care must be taken to ensure that visible lines are opaque and

give a continuous solid lino when reproduced.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Acceptable Standards

Opaque, that will repro-

duce well.

Sharply drawn lines.

Uniform opaqueness.

Distinct intersections.

Properly located.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Unacceptable Standards

Line of various thickness

Fuzzy lines

Over-run or nonconnecting inter-

sections.

Not provrly located.

Not opaque enough to reproduce.

(2 of 10) 95
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II

DIMENSIONS

Reloryncl.: Mil-STO-LOOA, pp. 29, 45-46

USASI Y14.5-1966
Drafting and Graphics, pp. 110-146, 511-512
Architectural Drawing and Light Construction, pp. 191-194

Dimensions or dimensioning is the numerical value expressed in units of

measure used on drawings in conjunction with lines, symbols and notes to

define the characteristics or shape of an object. Dimensioning encompasses

extension lines, dimension lines, arrowheads, and completeness of information.

Acceptable Standards Unacceptable Standards

1. Thin extension lines. 1. Thick or light dimensions and/or
extension lines.

2. Extension lines 1/16 inch 2.

away from visible lines.

3. Proper spacing between
dimension lines.

4. Uniform arrowheads,
proper proportion.

Broken dimension lines.

3. Poor spacing of dimension

lines.

4. Arrowheads not uniform or

proper shape.

5. Numerals spaced for ease 5.

of reading.

6. Dimensions read from the 6.

bottom and right-hand
side of drawing.

Missing numerals, hole infor-
mation, radii, or diameter

notations.

Dimension read from the top

or left-hand side of drawing.

7. Proper notation of holes. 7. Dimension not opaque enough

to reproduce.

8. Proper orientation of no-
tations for radii and dia-

meters.

(3 of 10)
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III

NOTES

References: USASI Y14.5-1966
Drafting and Graphics, pp. 132, 135, 512

Architectural Drawing and Light Construction, pp. 194-195

Notes on drawings are used to supply information which cannot be given

in other ways or which requires a description. Notes are used for a

variety of purposes and allow draftsmen flexibility in their descriptive

application on drawings. Notes encompass leaders, arrowheads, and completeness

of information.

Acceptable Standards Unacceptable Standards

1. Give complete information. 1. Incomplete notes.

2. Loaders drawn at 30/45/60 2. Leaders drawn at random angles.

degree angles with the

horizontal.

3. Notes kept close to the 3. Notes separated from the view in

view in which informa- which information is required.

tion is required.

4. Leaders point to centers 4.

of circles, arcs and holes.

(4 of 10)

Leaders not aligned with centers

of circles, arcs and holes.

S. Misspelled information.
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IV

LINE CONVENTIONS

References: MIL-STD-100A, pp. 45-49
Drafting and Graphics, pp. 26-29

Line conventions are concerned with all lines except visible lines,

dimensions, extension, and leader lines covered in Topics I, II, III, that

are used to fully describe an object according to established drawing

practices.

Acceptable Standards

1. Line conventions used

appropriately.

2. Lines properly drawn.

3. Lines opaque enough to
reproduce, except con-

struction lines.

Unacceptable Standards

1. Dashes thick and/or fuzzy.

2. Ridden lines connect with visible

lines.

3. Lines not opaque enough to

reproduce.

4. Some degree of fuzziness 4. Lines incorrectly drawn and/or

is allowed for thin located.

lines.

5. Construction lines very 5. Line consistency varies.

lightly drawn and may
remain on finished draw-
ing.

(5 of 10)
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V

TANGENTS

References: Drafting and Graphics, pp. 23, 62-66, 75, 77
Architectural Drawing and Light Construction, pp. 41-42

A tangent is an intersection of a straight line and a curved line or

the intersection of two curved lines. The most common tangents in drawings

are found in fillets and rounds that come into contact with visible lines

or straight lines and curves or ogee curve. There are few applications in

drafting where tangents are not used.

Acceptable Standards

1. Tangents perpendicular to 1.

radii.

2. Radii extend through point 2.
of tangency.

Unacceptable Standards

Tangents not accurately drawn
or perpendicular to radii.

Uneven tangency.

3. Straight lines and curved 3. Tangency not complete or do not

lines of one thickness. meet.

4. Lines meet as one.smooth,
continuous line.

(6 of 10)
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VI

FORMAT

References: MIL-STD-100A, pp. 4-13
DM-6, pp. 6-1-4 thru 6-1-14
Drafting and Graphics, pp. 90-99, 506-533

The format of a drawing is the overall layout of the drawing. The

format includes how the views are spaced, the accuracy of the borders and

title block, and the overall neatness and appearance of the finished work.

Acceptable Standards

1. Layout of borders, title block, 1.

etc., according to standards
and job sheet instructions.

2. Object is oriented for a
pleasing effect.

3. Views chosen according to
best representation of

object.

4. Title block annotated with
required information.

Unacceptable Standards

Object orientation not
balanced, poor appearance.

2. Border and/or title block
not according to standards
or job sheet instructions.

3. Views chosen not best
representation of object.

4. Spacing between views too
wide.

(7 of 10)
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VII

LETTERING

References: MIL-STD-100A
Engineering Aid 3 & 2, pp. 92-100
Architectural Drawing and Light Construction, pp. 23-38

Lettering presents the information data on a drawing whether the informa-

tion is in the form of dimensioning, explanatory notes or the listing of
specifications, the lettering must be legible end pleasing in appearance.

Acceptable Standards Unacceptable Standards

1. Uniform in size and shape. 1. Uneven letters.

2. Spacing by shape of letters. 2. Uneven spacing of letters or

of mechanical appearance.

3. Even spacing of words. 3. Uneven spacing of words.

4. Words smooth in appearance. 4. Vertical stems not uniform.

5. Opaque letters. 5. Variable opaqueness, poor
reproduction quality.

(8 of 10)
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VIII

NUMERALS AND FRACTIONS

References: Engineering Aid 3 & 2, pp. 92-97
Drafting and Graphics, p. 43
Architectural Drawing and Light Construction, pp. 22-38

Numerals and fractions apply to all numerical information on a drawing
and are a vital element in accurately describing the object drawn.

Acceptable Standards Unacceptable Standards

1. Spacing between numerals 1. Numerals and/or fractions too

and fractions. heavy, filled in.

2. Distinct numerals, easily 2.
read.

Numerals/fractions run together.

3. Fractions slightly larger 3.
than numerals.

Carelessly made figures.

4. Distinctly formed figures.4. Numerals larger or same size
as fractions.

(9 of 10)
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ACCURACY

References: None

SCBT 420.1 EA.EG.1.2.0.1 4rV(e7

Accuracy is the condition or quality of being accurate, precise, exact

or correct. Accuracy is determined by how well a drawing is scaled, Layed
out, and annotated to give a clear, concise picture of what is represented.

Acceptable Standards Unacceptable Standards

1. Figure size within + 1/32" 1. Figure size + 1/16" or aver.

SOLUTION

References: None

Solution is the act of solving a problem. In drafting, the solution is

the representation of an object of features using the proper methods,
orientation, terminology, etc., combined to make a camplete presentation.

Acceptable Standards Unacceptable Standards

1. Drawing made by the student 1. Help needed on majority of

only. the drawing.

2. Solution made with minimum 2.

aid from other students or
instructor.

More than two efforts made
to solve the problem.

3. Use of only one clue from 3. Copying from a finished

the instructor to solve the product or partial product.

problem.

(10 c 10)
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION TRAINING (SCBT) 420.1

Classification: Unclassified

Topic: Technical Sketching Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit the
student will be able to use the tools of a draftsman

Average Time: 1 Period (Class) 5 Periods (Pract) and perform the techniques and procedures related to
basic drafting. All problem solutions submitted by the

Instructional Materials: student as his finished product will meet the minimum
requirements of Evaluation Guide SOT 420.1 EA EG 1.2.0.1

A. Texts:
Enabling Objective: Upon completion of this topic the

1. Engineering-Technical Drafting & Graphics, student will be able to make freehand technical sketches
2nd Edition, Chapter 16. from objects, notes and verbal descriptions that can be

used to develop descriptive conatruction and shop draw-

B. References: ings. Student texts, commercial technical sketching
publications, and the guidance of the instructor may be

1. Technical Drawing, by Giescke, Mitchell, utilized in the performance of the requirements of this

& Spencer, 4th Edition, Chapter 5. topic. All sketches submitted by the student as his
finished product will be of proper proportion to represent

2. Architectural Drawing & Light Construction, the object sketched and contain opaque visible lines as

by Muller, Chapter 5. well as proper shading or rendering sufficient enough to
make a legible Diazo reproduction.

3. Engineering Drawing, by French & Vierck,
10th Edition, Chapter 6.

C. Tools, Equipment and Materials:

1. Coordinated paper, 10 x 10, 81/2 x 11.

2. Tracing paper.

a. ale x 11"

b. 11" x 17"

104

Criterion Test: The student will demonstrate his ability
to make technical freehand sketches by accomplishing the
requirements of Job Sheet SCBT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.2.1,
"Technical Sketching".

Homework: Read

Engineering-Technical Drafting and Graphics,
2nd Edition, Chapter 16, pp. 490-505.

(1 of 14) 195



3. Drawing pencils.

D. Training Aids and Devices.

1. Film

a. MC-6797-C, Pictorial Sketching.

2. Locally Prepared Material.

a. Jc,t, Sheet

kl) SOT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.2.1
"Technical Sketching".

E. Training Aids Equipment:

1. Projectors.

a. 16 mm motion picture.

106
(2 of 14)
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SOT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.2
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

1. Name.

2. Topic: Technical Sketching.

B. Establish readiness.

1. A valuable means of expression.

2. "One picture is worth a thousand words".

C. Establish effect.

1. Value.

a. On many jobs a sketch is all that
is necessary to accomplish the
work.

b. Often you will be required to
draw without proper equipment.

D. Overview:

1. You will be able to make technical
freehand sketches following pro-
cldures set forth in Drafting and
Graphics, Chapter 16.

2. Ask questions.

3. Take notes.

199 (3 of 14)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
SCBT 420.1 EA 1G 1.2.2

STUDENT ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduce self and topic.

I.E. Get students ready I.B. Participate in
to leatg. class discusa4on.

I.C. Bring out value of
sketching.

109



ourrun OP INSTRUCTION

II. Presentation.

A. Importance of Technical Sketching.

1. Original ideas.

a. First expression.

2. Organise thoughts.

a. Record of ideas.

3. Degree of perfection.

a. Depends upon its use.

11- Materials.

1. Paper.

a. Cross-section paper.

(1) 10" x 10".

(2) 8" x 8".

(3) Pictorial.

(a) Isometric.

1 1

2. Pencils.

a. Selected according to requirements
of sketch.

(1) Rough sketches, ideas, rend-
erings 6B, 5B, 4B.

(4 of 14)

SCBT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.2
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.A. Show film NC-6796-C
Pictorial Sketching.

II.B.1.a. Point out the
ease in drawing on cross-
section paper and stress
good proportion.

II.B.2.a. Point out to
sharpen in normal manner,
except when shading is
desired.

111
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(2) Machine details - 31 to HB.

(3) Critical work and detail -
F to 211.

(4) On smooth paper - F to H.

b. Harder than 2H.

(1) Seldom used.

3. Erasers.

a. Artgum.

b. Pink Pearl.

C. Types of sketches.

1. Multi-view projeltiou.

a. All necessary views.

2. Single-view projection.

a. Pictorial.

(1) Isometric.

(2) Oblique.

D. Scale.

1. Correct proportions.

a. Accurately.

2. Cross-section paper.

(5 of 14)

SCBT 420.1 EA IC 1.2.2
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.C.1. Write on C/B.
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

a. Ready scale.

3. Small objects.

a. Drawn oversized.

E. Techniques.

1. Quality of a freehand line.

a. Freedom.

b. Variety.

2. Alphabet of lines.

a. Sane as mechanically made.

b. Dark and opaque.

c. Clean-cut.

3. Position of pencil.

a. 1 1/2" to 2" from point.

b. Rotate slightly.

c. Slant from 500 to 600 from vertical

for straight lines.

d. 30° for circles.

e. Lean pencil in direction of travel.

4. Straight lines.

a. Short lines.

(6 of 14)

SCBT 420.1 EA U. 1.2.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.E.3.a. Demonstrate

on C/B.

II.E.4. Demonstrate II.E.4. Practice on a

on C/B. sheet of paper.

1 1 5



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(1) Finger action.

b. Long lines.

(1) Wrist or forearm.

116

(2) Series of short strokes (1 1/2"
to 2" long.)

c. Keep eye on point to which line
must travel.

(1) Never on pencil.

d. Lightly complete line before darkening.

e. Accuracy in direction is more important
than smoothness.

5. Circles and arcs.

a. Small circles and arCs.

(1) One or two strokes.

b. Steps for large circles.

(1) Extend center lines and
additional radii.

(2) Mark points on these extensions.

(3) Sketch short arcs and complete.

c. Alternate method.

(1) Sketch lightly the enclosed square.

(2) Mark the mid-points of the sides.

(7 of 14)

SCBT 420.1 EA IL; 1.2.2
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.E.5.a. Demonstrate II.E.5.a Practice on
on C/B. a sheet of paper.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(3) Draw light arcs tangent to sides.

(4) Heavy-in final circles.

6. Proportions.

a. Most important rule.

(1) Sketch in proportion.

b. Constantly compare each new line.

c. "Squares method".

(1) Enlarging or reducing.

(2) Grid made at any convenient size.

(3) Estimate by bye-crossing of grids.

d. Blocking-in method.

(1) Block-in views.

(2) Build-up detail.

(3) Brighten outline.

(4) Brighten details.

(5) Brighten hidden features.

(6) Check drawing.

7. Shading.

a. Use light and dark.

1 1S (8 of 14)

791
SOT 420.1 EA I" 1.2.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.E.6.d. Demonstrate
on C/B.

II.E.7. Illustrate effects of
light on simple shapes by using
overhead transparencies showing
basic forms.
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(1) Surfaces appear to advance while
others appear to recede.

b. Location of light.

(1) Usually from upper-left position.

c. Reflected light.

(1) Frog surrounding objects.

(2) Surfaces lightened beyond the
shaded edge.

d. Highlight.

(1) Whiten areas.

(2) Parallel highlights for cylindrical
surfaces.

(3) Overhangs, recesses, etc. require
shadows to reveal their relief.

e. Contrast.

(1) Light to dark for junctions.

(2) Dark tones.

(3) Light tones.

(4) Stippling.

(5) Shaded lines reveal form of
the surface.

12'1 (9 of 14)

SCBT 420.1 EA IC 1.2.2
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
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F. Viewing of Objects.

1. -view projection.

a. View takes in a direction per-
pendicular to a principal face
or side.

(1) Take view of shape and size.

b. Three principal dimensione.

(1) Width.

(2) Height.

(3) Depth.

c. Revolving the object.

(1) Top view - top of object.

(2) Right-side view - right side
of object.

(3) Any other view - rotate object.

d. Three regular biews.

(1) Top.

(2) Front.

(3) Right side.

C. Hidden features.

(1) Hidden lines.

SCBT 420.1 RA IC 1.2.2
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDINT ACTIVITY

II.F.1.c. Take an object
and revolve as explaining.

(10 of 14)
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f. Choice of views.

(1) Eliminat unnecessary views.

(2) Two-view drawings.

(3) Should bet chosen that show
features with visible lines.

g. Center lines.

(1) Indicste axis of symmetrical
objects.

h. Alignment of views.

(1) Top view directly above the
front view.

(2) Right-side view directly to
the right of front view.

(3) Never draw the views in reversed
position.

2. Single-view projection.

a. Isometric.

(1) View taken of the object rotated
and tilted toward viewer.

(2) Isometric axis.

(a) 300 with horizontal.

iv%
(11 of 14)

SCBT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.2
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITf STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.F.1.g.(1) Show a
typical application.

II.F.2.a.(1) Demonstrate.
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(3) Box construction.

(4) Ellipses

126

(a) Major axis at right angles to
the center line.

(b) Minor axis at right angles to
the major axis coincidental
with center lines.

(c) Box construction.

(d) Four-centered method.

(5) Isometric paper.

(a) Coordinated grids.

b. Oblique.

(1) Types.

(a) Cavalier.

(b) Cabinet.

(2) Oblique axis.

(a) 300 or 450 with horizontal.

(b) Full scale - cavalier.

(c) Half size receding surfaces
cabinet.

(3) Front face.

(12 of 14)

78"
SCBT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.F.2.b Demonstrate.
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OUTLINE OF ISSTRUCTION

(a) View taken in a direction

perpendicular to the
principal face.

(4) Coordinated paper.

III. Application

A. Questions and Answers

B. Practical Application.

SCBT 420.1 EA IL 1.2.2
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

III.A Questions III.A Answers

1. Why is it a good idea
to sketch the drawing first? 1. Aid in layout.

2. What cipe of projection 2. Pictorial.
is usually used to gain a
better overall picture?

3. What should your eyes
be doing when drawing a
long line?

3. B. on the point
ahead of the line.

1. Introduce Job Sheet. III.B.1. Hand out Job Sheet III.B.1 Follow along
and go over with students. with explanation.

a. SCBT 420.1 EA JS
"Technical Sketching".

2. Practice exercise. III.B.2 Assist students. III.B.2. Accomplish
requirements of job

IV. Summary sheet.

A. Importance of Technical Sketching.

B. Materials

1. Paper

2. Pencils

128 129
(13 of 14)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

3. Erasers

C. Types of Sketches.

1. Multiview projection.

2. Singleview projection.

a. Pictorial.

D. Scales

E. Techniques.

1. Quality

2. Alphabet of lines.

3. Position of pencil.

4. Straight lines.

5. Circles and arcs.

6. Proportions.

7. Shading.

F. Viewing of Objects.

V. Test:

A. Complete the requirements of Job Sheet
SCBT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.2.1

13"

7O
SCBT 420.1 EA IC 1.2.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
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SORT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.2.1

NAVAL COMMOTION TRAINING CNN=
PORT HONNIMR, CALIPORNIA 93043

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION TRAINING (5CR) 420.1

JOB SHEET

TITLE: BASIC TECHNICAL SKETCHING

INTRODUCTION: The purpose of this Joh sheet is to guide you in the pract.,

ical work assignment of sketching. After assembling the necessary tools

and materials, read over the procedures rapidly to get a general picture

of the sketching requirements.

REFERENCES:

1. Architectural Drawing and Light Construction, pp. 64-78.

2. Military Standard, Engineering Drawings Practices, MIL-STD-100A, pp.9

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. 3 sheets 10" a 10" coordinate paper, 81/4 a 11".

2. Pencils.

PROCEDURES: Draw the following problems on an "A" size sheet of coordin-

ate paper laid out in vertical format in accordance with NIL.4T0100A,

Page 9. On your finished drawing place your last name in tbe lower

right-hand margin in 5/32" high letters. Omit title block and revision

block. Make a print of your finaihed sketches following Job Sheet

SOT 420.1 EA IS 1.2.2.1.

PROBLEM #1 (Fit. 5-41, pp 90, Architectural Drawing & Litht Construction:

Ref:)

Layout a border and divide the paper into twelve equal rectangies freehand

as shown. With an KB pencil carefully fill the rectangles with horizontal,

vertical and

`10)))))
/wN .

_ _..............--

AI, ks
-"---------- `--, ' /4:: N ,:'.

-",.......--° ,./F.e,

111:1:111; iii 31:1 111111111111111 1111111M 1111111111111

1111111111:1 Mit.,

. .... ... . .. :.? r&... di,..........

val... allffilb ..,
Ow.

...71: SS. ES. t
11 m. Ms...0...e. 4I

PROBLEM #2 (Fig. 5-42, pp 91, Architectural Drawing & Light Construction;

Ref:)

Sketch a 3" square and bisect each side by eye. Connect the points to

form an inverted square within the original, continue drawing squares
within squares until space is filled.

(1 of 2) 132
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SCST 420.1 EA JS 1.2.2.1

111 PRoSLEM #3 (Fig. 5-19 pp. 76) Architectural Drawing & Light Construction;

Raf;)

Sketch the corrugated metal sections, as shown.

Completed drawings must meet acceptable standards of Evaluation Guide
SCBT 420.1 EA EG 1.2.0.1 for visible lines, format and instructor
requirements for proportion and solution.

2132/10E: None

(2 of 2)
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SOT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.3

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 90343

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION TRAINING (SCBT) 420.1

Classification: Unclassified

Topic: Geometric Construction Terminal Objective: Upon conpletion of this unit the
student mill be able to use the tools of a draftsmen

Average time: 3 Period (Class) 5 Period (Pract) and perform the techniques and procedures related to
basic drafting. All problem' solutions submitted by the

Instructional Materials: student as his finished product will meet the minimum
requirements of Evaluation Guide SCBT 420.1 EA EG 1.2.0.1.

A. Texts:

Enabling Objective: Upon completion of this topic the
1. Engineering Aid 3 & 2, NAVPERS 10634-B student will be able to construct two plane geometric

figures that include circular and carved surfaces by
2. Engineering - Drafting and Graphics, using standard drafting instruments. Textbooks, other

Second Edition, drafting publications, and instructor guidance nay be
utilized in the performance of the requirements of this

B. References: topic. Templates Ray not be used in the completion of
the requirements of this topic. All figures submitted

1. Architectural Drawing fi Light Construction. by the student as his finished assignment will meet the
acceptable standards of Evaluation Guide SOT 420.1 EA EG

2. Engineering Drawing by French and Vierck, 1.2.0.1, for visible lines, tangents, format, accuracy
10th Edition and solution and of an opaque -qualiry sufficient enough

to make a legible Diazo reproduction.
3. General Drafting, TM5 -230.

Criterion Test: The student will demonstrate his ability
C. Tools, Equipment and Materials: to draw geometric construction by completing the re-

quirements of Job Sheet SCIT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.3.1,
1. Equipment. "Geometric Construction".

a. T -Square. HOMEWORK: Read

b. Traingles. Drafting E. Graphics, Ch.4 pp. 56-82.

(1) 45° Engineering Aid 3 & 2, Ch.4, pp. 101-121.

(2) 300 - 60°

(1 of 14)
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OUTLINE or INSTRUCT/ON

c. Scales-Architectural & Engineering.

d. Drafting set.

e. Dusting brush.

2. Material.

a. Masking tape.

b. Eraser.

c. Erasing shield.

d. Drawing pencils.

a. Typing paper, 81/4" z 11",

6 sheets per student.

f. Tracing paper, Ye x 11",
2 sheets per student.

D. Training Aids and Devices:

1. Slides (3511m)

a. Geometric Constru.tion -SN -35A.

b. Compass and bow instruments,
Set 3, 65619.

2. Transparencies:

a. 11CS -1551 -115T -4 "Constructing a Regular Hexagon"- Across the Flats.

b. 11CS -1551 -115T -7 "Circle Tangent to - Given Line Passing Through a Given Point".

c. 11CS -1551 -115T -9 "Constructing a Reverse Curve (Ogee)".

136

SCET 420.1 EA IC 1.2.3
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(2 of 14) 137



OUTLINE OF INSTENCTION

138

vs
SOT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.3

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

d. 11CS -1551-115T-8 "Constructing an Ellipse" 4 -Center Method.

e. 11CS -1551 -115T-6 "Constructing an Irregular Polygon", -Given One Side.

I. 11CS -1551 -115T-5 "Constructing an Octagon in a Square".

g. 11CS -1551 -115T-2 "Constructing Parallel Lines".

h. 11CS -1551-115T-3 "Constructing a Esagagon - Across Corners".

i. 11CS -1551 -115T-11 "Bisecting an Angle".

j. 11CS -1551 -115Y-1 "Dissecting a Line".

3. Locally Prepared Materials:

a. Job Sheet.

(1) SCBT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.3.1
"Geometric Construction".

E. Training Aids Equipment.

1. Projector.

a. 35 ma slide.

b. Overhead.

(3 of 14)

STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINR OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introductioa to the lesson.

A. Zstablish contact. I.A. Introduce aalf and topic.

1. Name.

2. Topic: Geometric Construction.

SCST 420.1 RA IG 1.2.3
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

B. Establish readiness. I.B. Motivate student.

1. Purpose: Practical Use of Instruments.

2. Assignment: Will do geometric design.

C. Establish effect.

1. Value.

a. Pass course.

b. Porforn better on the job.

c. Get advanced.

d. Be a better Engineering Aid.

I.C. Bring out need and value
of material being presented.

D. Overview: I.D. State learning objectives.

1. You will be able to draw geometric figures I.D.1. State information and
and uee geometric construction in solving 'materials necessary to guide
drafting problems. student.

2. Ask questions.

3. Take notes.

4. Testable.

t 14 0
(4 of 14)
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II. Presentation

SCBT 420.1 EA 1 1.2.3
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

A. Compass and Bow Instruments. II.A. Slides. First section
33 slides.

1. Similar instruments.

2. Compasses.

a. FOr radius less than 2 inches.

b. Size is determined by distance from
top of handle to bottom of leg.

C. Can be used with various weight lead.

d. Sharpen lead befOre using.

e. Set needle at proper length.

(1) Needle should penetrate paper
slightly.

f. Steps in constructing a circle/arc.

(1) Set off radius (measure).

(2) Set needle at position center
is to be located.

(3) Use thumb and forefinger to swing
circle/arc.

NOTE: Instructors can also use
C/11 and equipment for student
demonstration vice slides.

(a) Incline slightly toward direction
of rotation.

(b) Complete circle/arc with a
continuous motion.

142 113
(5 of 14)
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114

g. Use beam compass for larger
circles/arcs.

h. Discuss care of instruments.

3. Dividers.

a. Soma bow instruments are inter-

changeable either compass or divider.

b. Used to transfer distance from one

place to another.

c. Steps in using dividers.

(1) Set distance (measure) place
dividers at that distance
transfer measurements to drawing.

(2) Dividing a line in equal parts.

(a) Approximate divisions set

dividers.

(b) Walk off distances.

(c) Adjust difference at end.

(d) Walk off again until accurate.

Bisecting lines and angles.

1. Bisect a line (also the same method for

bisecting an arc).

a. Set off line AB.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

573/
SCHT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.3

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.1. Distribute typing

paper (6 sheets to each

student). Instruct students

on placing paper on board.

b. Set the compass for any radius greater Instruct students to divide

than 1/2 of AB.
paper into two (2) sections

(6 of 14)

II.B.1. Students fasten

sheets to board.

Divide paper into two (2)
sections with pencil lines
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116

WIN

c. Using A end B as centers, drat
two arcs to intersoct at C and D.

d. Connect points C and D with a light line,
whore lino CD interssct AB, is the
center of AB.

2. Bisect an angle.

a. Given angle ABC.

b. With "A" as csnter and the compass
set at any convenient radius, draw
an arc cutting line "AB" at "D" and
line "AC" at "1".

c. Set the compass at "A" radius greater
than 1/2 of "DE".

d. With "D" and "E" aa centers, draw two
arcs to intersect at O.

e. Draw a line from "A" to O. The line

"AO" bisects the angle.

C. Dividing a Line into any number of Equal Parts.

1. Assume a given line is to be divided into
six equal parts.

2. DTMW the required line "AB" which is to
be divided.

3. From one end of this line at point "A",
draw line "AC" at any convenient angle.

4. Starting at "A" on line "AC" lay off six
equal spaces with either dividers or scales.

(7 of 14)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIV/TT

with pencil linos.

SCBT 420.1 EA 1G 1.2.3
STUDENT ACTIVITY

11.1.2. Show transparency
11CS -1551 -115T-11, "Bi-

secting An Angle".

Draw figure following
instruction in ooe of
the two sections.

11.3.2. Draw figure
following instruction
in remaining section of
paper.

II.C. Have student re- II.C. Ramove sheets

move sheet from board. froa board.

II.C. Show Transparency
11CS-1551-115T-1, "Divid-
ing a Line".

II.C.1. Instruct student to
fasten second sheet to draw-
ing board, divide sheet into
two (2) sections.

II.C.1. Fasten second
sheet to board, divide
into two (2) sections.

II.C.3. Draw figure
following instruction
in first section of paper.
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S. Iron the termination point, "D", of the
last space, draw "A" line connecting "D"
and "I".

6. With T-square and triangle, set the triangle
parallel with line "De and draw lines
fron the points on line "AC" to line "AS".
Line "AS" will be divided into six equal
parts.

D. Constructing parallel lines.

1. Construction method.

a. Given line AD and A perpendicular
distance I to line OP to be constructsd.

b. Using C as A center on line AB, swing
arcs D A E intersecting line Al.

c. Using distance I as A radius and D
and E as centers, swing arcs for line
OP.

d. Connect top of arcs for line of
parallel to line AB.

SOT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.3
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVIIT

II.D.l.Show Transparency
11CS -1551 -113T -2, "Con-

structing Parallel Lines".

2. Transfer method. II.D.2. Demonstrate on CA.

a. Set a straight edge and triangle
combination so that triangle lies
on given line.

II.D.l.oraw figures

following instruction
in second section of
paper.

b. Slide triangle along straight edge to II.D.2.b. Have students re- II.D.2.b. Remove sheet
paralleldesired distance and draw move sheet from board. from board.

lines.

(8 of 14)
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E. Constructing Regular Polygons.

1. Constructing a regular hexagon -
across corners.

a. Given line AE.

b.. Draw a circle with line AI as the
diameter. Locate center and label
it 0.

c. With the radius AO, and using A and E
as centers, draw arcs intersecting
thi -ircle.

d. Connet each intersection point with
the next straight lines to form a
regular hexagon.

e. The same hexagon can be drawn with
the use of a 300 - 600 triangle and
a T-square.

2. Constructing a Regular Hexagon across Flats.

a. Given distance

b. Draw a circle with line "AE" as the
diameter entering line "AE" beyond
the circle on both sides.

c. Using a 30° - 60° triangle, draw 60
degree angles tangent to the circle
as shown.

(9 of 14)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

qj
SCBT 420.1 RA IG 1.2.3

STOUNT ACTIVITY

11.1. Show Transparency
1101-151-115T-3, "Con-
structing a Hexagon - Across
Corners".
11.1.1:

Instruct students to fasten
third sheet to drawing board
Divide paper into two (2)
sections with pencil lino.

11.1.2. Show Transparwcy
11CS -1551 -115T-4, "Con-

structing a Regular Hexagon
Across the Flats".

II.E.2.c. Have students
remove sheet from board.

11.1.1:

Fasten third sheet to
drawing board.

Divide paper into two(2)
sections with pencil line.

Draw figures for:wing
instrut 'on in first
section.

11.1.2. Draw figure
following instruction
in the other section of
the sheet.

II.E.2.c. Remove sheet
from board.
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F. Constructing an Octagon in a Square.

1. Draw a square and within the square
drew diagonals to the corners.

2. Using the corners of the square as centers
and a radius equal to 1/2 of the diagonal,
draw arcs intersecting the sides of the
square.

3. Connect these intersection points with
linos which fora the sides of the
Octagon.

G. Constructing a Regular Polygon with an Odd
Number of Sides.

1. Given length of one side "AB". Extend
out to left.

2. Construct a semi-circle using "AD" as
the radius.

3. Divide semi-circle into seven (7) sections
by trial and error.

4. Extend radius from "A" through the inter-
section points; using "AB" as radius swing
arcs f-om points of intersection on the semi-
circle from left skip the first two inter-
sections then swing arca.

5. Connect the intersections of the long radius
and the radius "AB" arcs with straight lines
to form the polygon.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
SCBT 420.1 RA 1 1.2.3

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.F. Show Transparency
11CS -1551 -115T-5, "Cbn-
structing an Octagon in a
Square".

II.F.1:
Instruct studc=ts to fasten
the fourth sheet to drawing
board.

Divide sheet into two (2)
sections with pencil line.

MG. Show Transparency
11CS -1551 -115T-6, "Con-

structing an Irregular
Polygon".

II.F.1:
Fasten down fourth sheet
to drawing board.

Divide sheet into two
(2) sections.

Draw figure following
instruction in first
section of the sheet.

II.G.1. Draw efigure
following instructions
in other section of
sheet.

II.G.5. Have students re- II.G.5.
move sheet from drawing board.

(10 of 14)

GIVE CLASS BREAK

Remove sheet
from board.

LEAVE CLASSROOM.
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154

H. Drawing a Given Tangont to IP Given Line
Passing Through a Given Point.

1. Givo line "AB" and point "C" at a
given distance from "AB".

2. Through "C" construct a parallel line
to "AB".

3. Set the compass at "C" and using the
distance from "C" to line "AB", owing
an arc intersecting "DE" at point "K".

4. Using "K" as the center and distance "KC"
as a radius, construct circle through
"C" and tangent to "AB".

KIT 420.1 EA IC

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.E. Show Transparency
11CS -1551 -115T -7, "Circle

Tangnt to a Given Line
Passing Through a Given
Point".

II.H.2. Instruct students
to fasten fourth alma to
drawing board.
Divide into two (2) sections
with pencil line.

I. Constructing an Ellipse Using the 4-Center
Approximate Method.

11.1. Show Transparency
11GS-1551-115T-8, "Kllipse
4-Cantor Method".

1. Given major axis "AB" and minor axis 11.1.1. Have students draw
"DE", "0" at the center (perpendicular an ellipse using a 2" major
bisections each way).

axis and a 1141 " minor axis.

2. Connect points "A" and "D".

3. Lay off "Dr equal to "AO" minus "DO"
locates "F".

4. Construct a perpendicular bisector of
"AF" crossing "AO" at "G" and crossing

at

5. Swing distance "OG" to fing "GI" and
distance "OH" to find point "H".

(11 of 14)

STUDENT

II.H.1. Fasten fifth
sheet to drawing board.
Divide sheet into two
(2) sections.

Draw figure following
instructions in first
soction.

111.1.1. Draw figure
following instructions
in other section of
sheet.
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6. Then "G", "GI","H", and "Bl" will be
centers for four tangent circle arcs
forming a curve approximately the shape of
an ellipse.

J. Constructing Curves.

1. Ogee or reverse curve.

a. Given two parallel lines "AB" and

b. Connect "B" and "D" with a straight
line (line "BD")

c. Erect perpendicular from points "B"
and

d. Establish point "F" at midpoint on

e. Construct perpindicular bisectors to
and "FD".

f. Using the intersections of these
bisectors and the perpindiculars
from points "B" and "D" as centers
3wing in the arcs to form Ogee.

-INSTRUCTOR ACTIIiITI

(12 of 14)

SCBT 420.1 EA la 1.2.3
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.J. Show Transparency
11CS -1551 -115T-9, "Revere*
Curve Ogee".

II.3.1. Instruct student
fasten sixth sheet to
drawing board.

to II.J.1. Fasten sixth
sheet to drawing board.

Dram figure following
instruction.
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III. Application

A. Questions and Answers

B. Practical Performance.

1. Draw a figure using geometric con-
struction procedures.

IV. Summary

A. C.ompass and Bow Instruments.

B. Bisecting Lines and Angles.

C. Dividing a Line into any Number of Equal Parts.

:.-mstructing

:::+nstructing

:..--nstructing

:-.711structing

Parallel Lines.

Regular Polygons.

An Octagon in a Square.

a Regular Polygon.

-4 Drawing a Given Circle Tangent to a Given
..Ine Passing Through a Given Point.

158
(13 of 14)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

III.A Questions

SCBT 420.1 RA IG 1.2.3

STUDENT ACTIVITY

III.A Answers.

1. What instruments are 1. Compass & dividers.
included in bow instruments?

III.3.1. Pass out and ex-
plain Job Sheet SCBT 420.1
EA JS 1.2.3.1, "Geometric
Construction".

III.3.1. Practice
work job sheet re-
quirements.

Guide students in application
of constructing geometric
figures.

159
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I. Constructing an Illipso Using the Four -
Center Approxiiste Method.

J. Constructing Curves.

V. Test:

A. Demonstrate ability to sake good geometric
figures using conventional drafting
instruments.

(14 of 14)

SCDT 420.1 RA:1 1.2.3
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDRNT ACTIVITY
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING COM
PORT NT=1211, CALI3011111.4 93043

SPE= CONSTRUCITCO BATTALICEI TRAINING (SCBT) 420.1

MB SKEET

TITLE: Geometric Construction

;MEM: The purpose of this job sheet is to guide you ie the

practical vork assignment of drawing a meter cover. Your completed

drawing will be used by the instructor to evaluate your ability to

properly perform geometric coaetructioss. After assembling the

necessary tools amd materials, read over the procedure rapidly, to

got a general picture of the drawing requirements, them prepare the

drawing insuring conformance to the requiremeats.

REFERENCES:

1. Engineering-Technical Drafting and Graphics, Chapter 4, pp. 56-42.

2. Military Standard, Engineering Drawing Practices, mu-sm.loak,
Pages 9 and 45.

3. Engineering Aid 3 4 2, pp. 101-121.

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. Pencils (as necessary)

2. Dusting brmsh.

3. Cleaning pad.

4. Architects scale.

5. Engineering scale.

6. Drafting set.

7. 30° - 600 triangle.

8. "A" size, tracing paper.

9. Drafting tape.

10. Eraser.

11. Erasing shield.

12. Drawing board/table.

13. T-square.

-LCO
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3CIT 420.1 IA 31 1.2.3.1

PROCEDURE: Draw the meter cover full scale on an "A" sise sheet of tracing
paper laid out in vertical format in accordance with MIL-STD-100A, Page 9.
Layout procedures shall be in accordance with Engineering-Technical Drafting
and Graphics, Chapter 4. Leave all your construction lines on your finished
drawing. Place your last name in the lower right-hand margin in 5/32 inch
high letters. Omit title block and revision block. Maks a print of your
finished drawing following Job Sheet 420.1 EA JS 1.2.8.1.

Completed drawing must meet acceptable standards of Evaluation Guide
SCBT 420.1 EA EG 1.2.0.1 for visible lines, line convenience, tangents, format,
accuracy, and solution.

muloys: None

(2 of 2)
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SCBT 420.1 EA Iv 1.2.4

, NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT BUSHEHR, CALIVOSNIA 93043

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION TRAINING (SCBT) 420.1

Classification: Unclassified

Topic: Orthographics Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit the
student will be able to use the tools of a draftsman

Average Time: 2 Periods (class) 5 Periods (Pract) and perform tha techniques and procedures related to
basic drafting. All problem solutions submitted by the

Instructional Material: atudent as his finished product will meet the minimum
requirements of Evaluation Guide SCBT 420.1 EA EC 1.2.0.1.

A. Texts:

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic the
1. Engineering-Technical Drafting & Graphics. student will be able to construct two, three-view or-

thographic drawings of mechanical and construction
2. Engineering Aid 3 & 2. NAVYERS 10634. objects following the fundamentals of orthographic pro-

jection and using standard drafting instruments. Text
books, other drafting publications or references aa well
as instructor guidance is encouraged in the completion of

1. Architectural Drawing & Light Construction. the requirements. Tracing of a completed orthographic
drawing, other than that executed by the student, and the
use of tinplates are nut acceptable drawins procedures.
All drawings submitted by the student as his finished

3. Technical Drafting, Geeke, Mitchell & Spencer assignment will meet the acceptable standards of SCET
420.1 EA EC 1.2.0.1 for visible lines, line conventiona,
tangents, format accuracy and solution and of an opaque
quality sufficient enough to make legible Diazo reproduc-
tions.

Criterion fest: The student will demonstrate his ability
to draw orthographic drawings by completing the re-
quirements of Job Sheet SOT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.4.1.
"Orthographic Projection".

B. References:

2. General Drafting.

C. Tools, Equipment and Materials:

1. Equipment.

a. Compass.

b. Drawing board/table.

c. Scales.
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(1) Architects.

(2) Civil Engineers.

d. 45° triangle.

a. T-square.

2. Materials.

a. Cleaning pad.

b. Drafting tape.

c. Eraser.

d. Erasing shield.

a. Pencils.

f. Tracing paper 11" x 17".

C. Training Aids and Devices:

1. Films:

SOT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.4

Homework: Read

Drafting and Graphics, Ch.5, pp. 89-103.

Engineering Aid 3 6 2, Cb. 5, pp. 122-137.

a. MC-6797A - Engineering Drawing, Orthographic
Projection. (18 min) Obsolete.

2. Slides (35 ma)

s

a. Orthographic Drawing, 091791, Part I,
Set 4, McGraw-Hill.

b. Orthographic Drawing, 091794, Part II,
Set 4, McGraw-Hill.

(2 of 9)
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3. Locally Prepared Materials:

a. Job Sheet

(1) SCET 420.1 EA JS 1.2.4.1 "Orthographies".

D. Training Aids Equipment:

1. rrojectors.

A. 16 mm Sound.

S. 35 mm Slide.

169
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OWILINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

1. Name.

2. Topic: Orthographic..

B. Establish readiness.

1. Purpose.

2. Assignment.

C. Establish effect.

1. Value.

a. Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. Get advanced.

d. Be a better Engineering Aid.

D. Overview:

170

SCBT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.4

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

L.A. Introduce self and topic.

I.B. Motivate student.

I.C. Bring out need and value
of material being presented.

I.D. State learning objectives.

1. Upon completion of this topic the I.D.1. State information and

student will be able to draw ortho- materials necessary to guide

graphic drawings to meet the accept- student.

able standards of the Evaluation
Guide SOT 420.1 EA EG 1.2.0.1, for
visible lines, line conventions,
tangents, format, accuracy and solution.

(4 of 9)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

II. Presentation.

A. Introduction

B. Purpose.

1. Presentatiion of three dimensional
objects.

SCBT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.4
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.A. Show fi1n, MC-6797A,
"Engineering Drawing, Orthog-
raphic Projection".

II.B. thru K. Show slides "or
drawing".

2. Describe the exact shape of objects.

C. Viewing the object.

1. Front view

2. Top view.

3. Right side view.

4. Standard practices - three views are used.

D. Theory of projection.

1. Imagine object in a plastic box.

2. Outlines of the object projected to
the sides of the plastic box.

3. Open the plastic box.

a. Reveals how three views are
established.

4. Top and front views with same width.
Side and front views drawn with same height.
Top and side views drawn with sane depth.

(5 of 9)
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OUTL1NR OF INSTRUCTION

5. Other views available, left side, back,

and bottom views.

E. Planes of projection.

1. Sides of transparent box are planes of
projection.

2. Horizontal, frontal and profile planes.

3. Drawn in the true shape of the object.

4. Surfaces at right angles to planes of
projection are seen as lines.

F. Hidden surface/features.

1. Hidden lines indicate hidden surface/
features.

a. Hidden lines - short dashes approx-
imately 1/8" long and spaced 1/16"
apart.

G. Selection of the Main View - Front View.

1. Select view that tells the most about
the object.

2. Other views -all into place from the
front view.

H. Slanted Surfaces.

1. Shape may appear similar in two views.

174 (6 of 9)
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OCTL1NI OP INSTRUCTION

2. Slanted surfaces appear foreshortened
in some views.

3. One view must show true dimension of
slanted surface.

SCBT 420.1 RA 1..; 1.2.4

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDRNT ACTIVITY

I. Problems.

1. Complete the top view when given the 11.1.1. Complete the view

front and right side view, on the CA.

2. Draw the missing right-side view when 11.1.2. Complete the view
given the front and top view. an the CA.

J. Describing round objects.

1. Two views may become identical - eliminate
one.

2. Holes shown as hidden lines in some
views.

a. Use center lines to indicate holes.

b. Center lines are thin lines, long
dashes with short dash cross at
center of hole or arc.

3. Select the best view as front view,
will show the most detail.

K. Holes, slots, cylinders and other surfaces
are drawn in regular order.

L. Order of drawing.

1. Find the primary center of paper and
locate base lines for the objects.

(7 of 9)



OUTLINI OF INSTRUCTION

2. Block in views, light construction lines.

3. Locate centers of circles/arcs in all views.

4. Draw circles/arcs.

5. Draw remaining figure.

III. Application.

A. Questions and Discussion.

1 8 (8 of 9)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

III.A. Questions.

SCBT 420.1 EA L.2.4
STUDENT ACTIVITY

1. Name the planes of pro-
jection in orthograPhic
projection.

2. Hidden lines are used
for showing What features?

3. What plane is the rear
plane attached to?

4. How do you determine
the number of views to use?

5. What lines on a drawing
are secondary?

Anewers.

1. Front, back, top,
bottom, right, and
left sides.

2. Features that do
not appear on a plena
of projection as.a line.

3. May be hinged to
any plane except the

front, generally the top.

4. By the features of
the object.

5. Ridden, and center
line..

179



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

B. Practical Performance

IV. Summary:

A. Purpose of Orthographic Projection.

B. Vimwing the Object.

C. Theory of Orthographic Projection.

D. Planes of Projection.

B. Hidden Surfaces/Features.

F. Selection of the Front View.

G. Slanted Surfaces.

H. Describing Round Objects.

I. Order of Drawing.

V. Test.

180

A. Demonstrate ability to make good
orthographic drawings using con-
ventional drafting equipment.

(9 of 9)

SCBT 420.1 EA _G 1.2.4
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

111.3. Pass out and explain IIIJ. Practice and
SCBT 420.1 RA J$ 1.2.4.1, myrk job sheet re-
"Orthographic Projection". quirements.
Guide students in application
of orthographic drawings.

Evaluate student performance
on completed work

ls



SOT 4201 . IA JS 1.2.4.1 ley
NATAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT NUENIMI, CALIPOOLA 93043

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION TRAINING (Sall) 420.1

JOB SHEET

TITLE: ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

1Hil0DUCTION: The principal task in learning orthographic projection is
to become thoroughly familiar with the theory and then to practice this

theory by transiating from a picture of an object to the orthographic

views. This job sheet will assist you in properly completing the practical

assignment of preparing orthographic projections. After assembling the
necessary tools and materials, read through the procedures rapidly to get
a general picture of the requirements, then prepare the assigned orthographic

drawings.

REFERENCES:

1. Military Standard, Engineering Drawing Practice, MIL-STD-100A, Pages 9

and 45.

2. Engineering-Technical Drafting and Graphics, Chapter 5, pp. 89-103.

3. Engineering Aid 3 is 2, NAVPERS 10634-8, pp. 122-123.

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. Sketch pad.

2. Engineers scale.

3. Architects scale.

4. Coupaas.

5. Pencils (as necessary).

6. Erasing snield.

7. Cleaning pad.

8. 45 degree triangle.

9. Two (2) "B" size tracing sheets.

10. T-square.

11. Drawing board/table.

12. Drafting tape.

(1 of 4)



San 420.1 EA JS 1.2.4.1 /05/

111
PROCEDURES:

Part 1: Prepare layout sketches of both problems referred to nn this

lob sheet. Theme sketches will meet the requirements of topic
2.1.5 of Basic Drafting and be approved by the instructor prlor

to starting Problem 1 and 2.

Part 2: Draw each problem on a "B" size sheet of tracing paper with
standard borders in accordance with MIL-STD 100A, Page 9, omit

title block and revision block. Leave all construction lines

on finished drawings. Label all views with 3/16" high letters.
Place your last name in the lower right-margin in 5/32" high

letters. Make a print of each drawing following procedures of
Job Sheet SOT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.8.1.

Part 3: Completed work must 1144t the acceptable standards of Evaluation
Guide SOT 420.1 EA EC 1.2.0.1 for visible lines, line convention,
tangents, format, accuracy and solution.

PROBLEM #1

Draw a 3 view orthographic drawing showing the "Special center-scored

jamb-corner" masonry unit, scale 3" 10".

PROBLEM #2

Draw a full scale 3 view orthographic drawing of the "Reversing Fork".

amms: None
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SO? 420.1 Xi 39 1:2.ra i/ 0

SPECIAL CENTER-SCORED JAMB-CORNER

HEAVYWEIGHT CONCRETE MASONRY UNIT

ACTUAL SIZE: 7 5/8" X 7 Vie X15 5/81.
WAs.INAL SIZE : 8 x 8 x 16
'NEB THICKNESS : 1 1/40
DEPTH OF SCORE : 3/8a
RADII : 1"



*

SCAT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.4.1 //t

REVERS:NG FORK
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SCBT 420.1 RA IG 1.2.5

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION TRAINING (SCBT) 420.1

Classification: Unclassified

Topic: Sections and Dimensions Terainal Objective: Upon completion of this unit the

student will be able to use the tools of a draftsman

Average Time: 3 Periods (Class) 6 Periods (Pract) and perform the techniques and procedures related to
basic drafting. All problem solutions submitted by the

Instructional Materials: student as his finished product will meet the 'minimum
requirements of Evaluation Guide SCBT 420.1 EA EG 1.2.0.1.

A. Texts:
Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic the

1. Engineering-Technical Drafting & Graphics, student will be able to construct three sectional views

Chapters 6 and 8. of mechanical and construction objects with dimensions
and notes as specified for mechanical and construction

B. References: drawings and using standard drafting instruments. Tracing

of a completed drawing other than one suecuted by the

1. Architectural Drawing & Light Construction, student and the MO of templates are not acceptable draw-

pp. 48-54 and pp. 189-195. ing procedures. The drawing submitted by the student as

his finished assignment will meet the acceptable standards

2. General Drafting, TM5-230, pp. 77-81 and of SCBT 420.1 EA EC 1.2.0.1, for all 10 parts of a draw-

pp. 87-95. ing and of an opaque quality sufficient enough to make a
legible Dias° reproduction.

C. Tools, Equipment and Materials:

1. Drawing board/table.

2. Architects scale.

3. T-square.

1s6

Criterion Test: The student will demonstrate his ability

to draw sections by accomplishing the requirements of

SCBT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.5.1, "Sections and Diaensions".

Homework: Road

Engineering-Technical Drafting & Graphics, pp. 110-132

and pp. 187-201.

(1 of 20) 1_S7



4. 45. triangle.

5. Compass.

6. Tracing paper, 11" x 17".

7. Drafting tape.

8. Dividers.

9. Pencils.

10. Erasing shield.

D. Training Aids and Devices:

1. Films:

a. MC-6794-A "Engineering Drawing-Sections
and Conventions" (15 min.)

b. MC-6796-A "Engineering Drawing, Selection
of Dimensions" (18 min.)

c. 091792 - "Dimensioning", Part I, Set 4,
McGraw-Hill Book Co.

d. 091795 - "Dimensioning", Part II, Set 4,
McGraw-Hill Book Co.

e. 091790 - "Sectional Views", Set 4,
McGraw-Hill Book Co. New York, N.Y.

2. Locally Prepared Material:

a. Job Sneet.

(1' SCBT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.5.1,
Sections and Dimensions".

1 S 8
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E. Training Aids Equipment:

I. Projactors.

a. 16 am Sound.

b. 35 ma Slide.

19

SOT 420.1 rt iLs
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

1. Name.

2. Topic: Sections and Dimensions.

B. Establish readiness.

1. Purpose.

2. Assignment.

C. Establish effect.

1. Value.

a. Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. Get advanced.

d. Be a better Engineering Aid.

Overview.

192

SCBT 420.1 EA Ik; 1.2.5

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduce self and topic.

I.B. Motivate student

I.C. Bring out need and value
of materials being presented.

I.D. State learning objecives.

1. You will be able to construct sectional I.D.1. State information and

views of mechanical and constructional msterials necessary to guide

items. student.

2. Ask questions.

3. Take notes.

4. Textable.

(4 of 20)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

II. Presentation.

A. Dimensions.

1. Definition.

194

a. Text - A dimension is a numerical value
expressed in appropriate units of measure.
It is indicated on drawings in conjunction
with lines, symbols and notes to define
the geometrical characteristics of an
object.

2. Requirements.

a. Interpretation.

(1) There shall be only one inter-
pretation.

(2) May deviate from rules only if
clarity improved.

b. Adequacy.

(1) Dimensions must be complete with-
out repetition.

(2) Dimension to surface, line or point.

3. Systems.

(a) By one set of dimensions only.

(b) Dimensions shall not be dupli-
cated in other views unless
clarity can be improved.

(5 of 20)
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INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
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19

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

a. Two basic systems used.

(1) Aligned.

(a) All dimensions and their .

corresponding numbers are so
spaced so that they may be read
from the bottom or from the
right-hand edge of the drawing.

SCBT 420.1 EA 1G 1.2.5

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(b) Numbers, guisle lines parallel
to dimension line.

(2) Unidirectional.

(a) All dimensions are made to read .

from the bottom of the drawing.

(3) Aligned is preferred and will be
used in this course.

(4) Dimensions up to and including 72"
may be expressed in inches.

(a) Over 72 inches, expressed in
feet and inches.

1. Example: 8' - 7".

Dimensioning Conventions.

1. Dimensions - Applications:

a. Extension lines.

(1) Thin lines.

(6 of 20)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

198

(2) Shall start 1/16" from object line.

(3) Shall terminate 1/8" beyond dimen-
sion line.

b. Dimension lines.

(1) Thin line.

(2) First line 3/8" from object lines.

(3) To be minimum of 1/4" apart.

(4) Dimension lines in architectural
are solid.

(a) Figures above lines.

(5) Machine, lines will be broken for
figures.

SCBT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.5
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

c. Arrowheads.

(1) Shall be small, solid, no hooks.

(2) The point shall be as thick as line.

(3) 'Should be 1/3 as wide as length.

(4) No other type of arrow will be accepted.

Center lines as dimension lines.

(1) Usually end 1/8" beyond object line.

(2) Same rules apply as extension lines
when used as such.

e. Leader lines.

(7 of 20)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(1) Architectural

(a) Freehand and thin.

(2) Machine

(a) Mechanical and thin.

(3) Leaders shell terminate on surface
point or edge with arrow.

(a) Leaders shall start in center of
start or finish of note.

(4) Leaders look better if drawn parallel
to each other.

(a) NEVER parallel to lines of draw-
ing.

(b) Approximately 600 is recommended.

2. Rulea for dimensioning.

a. Color

20o

(1) The use of colored pencils for
dimensions does not adversely affect
an original's reproduction quality.

(2) Colors

(a) Red - Makes original easy to
read.

1 Contrast between black and
red.

SCBT 420.1 EA iC1.2.5
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(8 of 20)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

202

(b) Blue - Some blues will not
reproduce. Good for writing
information on originals for
office use only.

b. Flacing dimensions

(1) Shorter dimensions nearer object.

(2) Center between arrowheads (numerals).

c. Dimensioning holes and arcs.

(1) All holes and arcs shall be dimen-
sioned by leaders.

(2) Leaders for holes.

(a) Holes 5/8" or larger.

1 Extend across holes.

(b) Smaller than 5/8".

1 To surface of circle,

centered between center lines.

(3) Holes and arcs dimensioned on view
they appear.

(4) Always locate holes by center lines.

(a) On view they appear.

SCBT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.5
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(9 of 20)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(5) Fillets and rounds.'

(a) Sy radius.

(b) Refer to MIL Standards.

d. Chamfers

(1) TSo mays.

(2) When space limited.

(a) By note.

(b) Refer to MIL-STD.

(3) When space permits.

(a) By note.

(5) Extension lines and angles.

e. Wood - Center-to-Center or Face-to-Face.

(1) Openings to center.

f 204

(2) Corner post - face or post not face
of exterior sidin.

f. Concrete. Face-to-face.

(1) Openings - face-to-face

(2) Wall thickness must be given.

g. Steel. Center-to-center or face-to-face

(1) Openings - face across.

(2) Member size dimension given by note.

la/
SOT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.5

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUMM ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

h. Sectioning - Shaw typical section wfth
required dimensions. This should also
include details.

206

i. Other rules.

(1) Theae rules must be followed unless
clarity improved.

(2) Questions not answered by these rules
will be answered in MIL-STD-8C.

(a) Dimension oif view.

(b) Dimension off cut surface of
section views.

I Omit section lines around
numerals when necessary to
dimension on surface.

(c) Between views.

(d) One view only.

(e) Mid-way between arrowheads.

(f) All notes must be read horizon-
tally.

(g) Never use extension lines,
centerlines or object lines as
dimension lines.

(h) Never cross dimension lines with
extension lines.

SCRT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.5
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

1 If must cross, break
extension lines.

(i) Avoid dimensioning to hidden
lines.

(j) Extension lines do not break
crossing object lines.

C. Importanze of Sectiona.

1. Clarity of construction materials.

a. Hidden lines to show features.

ti) Result hodgepodge of lines.

2. ",:llar is a section.

a. Imaginary cut or plane.

,11 Material in front removed.

Result is line and x-ray, allows people
:= see interior details.

D. Com-:=2:::::z.s. Used in sectioning.

1. C'..::Lag plane.

a. :maginary cut or plane.

icated on a drawing by:

Arrows with letters 1/4" high.

Circles, squares or etc. with
numerals and letters which give:

20 8

-

1023
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INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(a) Section

(b) Humber

210

(c) Sheet on which section is
drawn.

2. Outline of solid objects.

a. Object or visible lines.

b. Shows outlines of materials and voids
in betweeen.

3. Hidden features.

a. Sections are drawn to get away from this
problem therefore, omit them on drawing.

b. Only for clarity.

4. Holes, ribs, and spokes.

a. Revolved into cutting plane.

b. Shown on section for true representation.

5. Bolts, screws, shafts, rods, rivets, and
objects of this type.

a. Draw as if viewed from outside, not
sectioned.

6. Cross-hatching

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

a. Section lines shall be compped of uniform-
ly spaced lines drawn at 45 to the base line.

(13 of 20)
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JaOUTLIN. JF INSTRUCTION

(1) Adjacent parts shall have section
lines drawn in the opposite direction.

(2) When third part drawn, section lines
drawn at 10° to 60°.

7. Lettering on sections.

a. Omit section lines in this area.

8. Section titles

a. Cutting plane indication letters always
appear with the title.

b. Section 5/32" high.

c. Letters 1/4" high.

E. Types of Sections

1. Full section

a. A view obtained when cutting plane extends
across the entire object.

2. Half section

21

a. A view of a symmetrical object which shows
the internal and external features.

b. This is accomplished by passing two cutting
planes at right angles to each other along
center lines of symmetrical axis, thus one
quarter of the object is considered removed
and interior exposed ro view.

SCBT 420.1 EA I' 1.2.5INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

c. Cutting plane lines and section titlesare omitted.

3. Broken out sections.

a. When a section of only part of an object
is needed.

b. The appropriate break lines are used.

(1) To separate the section from the
exterior view.

4. Revolved sections.

a. The cutting plane is passed perpendicularto the center line or axis of the part tobe sectioned and the resulting section isrotated in place and drawn on view.

3. Revolved partial section.

a. Used to show only part of an object.

(1) Face configuration

7. Removed section

a. Used to illustrate
particular parts of anobject.

b. Drawn as revolved sections but drawn toone side.

c. Usually drawn to larger scale.

214

SCBT 420.1 RA IG 1.2.5INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
STUMM ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

7. Pictorial section

a. Used because of simplicity in reading.

b. In pictorial work show both external and
internal features on one drawing.

c. Full, half and broken-out sections most
common.

8. Thin sections

a. Used to repiesont planes, gaskets, and
other parts.

(1) Scale too small to draw a conventional
section.

9. Offset section

a. When the cutting plane must follow an
irregular path thru an object.

(1) This is done to include features
that otherwise would be omitted.

10. Aligned sections

a. When the true projection of a piece may

be misleading.

(1) Such as ribs, spokes or similar
elements.

b. Draw as if rotated in or out of the
cutting plane.

216

San 420.1 RA 10 1.2.5
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDRNT ACTIVITY

(16 of 20)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

Hi. APPLICATION

A. Questions and Discussion

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

QUESTIONS:

SCBT 420.1 RA IS 1.2.5
STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. What dimensional system
is preferred by the military?

b. What are the rules for
drawing dimension lines?

c. Oe what type of drawing
are dimension lines broken?

d. Where do the arrowheads
on leaders terminate?

e. When is it permissible
to draw the leader across a
hole for dimensioning?

f. How are fillets and
rounds dimensioned?

g. If you must cross
dimension and extension lines
which line should you break?

ANSWERS:

a. Aligned

b. Thin, first 3/8"
from object, 1/4 to
next line.

C. Machine

d. Surface point or
edge.

e. When tha hole, is
5/8" or larger.

f. By radius.

g. Extension lines.

h. When is it permissible to h. For clarity.

deviate from the rules for

dimensioning?

i. What is a sectional view? i. Inside view of object.

(17 of 20)
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OUTLINE OP INSTRUCTION

B. Practical Application

IV. SUMMARY:

A. Dimensions

1. Definition

2. Types

3. Systems

4. Requirements

B. Dimensioning Conventions

1. Application

2. Rules for

2 2

SCRT

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITT

j. When should a ectional

view be drawn?

k. Describe a half-section.

1. When is a revolved sec-

tion removed?

a. Where ars reference let-
ters used in conjunction with

cutting plane?

_t)

421

YR,

420.1 IA IG 1.2.5
STUMM ACTIVITY

j. Hidden features not
shown in other views.

k. TWo cut planes at
right angles on axis of
summetrical object, 1/4

object removed.

1. When drawn to large
scale and for clarity.

a. Changes of direction.

Pass out and Rxplain 111.1. Work on job sheet

SCR 420.1 RA 35 1.2.5.1 Guide requirements under instruc-

Students in application, tor guidance.

(18 of 20)
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SIUTLINR OF INSTRUCTION

C. Importance of Sections

D. Sectioning Conventions

1. Cutting plane

2. Outlines

3. Hidden features

4. Holes, ribs, and spokes

5. bolts, screws, shafts, rods, rivets, and etc.

6. Crosshatching

7. Lettering on sections

8. Saation titles

E. Types of Sections

1. Full section

2. Half

3. Broken out

4. Revolved

5. Partial revolved

6. Removed

7. Pictorial

8. Thin

292

SOT 420.1 IAN 1.2.5
INSTPDCTOR AcTwur STUDENT ACTIVITY

(19 of 20)
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OUTLINE OPINSTRUCTION

9. Offset

10. Aligned

V. TEST

A. Job Sheet Completion

1. Students must satisfactorily complete job
sheet requirements prior to start of next
work day.

SOT 420.1 IA 1G 1.2.5
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

29.4 (20 of 20) 2?5



SOT 420.1 EA 38 1.2.5.1

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER

PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 91043

SPKCIAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION TRAINING (SCBT) 420.1

JOB SHEET

TITLE: SECTIONING AND DIMENSIONING

INTRODUCTION: The. purpose of this job sheet is to guide you in the
practical work assignment in sectioning and dimmasioaing. After assembllag
the necessary tools and materials, read over the procedures rapidly to get
a general picture of the drawing requirements, then couplets each of the
assigned plates.

REFERENCES:

1. Engineering-Technical Drafting and Graphics, pp. 110-136 and 187-204.

2. Architectural Drawing and Light Construction, pp. 48-52 and 191-195.

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS:

1. Drawing board/table.

2. Three sheets "B" size tracing paper.

3. Drafting tape.

4. Architects scale.

5. Dividers.

6. Pencils (as necessary).

7. T-square.

8. Erasing shield.

9. Triangles.

10. Compass.

PROCEDURES: On an "A" size sheet sketch out the solution to tha drawing
problem for instructor approval before proceeding to do the final drawing,
sketch will meet the minimum requirements of Topic 1.2.2 "Basic Sketching".

Draw each drawing on a "B" size sheet of tracing paper, complete with proper
border as noted in MIL-STD-100A, Page 9. Omit the title and revision blocks.
Include all mechanical dimensions, properly applied, necessary for proper
fabrication. Leave all light construction lines on finished drawings. Place
your last name in the lower right margin in 5/32" high letters.

(1 of 4)

226



San 420.1 Si JS 1.2.5.1133

Nake a print of each drawing following the procedure sot forth in SOT 420.1
EA JS 1.2.8.1. Completed work must meet the acceptable standards of SCR
420.1 EA EG 1.2.0.1 for visible lines, dimensions, liwe'cooventions tangents,
format, lettering numerals and fractions, accuracy and solution.

QUESTIONS: None

PIOBLEM 1.

Redraw the top view of the following object to 1/4 scale (3"-l'-0"). Drew
the front view in section. Note the material and use proper symbols.

3141 8" St,.

Ochu. .

COLUM o

Wsreet. PLATA

(2 of 4)
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SCIT 420.1 ZA.JS.1.2.5.1

PROBLEM 2.

Cover Plate: Reproduce the front view and draw the top view as a full

section. Material, concrete. Views are to be drawn full scale sad using

mechanical dimensioning.

- _

(3 of 4) 29s

HOLE. r DIAMETeR
CENTeR Of` 06.1e.CT
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SOT 420.1 1lt.JS.1.2.5./:15...."'

Problem 3.

Redraw the two views shown plus a third view in full section of the object

below to full scale, note the material, use of proper symbols, and us.

mechanical dimensioning.

. -.111 "14

hf#
ff. - rt ,

AM4

LAW
77-T4

". c:
%.

(4 of 4)
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SOT 420.1 EA 1G 1.2.6

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT NUENIKE, CALIFORNIA 93043

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION TRAINING (SCBT) 420.1

Classification: Unclassified.

Topic: Auxiliary Projection. Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit the
tudent will be able to nee the tools of a draftemen

Average Time: 2 Period (Ciass) 7 Periods (Pract). wad perforn the techniques and procedures related to
basic drafting. All problem solutions submitted by the

Instructional Materials: student as his finished product will meet the ninimum
requirements of Evaluation Guide SCBT 420.1 EA EC 1.2.0.1.

A. Texts.

Enahling Objectives; Upon completion of this topic the
1. Engineering Aid 3 6 2, NAVPERS 10634-B student will be able to construct a two-view orthog-

raphic drawing of a structure with an accompanying auxiliary
2. Engineering Technical Drafting & Graphics, view following the fundamentals of orthographic.and aux -

2nd Edition. iliary projection while using standard drafting instru-
ments. Tbe figures of the drawing are to be annotated with

S. References: dimensions and notes as specified for construction draw-
ings. Individual instructor guidance, textbooks and

1. Architectural Drawing 61 Light Construction other drafting publications may be utilised in the per -
fornance of this topic. Tracing of a completed drawing

2. General Drafting, TH5-230. other than one executed by the student, and the use of
templates are not acceptable drawing procedures. The

C. Tools, Equipment and Materials: drawing subnittad by the student as his finished assign-
ment will meet the acceptable standards of SCBT 420.1
EA EG 1.2.0.1, for visible lines, notes, line conventions,
tangents, format, lettering, numerals and fractions, ac-

1. T-square. curacy and solution and be of an opaque-quality sufficient
enough to make a legible Diaso reproduction.

2. Drawing table.

3. Architects scale.

4. Compass.

5. 45 degree triangle.

Criterion Test: The student will demonstrate his ability
to draw an auxiliary view by completing the requirements
of SOT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.6.1 "Auxiliary Projection".

(1 of 8)
231
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e37SCBT 420.1 IA 1 1.2.

tonsvork: lied

6. Ttacing paper. angina rims Aid 3 & 2, pp. 138-140..

7. Draftiag tape. Drafting and Graphics. Ch. 9, pp. 207-210.

S. Dravisg peacils.

9. Eraser.

10. Erasing shield.

D. ?raising Aids and Utica.:

1. Tiles.

a. MC-6792A "Engineering Draving-Auxiliary
Visvs", (23 min.)

2. Slides.

a. 091793, Set 4, "Auxiliary Views and
Related Construction, MCGraw-Hill,
New York, N.Y.

3. Locally Prepared Material.

1. Job Sheet.

a. SCBT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.6.1,
"Auxiliary Projections".

E. Training Aids Equipment.

1. Projectors.

a. 16 mm Motion Picture.

b. 35 mn Slide.

232. (2 of 8) 235



OUTLINI OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

1. Name.

2. Topic: Auxiliary Projection.

B. Establish readiness.

1. Purpose: Further ability in drafting.

2. Assignment: One "I" sise drawing.

C. Establish affect.

1. Value.

a. Pass course.

b. Perform better on thrjob.

c. Get advanced.

d. Be a better Engineering Aid.

D. Overview:

1. You will be able to draw auxiliary views
using necessary views of an orthographic
projection - drawing will meet standards
of evaluations as noted in evaluation
guide.

2. Ask questions.

3. Take notes.

234 4. Testable.
(3 of 8)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

SCBT 420.1 RA IG 1.2.6
STUDENT ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduca salf and topic.

I.B. Motivate student

I.C. Bring out need 4 value
of material being presented.

I.D. State learning objectives.

I.D.1. State information and
materials necessary to guide
student.

235
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OUTLINR OF INSTRUCTION

II. Presentation:

A. Introduction

B. Why Auxiliaries Are Used.

1. To find the true shape of an inclined sur-

face not perpendicular to one of tha major

views.

2. Auxiliary views are accomplished by:

a. (Using the transparent box concept) set

a projection plane parallel to the

slant surface.

b. The outline of the slant surface will

project to the projection plane in its

true shape - called the auxiliary plane.

C. Constructing Auxiliary Views

1. In many cases an auxiliary view takes the

place of one of the major views.

Draw a line parallel, at a convenient
distance, to the slant surface.

3. From this view, project the extremities of

the auxiliary view.

From the other view, determine the other

dimension of the auxiliary.

5. Darken in view.

t. May be drawn off any of the regular views

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

SCBT 420.1 EA IC 1.2.6
STUDENT ACTIVITY

Show film -
"gtginaeriag Drawing-Auxiliary
Views", NC-6792A.

ILI. Slides - "Auxiliary
Views" - Outline of instruc-
tion follows the slide pre-

sentation, 091793.

236 in which a slant surface appears as an edge.

(4 of 8)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

7. Problem

D. Auxiliary Views Involving Circles

1. Locate points outlining the circle view.

2. Drop cords over curved surface.

3. Project cords to other view.

4. Project cords out perpendicular at point of
contact on the slant surface.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
SOT 420.1 AA AG 1.2.6

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.C.7. Construct a problem on II.C.7. Students respond
chalkboard givea two views, in establishing eolur
and maks auxiliary. tion to the problem.

5. Establish a centerline for the auxiliary - at
a sufficient distance away and parallel to
siallt surface.

6. Transfer cord lengths (center line to outside
of circle) from circle view to auxiliary -
located by following lines of projection -
set off lengths from established center line
of auxiliary.

7. Darken in vtew

E. For Auxiliaries of Surfaces Which Are Not Shown
In True Length On Any Of The Principal Views

238

1. Establish an auxiliary center line parallel
to the slant surface - distance greater
than any measurement of the object.

2. Project extremities of slanted surface.

3. Transfer other dimension from other view
to auxiliary (1/2 on each side of center
line).

(5 of 8)
23



OUTLIER OY INSTRUCTION

4. Establish all corners and features.

5. Darken in view.

F. Auxiliary Views for Unsymmetrical Objects

1. Establish a reference plans for the object.

2. Construct reference plane line parallel
to slanted surface at a sufficient distance

to allow for view.

3. Transfer measurements and measure from
reference plane line in auxiliary.

4. Darken in view.

G. Other Uses of Auxiliary Views

1. Partial auxiliary view

a. To completely describe an object with
a minimum of drawing.

2. Auxiliary sections

a. To clarify interior details.

III. Application:

A. Questions and Discussion

240
(6 of 8)

DISTRUCMit 'ACTIVIIT

III.A. Questions

1. Define an auxiliary
projection.

SOT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.6
STUDENT ACTIVITY

III.A. Answers

1. An orthographic
projection on a plane
which is not one of
the principal planes
of projection.

241



OUTLIER OP DISTENTION

B. Practical Performance

Summary:

A. Why Auxiliaries Are Used.

B. Constructing Auxiliary Views.

C. Auxiliary Views Involving Circles

4/,;-
SCBT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.6

INSTRU TCOR ACTIVITT STROUT ACTIVITY

2. Mat is the purpose of
auxiliary views?

3. lbw many orthographic
views should you draw for
constructing an auxiliary

view?

4. /n what type of auxiliary
is it necessary to use many
points of projection?

5. How would details of the
interior of an object with
a slant surface be shown?

Pass out and explain
SCBT 420.1 EA.JS.1.2.6.1
"Auxiliary Projection".
Guide studants in applica-
tion of making auxiliary
views. Evaluate student per-
formance on cospleted work.

2. TO show iacliaed
surfaces, features,
amd important diem-
sioas.

3. Generally, two

4. Auxiliary involvimg
a circle.

5. By using an auxil-
iary section.

111.1. ?tactic. and work
job sheet requirements.

D. Auxiliary Surfaces Which Do Not Shaw The True
Length In Any Principal View

212 213

(7 of 8)



OUTLINE OF IMSTIDCTION

R. Auxiliary Virus for Unsymmetrical Objects

I. Other Vass Of Auxiliary Views

V. Test:

A. Demonstrate ability to make good auxiliary vieuw
using conventional drafting equipment.

214

(8 of 8)
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INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDINT ACTIVITY
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MIT 420.1 RA .18 L.2.6.l

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER

PORT HUENEME, MAMMA 93043
SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION TRAINING (SCAT) 420.1

JOB SHEET

TITLE: Auxiliary Projection.

/e/V

INTRODUCTION: The purpose of tbia job sheet is to assist you ia tho proper

completion of your practical assignment in auxiliary projection. After

assembling the necaasary tools, equipmeat aad materials, read over the

procedures rapidly to get a general picture of the drawing requirements,
then prepare the drawiag, insuring compliance with the requirements.

RErnariass:

1. Military Standaru., 7 ineering Drawing Practices, MIL-STD-100A,

Pages 9 and 45.

2. ingineerimg-Tschnical Drafting and Graphics, Chapter 9, pp. 207-212.

3. Dimensioning and Tolerancing for Engineering Drawings, USASI Y14.5 -
1966, Anaricaa Society of Mechanical Engineers, Chapter 1.

4. Engineering Aid 3 4 2, pp. 138-139.

TOOLS, EQUIPNENT AND MATERIALS:

Equipment.

1. T-square.

2. Drawing board/table.

3. Architects scale.

.1. Compass.

5. 45 degree triangle.

Material.

6. Tracing paper, 1 sheet size "C".

7. Drafting tape.

8. Pencils.

9. Eraser.

10. Erasing

(1 of 3)



SCBT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.6.1

PROCEDURES: On a "A" size sheet, skatch out the solution to the drawing
problem for instructor approval Wore proceeding to do the fine. drawing.
All sketches will meat the minimum requirements of Topic 1.2.8"Basic
Sketching".

On a "8" size sheet of tracing paper, with standard borders in accordance
with MIL-STD-100A, Page 9, omit title block; draw two principal views and
a partial auxiliary view. Layout proceduras should bo in accordance with
"Inginearing-Technical Drafting and Graphics", Chapter 9. Include all
mechanical dimensiona, properly applied in accordance with MASI Y14.5 - .
1966, Chapter 1.

Placa last name in lower right margin in 5/32" high letters. Make a print
of your finishad drawiag following SOT 420.1 Lk JS 1.2.6.1.

Label all sub titles with 3/16" letters.

Completed drawings must meet the accaptabls standards of evaluation guide
EA EG 1.2.0.1.

(2 of 3)
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SCR 420.1 KA.JS.1.2.6.1

A. Make a dimensioned drawing of the rod guide of the sketch
on this page showing the necessary principal and auxiliary views.
Use mechanical dimensioning as shown.

HOLE THRU STOCK

ALL ROUNDS AND FILLETS 1/4 R

(3 of 3)
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NAVAL comma= mum cam
, PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION MINING (SCBT) 420.1

Classification: Unclassified

SCBT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.7

Topic: Isometric and Oblique Drawings Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit the
student will be able to use the tools of a draftsman

Average Time: 3 Periods (Class) 6 Periods (Pract) and perform the techniques and procedures related to
basic drafting. All problem solutions ubmitted by the

Instructional Materials: student as his finished product will meet the minimum
requirements of Evaluation Guide SCST 420.1 RA EG 1.2.0.1

A. Texts:

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic the
1. Engineering Aid 3 6 2, NAVPERS 10634-B student will ba able to construct one isometric drawing,

one oblique cavalier drawing of a mechanical and two
2. Engineering-Technical Drafting & Graphics, construction objects following the fundamentals of iso-

2nd Edition. metric and oblique projection and using standard draft-
ing instruments. The drawings will be annotated with

B. References: dimensions and notes as specified for mechanical and
construction drawings. Examples of various isometric

1. Architectural Drawing & Light Construction and oblique drawings found in reference material and
textbooks and the guidance of the instructor are en-

2. Blueprint Reading & Sketching, NAVPERS couraged in the performance of the requirements of this
10077-C topic. Tracing of a completed drawing, other than one

executed by the student, and the use of the templates
3. General Drafting, TM5-230 are not acceptable drawing procedures. The drawings

submitted by the student as his finished assignment will
C. Tools, Equipment and Materials: meet the acceptable standards of SCBT 420.1 EA EG 1.2.0.1

for visible lines, notes, line conventions, tangents,
1. Equipment. format, lettering, numerals, and fractions, accuracy and

solution, and be of an opaque quality sufficient enough
a. Architects scale. to sake a legible Diazo reproduction.

b. Bench brush. Criterion Test: The student will demonstrate his ability
to draw isometric and oblique drwaings by satisfactorily

c. Compass. completing the requirements of SCBT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.7.1

219 "Isometric and Oblique Drawing,.".

250
(1 of 12)



(1) Bow

(2) Pivot

d. Triangles.

(1) 300 - 600

(2) 45°

2. Materials.

a. Drafting tape.

b. ory-clean pad.

c. Pencils.

d. Tracing paper, 84 x 11".

e. Diazo print paper, 84 x 11"

D. Training Aids and Devices:

1. Slides, 35 mm.

a. Isometric Drawing, 65623 Set 3
McGraw-Hill Book Co. New York, N.Y.

2. Locally Prepared Material:

a. Job Sheet

(1) SCBT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.7.1
"Isometric and Oblique Drawings".

Pig
&MIT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.7

Homework: Read

Drafting and Graphics, Chapter 15, pp. 443-456.

Engineering Aid 3 & 2, MAMIE, pp. 144-153.

(2 of 12)
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MUNE OF INSTRUCTION

.. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

1. Name.

2. Topic: Isometric and Oblique Drawings

B. Establish readiness.

1. Purpose: More diversity of drawings.

2. Assignment: 3 drawings; Isometric,
cabinet and cavalier.

C. Establish effect.

1. Value.

a. Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. Get advanced.

d. Be a better Engineering Aid.

SCBT 420.1 EA I 1.2.7

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduce self and topic.

I.B. Motivate student.

I.C. Bring out need and value
of material being presented.

D. Overview: I.D. State learning objective.

1. You will be able to draw isometric and I.D.1. State information and
oblique drawings meeting the standards material necessary to guide
of Evaluation Guide SCBT 420.1 EA EG student.
1.2.0.1

. Ask questions.

3. Take notes.

4. Testable.

(3 of 12)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

Presentation:

A. Pictorial Drawing

1. Definition

255

a. The representation of an object so the
height, width, and depth can more
realistically be seen.

b. Shows an object an it is normally seen
by the observer.

2. Purpose

a. Relied entirely on conventional multi-
view drawings.

(1) Nulti-view drawings

(a) Complex

(b) Require time

(c) Special training

(2) Recent years gone to pictorial
drawings.

(a) Convey ideas and information.

(b) Reduce costly errors.

(c) Clarity

(d) Often called graphic illustra-
tion.

(4 of 12)

SOT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.7
=nom= ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
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=LINZ OF IISTRUCTION

3. Types of pictorial drawings.

a. Three (3) min BrouPs.

(1) Axonometric

(2) Oblique

(3) Perspective

B. Axonometric Projection

1. Principles

257

a. Lines of sight are perpendicular to the
planes of projection.

b. Axis

(1) Three

(2) Inclined to the principal planes in
orthographic.

2. Isometric drawings

a. Definition

(1) Equal measure

(2) Commonly used in architectural and
machine drawing.

b. Protection and drawings

(1) Based on the revolution of views.

"Pew

SCBT 420.1 IA IC 1.2.7
IMSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUMM ACTIVITY

11.3.2. Slides - "Isometric
Drawini1T-W5623, Set 3.
Point out position of tri-
angles on slides.

(5 of 12)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

259

1.57a

(2) Revolved about a vertical axis -
two faces show equally.

(3) Then, revolved about a horizontal
axis - three faces show equally.

(4) Does not show the true size of the
faces, actual neasurements are
foreshortened.

c. Constructing an Isometric drawing.

(1) Construct three Isometric lines -
120 degrees apart.

(2) Measurements taken from the Ortho-
graphic show in true length on the
Isometric axis - Isometric lines

(3) Axis may be in lst position - center
corner or 2nd position - bottom
corner.

(4) Select axis which reveals details of
the object.

(5) Any line parallel to an Isometric
axis is also /Li Isometric line -
can be used in measuring.

(6) Always block in figure.

(7) Angles are not true angles on the
Isometric view.

d. To draw circles and arcs - Ellipse

(1) Establish mid-points on the sides
and construct disk. :els from the

angles closest and farthest to the
viewer to the opposite sides.

SOT 420.1 RA IG 1.2.7
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

1 "1".

260
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(2) Use intersections of diagonals and
corners nearest mad farthest from
viewer as centers of arcs.

(3) For rounded surfaces construct part
of an ellipse.

(4) When arc is close to half cirlce,
construct entire ellipse, then cut
away unneeded portion.

(5) For itregular curves use isometric
axis as datum line for measurements
to various points on the curve, then
fill in remaining missing informa-
tion.

e. Isometric sections

(1) When interior features are needed
to be shown.

(2) Construct or block in figure.

(3) Remove vIction desired - half, full,
etc.

(4) Surfaces where cutting plane passed
through object are cross-hatched at
30. or 60 degree angle.

(5) Half section cross-hatching drawn
in opposite directions.

f. Horizontal axis

(1) Long objects may be drawn with one
axis horizontal.

(7 of 12)

SCBT 420.1 En IC 1.2.7
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(2) Isometric drawing is constructed in
normal manner.

C. Oblique Projection

1. Principles

a. Shows an object with one facet in true
orthographic projectiou.

b. Axis

(1) Three (3) at various angles for
receding lines.

253

(a) Receding lines are parallel.

c. General proportion of the object will
vary, depending on placement of the
object.

SCBT 420,1 RA la 1.2.7
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

d. Types (3 main groups)

(1) Cavalier

(a) Same scale on all axis

(2) Cabinet

(a) Receding lines foreshortened 1/2 size.

(3) General oblique

(a) Receding lines vary in length
from half to full by scale.

(8 of 12) 254



OUTLINI OF INSTRUCTION

2. Oblique drawing and conventions

a. Use of the axis.

(1) 300, 450,
600 because of conven-

ience are usually used.

(2) Receding lins drawn according to
type projection being done.

b. Width, height, and depth.

(1) Measured on three (3) axis.

(2) Complete by drawing axis.

(3) Hidden lines are generally omitted.

c. Box construction applies here .the same
as in Isometric.

(1) Work axis

(2) Parallel lines complete box.

(3) Irregular object then drawn.

d. Non-oblique lines and angles are trans-
ferred from orthographic projections.

e. Oblique circles and arcs.

(1) Front face true

(2) Receding face, ellipse

(a) Four-center method

SCBT 420.1 EA IL. 1.2.7
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

29)5 256
(9 of 12)
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D. Isometric and Oblique Dimenaions; the some rules
apply to both.

1. Place all dimensions in the plane to which
they apply.

2. Dimension lines and extension lines follow
axis of respective rype of drawing.

3. Lettering is perpendicular to the dimension
lines.

III. Application:

A. Questions and Discussion

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

QUESTIONS:

156
SCET 420.1 EA IG 1.2.7

STUDENT ACTIVITY

ANSWERS:

s. What type of axonometric a. Isometric
drawings was discussed during
this lecture?

b. A cabinet drawing would
be classified as a/an

type draw-
ing?

c. How do we define a non-
isometric line in axonometric
projection?

d. How far apart are the
axis in isometric drawings.

e. What method is used to
draw circles and arcs in
axonometric projection?
Oblique?

b. Oblique

c. Line not parallel
to primary axis.

d. 120 degrees

e. Four center
method, both.

257 258
(10 of 12)



OUTLINE OV INSTRUCTION

B. Practical Performance

rv. Summary:

A. Pictorial Drawing

1. Definition

2. Purpose

3. Types of Pictorial Drawings

B. Axonometric Projection

1. Principles

2. Isometric Drawinss

a. Definition

b. Projection and drawings

c. Construction

d. Circles and arcs in isometric

e. Isometric sections

f. Horizontal axis for long objects

259

SCBT 420.1 EA IC 1.2.7

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

Pass out and explain 111.1. Practice and moth

SCBT 420.1 Xi JS 1.2.7.1 j J sheet requirements.

"Isometric aad Oblique
Drawings" snide students in
application of making isomet-
ric and oblique drawings.
Evaluate student performance
on complatmd work.

(11 of 12)
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OUTLINE OF IISTINICTION

V.

C. Oblique Projection

1. Principles

2. Dramings and conventions

D. Isometric and Oblique Dimensions

Test:

A. Demonstrate ability to make good isometric and
oblique drawings using conventional drafting
equipment.

271

SOT 420.1 EA _.G. 1.2.7
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(12 of 12)
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SCBT 420.1 Ei A 1.2.1.1 /57
NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT NUENEME, CALEMMUNIA 93043

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION TRAINING (SCBT) 420.1

JOB SUET

TITLE: Isometric and Oblique Dressings

INTRODUCTION: The purpose of this job sheet is to guide you in the

practical work assignment in pictorial drawings. After assembling the

necessary tools and materials, reed over the procedure rapidly to get a

general picture of the drawing requiremeats, then complete each of the

drawings.

REFERENCES:

1. Military Standr7d, Engineering Drawing Practices, MIL-STD-100A ,

Pages 9 and 45.

2. Engineering-Technical Drafting and Graphics, 2nd Edition,

American Technical Society, Pages 443-456.

3. Engineering Aid 3 & 2, NAVrERS 10634-B, pp. 144-153.

TOOLS, EQUIPMLIT AND MATERIALS:

1. Equipment.

a. Architect' scale.

b. Triangles, 30° - 600 and 45°

c. Compass, bow.

2. Material.

a. Pencils.

b. Tracing paper, 3 sheets "A" size.

-. Drafting tape.

d. Dry cleaning pad.

PROCEDURES: On an "A" size sheet, sketch out tht solution to each of the

ft.11owing three problems for instructor approval before proceeding to

do the final drawings. All sketches will meet the minimum requirements of

Topic 1.2.2, "Basic Sketching".

2 73
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=11,

SCBT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.7.1 ii5e)

Draw each drawing on "A" sise sheets of tracing paper, complete with proper
border in accordance with MIL-S1D-100A, Page 9. Omit title and revision
blocks. Layout procedures should be in accordance with "Drafting amd
Graphics", Pages 443-455. Complete drawings must meet the acceptable
standards of Evaluation Guide 420.1 EA SG 1.2.0.1 for each of the 10 points.
Maks a print of each drawing following procedures set forth in Job Sheet
SCET 420.1 EA JS 1.2.8.1

1"--2 -I I. 41-171,114bi

1. Make a full scale isometric drawing of the object above. The
drawing shall include all mechanical dimensions necassary and applied
according to the pictorial-plane dimensioning system contained in "Drafting
and Graphics", Pages 447-449.

(2 of 4)
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SCBT 420.1 Mk JS 1.2.7.1

3

3. MAka a full scale cavalier projection of the above object and
include all mechanical dimensioning applied according to the pictorial-
plane dimensioning system.

QUESTIONS:

1. None

(4 of 4)



NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER

PORT RUENENR, CALIFORNIA 93043
spEcin CONSTRUCTION BATTALION TRAINING _(SCBT) 420.1

Classification: Unclassified

Topic: Reproduction Processes

Average Time: 1 Period (Class) 1 Period (Pract)

Instructional Materials:

A. Texts.

SOT 420.1 RA ' 2.8

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit the
student will be able to use the tools of a draftsman
and perform the techniques and procedures related to
basic drafting. All problem solutions subeitted by the
student as his finished product will meet the minimum
requirements of Evaluation Guide SOT 420.1 EA EG 1.2.0.1

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic the1. Engineering Aid 3 2, NAVPERS 10634-B student will be able to fold and file prints as well as
operate a Diaso Reproduction Machine to reproduce copies2. Engineering-Technical Drafting & Graphics, of his drawings completed and noted in the requirements

2nd Edition, of the other topics of this unit. A minimum of one
completed drawing or exercise from each topic noted to beB. References:
reproduced (axcept Topic 1.2.1 "Lettering".) He will be
able to prepare the Diaso Reproduction Machine for opera-,. Architectural Drawing & Light Construction, tion, operate the machin, at the proper speed with the

?ages 206-209.
proper amount of developing agent to produce copies of
his drawings to give a line resolution equal to the line2. Diazit Space Saver, Instruction Manual. value or opaqueness of the original drawings, maid secure
the machine without damage to the exposure and developing

3. Diazit Pump-It, Instruction Manual. section.

C. Tools, Equipment and Materials:

1. Equipment.

a. Diazit Space Saver Printer/Developer.

Diazit Pump-It Ammonia Pump.

2. Material.

a. Diazo Print Paper.

276 (1 of 11)

Criterion Test: The student will make a legible print of
a drawing furnished by the instrurtor, using the dry
Diazo method. Students will fold a "F" size print to 84
x 11" following the procedures set forth in Engineering
Aid 3 & 2, NAVPERS 10634-B with 100 percent accuracy.

Homework: Read

Engineering Aid 3 & 2, MAVPERS pp. 157-163.

Drafting & Graphics, pp. 388-397.

277



D. Training Aid. mad Devices:

1. Transparencies.

a. 11CS-5600.101T-8

b. 11CS-5600.101T-5

c. 11CS-5600.101T-6

d. 11CS-5600.101T-7

Thernofaa Machine.

Photocomposing Machine.

Xerox 720.

Osalid Streamliner.

2. Locally Prepared Material.

a. Job Sheet.

(1) SOT 420.1 EA JS 1.2.8.1 "Diaso
Printing".

E. Training Aids Equipment:

1. Overhead Projector.

SCET 420.1 EA le;

278 279
(2 of 11)
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I. Introduction to the lessson.

A. Establish contact.

1. N.

2. Tbpic: Diaso Printing.

B. Establish readiness.

1. Purpose.

a. Preserve the original.

b. Most commonly used.

c. Simplifies your job as an
Engineering Aid.

C. Es*ablish effect.

1. Value.

a. Knowledge of methods makes better
quality of reproduction.

D. Overview:

1. You will be able to operate a Diazo
Reproduction Machine to reproduce
copies of your drawings, as required
for all topics in the Drafting Phase.

2. Ask questions.

3. Take notes.

4. Testable.

(3 of 11)

INSTRUCTOR ACTI VITT
SCBT 420.1 EA -G 1.2.8

STUDENT ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduce self and topic.

I.B. Motivate student.

I.C. Bring out need and value
of material being presented.

I.D. State learning objectives.

I.D.1. State information and
material necessary to guide
student.

2 S 1



OF INSTRUCTION

II. Presentation

A. Graphic Reproduction Processes.

1. Four major classifications.

a. Heat process - Thermofax.

. b. Silver process - Photography.

c. Electrostatic process - Xerox.

d. Diazo process - Diazit, Ozalid, etc.

E. Diazo Process.

1. Ammonia vapor process - most commonly
used.

2. Positive copy - line on white paper.

3. Light sensitive - chemical coating on
paper.

4. Techniques for producing.

a. Dry-developing - Ammonia vapor.

b. Semi-dry - Moist developing.

5. Formula ingredients.

a. Diazonium salt - light yellow on
paper.

b. Coupler.

2S2
(4 of 11)

/
SCBT 420.1 SA TG

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.A.1.a. Show Transparency
11CS -5600.101T-8, Thermofax Machine.

II.A.1.b. Show Transparency
11CS -5600.101T-5, Photocomposing Machine.

II.A.1.c. Show Transparency
11CS -5600.101T-6, Xerox 720.

II.A.1.d. Show Transparency
11CS -5600.101T -7, Ozalid Streamliner.

2S3
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SCSI 420.1 EA 1 .2.8141441
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT CTIVITY

(1) Dye or color.

6. Advantages.

a. More versatile.

b. Fast.

c. Dry.

294

d. Complete line of material - prints,
transparencies, cover stock (colors)
etc.

e. Intermediate copy- Sepia. II.3.6.e. Show example
of sepia.

7. Disadvantages.

a. Asimonia vapor (now have masking agent).

b. Semi-permanent - will fade, particu-
larly in sunlight.

8. Trademark.

a. By company name, Diazit or Ozalid'-
General Airlines Corporation.

J. Orazit Space-Saver Operating Procedures.

1. Steps for operations.

a. Turn on machine.

(1) 20 minute warm-up - idle speed.

b. Turn on pump - only when not auto-
matic, follow pump instruction with
machine.

(5 of 11)

II.C. Demonstrate each step II.C. Students move
on machine. Allow each from desk to machine
student to try one set-up. for demonstration.

295



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

c. Set exposure speed after warse-up.

d. Test run - for exposure eptid.

II. Feed original and print paper.

f. Separate original and print paper.

g. Develop print.

2S6

D. On-The-Spot Trouble Shooting - when operating.

1. ,When paper binds or wraps around developer.

a. Do not pull on sheet.

b. Stop machine.

c. Cut print above pick-off bar.

d. Note: Some models have reverse for
removing copies that bind.

2. Cautions.

e. Keep nuts, screws, etc. tight,
do not loosen, see manufacturer's
manual.

b. Never use stiff paper in machine,
must have bending quality.

3. Running time.

a. More economical to let run long
periods rather than to turn on
and off, lamp will last longer.

(6 of 11)

/474//7
SCBT 420.1 RA -J 1.2.8

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.D.1.c. Show pick-off bar
on machine.

STUDENT ACTIVITY

v

2S7
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OUTLINE OF DISTRUCTI*

4. Turning off machine.

a. Free all material from machine,

paper.

b. Slaw speed to idle.

c. Shut down ammonia pump - follow

machine instruction for various

types of pumps.

d. Place paper around ammonia roll.

e. Turn off machine.

E. Continw Trouble-Shooting

1. Wrinkled tracing or original.

a. Printer belts too tight - see

manufacturer's manual.

. Blurred prints -

a. Prirter belts too loose - adjust

according to manufacturer's manual.

3. Uneven printing or slow printing speed.

a. Not warm enough or blockage in

ammonia system.

Lamp replacement - follow manufacturer's

manual instructions.

F. intenance

Oil all moving parts every three months.

(7 of 11)

id
SCBT 420.1 EA IC 1.2.8

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

2Sq



CUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

2. Inspect drive motor brushes every

three months.

G. Safety Factors

1. Keep fingers and clothing out of machine.

2. Keep ammonia away from face.

a. If ammonia splashes in eyes, wash

with ;rush water thoroughly and

seek medical attention IMMEDIATELY.

H. Filing Drawings

1. The protected stowage of a large

number of items with:

a. Economy of apace.

b. Readily located.

2. Records (Index)

a. Log book.

b. 3 x 5 cards.

C. Cross reference.

29n

SCBT 420.1.EA.IG.1.2.8

INSTLUCTOR ACTIVITY
STUDENT ACTIVITY

(8 of 11)
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OCTLINI OF INSTRUCTION

3. Stowage cabinets

a. Map drawer.

b. Shallow drawer file cabinet.

c. Deep-drawer.

4. Stowage of materials

a. Originals.

(1) A and B deep drawer.

(2) C and above, shallow or
nap drawer.

/
SCBT 420.1.RA.IG.1,2.8

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
STWDENT ACTIVITY

(3) Roll size-tubes.

b. Prints

(1) Regardless of size folded.

(2) Filed in deep-drawer file.

(3) Demonstrate how to fold prints.

(a) Folding guides.

(b) Fold the print into 10 7/8

in. lengthwise accordian

pleat folds first.

2Q2
293

(9 of 11)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

29,4

1 Face down first, turning
up the edge with the
drawing number.

2 Continue accordion pleats.

(c) Place face with drawing number
down after accordion pleats
are completed.

(d) Fold first 81/2" fold crosswise

to accordion pleats. (Starting
with drawing number edge).

(e) Completed size (844 z 11").

c. Data

(1) Filed by drawing number in
separate drawer or cabinet.

(2) Usually with print.

d. Stick file.

(1) Set of prints on each job.

(2) Used by office and field personnel.

(3) As-built records.

(10 of 11)



wain or MISTIMICTION

III.' Application:

4. Operation of Diasit Space Saver

1. Handout "Diego Printing".

SCBT 420.1.8i.IC.1.2.8

III.A.1. Distribute Handout
SOT 420.1 IL JS 1.2.8.1 "Diann
Printing".

2. Student operation - making prints. /II.A.2. Supervise students
operating machine.

IV. Summary:

A. Five Major Typos of Graphic Reproduction
Processes.

B. Row The Diego Process Works.

C. The Operation of the Diazit Space Saver.

D. Trouble-Shooting the Diazit Space Saver.

E. The Maintenance of the Diazit Space Saver.

F. Safety Factors.

V. Test:

A. Demonstrate ability to make good prints
uaing the Diazit Space Saver.

1. Evaluation will be part of the
drafting phase.

296
(11 of 11)

III.A.2. Operara machine
to make prints following
job sheet.
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SCR 420.1 EA JS 1.2.5.1 1'73

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION TRAINING (SCR) 420.1

JOB SUET

TITLE: Diem Printing.

INTRODUCTION: iorking drawings go to the shop or field in the form of
prints made from the original drawings. In NMCB's the most common printing
machine is a lightweight, highlr-portable Diaao Printer similar to the
Diasit Space Saver. The purpose of this job sheet is to guide you in the
proper use of the Diasit Space Saver for making prints.

REFERENCES: None

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MA/IIIALS:

1. Equipment.

a. Diasit Space Saver Printer/Developer.

b. Diaxit Pump-It Ammonia Pump.

2. Material.

a. Original drawing.

b. Diaso paper.

PROCEDURES:

1. Warm up printer/developer.

a. Turn printer/developer on and set exposure speed control to
slow (2-5).

(1) Allow at least 20 minutes for the developer to reach
operating temperature.

2. Charge developer with ammonia.

a. Turn pump-it on for approximately one minute.

(1) Check tubing to insure ammonia flaw. The punp-it will
adequately charge developer running 20-50 seconds.

3. Set exposure speed.

a. 5-6 for ink or 6-7 for pencil.

(1) Exposure speed will vary with type of print paper and
tracing paper.

(1 of 2) 298



SOST 420.1 EA JS 1.2.8.1

111
4. Feed original and print paper into printer.

a. Original face up on sensitised aide of Diaso material.

(1) both material can be pulled out of the printer section ot

any tine without stopping.

5. Develop print.

a. Separate print from original and feed it into developer.

(1) tmposed sheet should be smoothed out, taut, and straight with
a good sized, free loop before feeding into developer section.
Do not try to pull a sheet bath out of the developer section.

(2 of 2) 299



NAVAL CON$TRUCTION TRAINING CENTER

PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

SPECIAL °OBSTRUCTION BATTALION TRAINING (SCBT) 420.1

Classification: Unclassified

Topic: Tracing

Average Time: 1 Period (Class) 8 Period (Pract)

Instructional Materials:

A. Texts.

1. None.

B. References:

1. Engineering Drawing, French 4 Vierck

10th Edition

C. Tools, Equipment and Materials:

1. See Annex III of Curriculum

D. Training Aids and Devices:

1. None

E. Training Aids Equipment:

1. None

3 0
(1 of 15)

SCBT 420.1 EA IL; ..9

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit the

student will be able to use the tools of a draftsman

and perform the techniques and procedures related to

basic drafting. All problem solutions submitted by the

student as his finished product will meet the minimum

requirements of Evaluation Guide SCBT 420.1 EA EG 1.2.0.1

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic the

student will be able to trace drawings following the

procedures set forth in this instructors guide. Individ-

ual instructor guidance and study texts can be utilised

in the performance of the requirements of this topic.

The tracing submitted by the student as his finished

product will be 100E accurate for all cletails when amm-

pared with the original drawing and will meet. the ac-

ceptable standards of SCBT 420.1 RA EG 1.2.0.1 for all

10 parts of a good drawing.

Criterion Test: The student will demonstrate his ability

to trace a drawing following the procedures set forth by

ehis instructor guide. The tracing submitted by the

student as his finished product will be 100Z accurate

for all details when compered with the original drawing

and will meet the acceptable standards of SCBT 420.1 EA

EG 1.2.0.1 for all 10 parts of a good drawing.

3 9 1



OUTLINE OP INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to lesson.

A. Establish contact. I.A. Introduce self and topic.

1. Naas.

2. Topic: Tracing..

B. Establish readiness. LB,. Motivate student.

1. Purpose.

2. Assignment.

0 02

SCBT 420.1 RA U. 1.2.9174
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITf

C. Establish effect. I.C. Bring out need and value

of material being presented.

1. Value.

a. Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. Gat advanced.

d. Be a better Engineering Aid.

D. Overview:
I.D. State learnigg objective.

1. You will be able to trace a drawing. I.D.1. State information and
materials necessary to guide

2. Ask questions. student.

3. Take notes.

4. Testable.

(2 of 15) 303



OUTLINE OF INSTEDCTICS

394

Presentation

A. Tracing - The art of copying a detail
or construction drafting using either

pencil or ink.

1. Drawings are traced for many reasons.

a. Poor line quality on original.

b. Original copy required by other

agencies.

c. Damaged originals.

d. Etc.

2. Tracing Media

a. Characteristics to look for.

(1) Good transparency for
reproduction.

(2) Suitable "Tmate for pencil work. -

(3) Good erasing qualities.

4)
/77

SOT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.9

INSTVDCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(4) Non-yellowing qualities.

(5) Strength and resistance to tearing.

(6) Resistance to brittleness and shrinkage.

(3 of 15)
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b. Types

(1) Tracing cloth.

306

(a) Is a seml-transclucent

material.

(b) Mad. by impregnating linen

with starch.

(c) Used finishod work or
tracing; usually in ink.

(d) Is very easily damaged

by water.

( * ) Very susceptible to size.

change.

(2) Pencil cloth

(a) Usually has one or both sides

prepared to take pncil.

(b) Basic qualities the same as

tracing cloth.

(3) Mylar (Polyester film)

(a) Is a translucent, taar and

stretch resistant plastic.

(b) Maintains accuracy of drawing

or permanent inforaation.

(4 of 15)

S/77
SCBT 420.1 FAA IG 1.2.9

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
STUDINT ACTIVITY

397



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTIONS

398

(c) Takes pencil and ink

very well.

SCBT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.9

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(d) Pencils developed just for
working on mylar.

(4) Tracing glass

(a) A transparent material.

(b) Has a high dimensional
stability.

(c) Very good for ink or pencil.

(d) Used mostly in tool and die

work.

(5) Tracing paper

(a) A thin transparent paper.

1 Eith%r left natulml or
treated with a transparent.

substance.

2 Treated paper is called
vellum.

(b) Used for all types of pencil or

ink work.

(c) Comes in may different grades but
in general has all those characteristics

required or a good tracing paper when

the rag content is high.

(5 of 15)
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310

3. General Rules

a. Speed and accuracy are the most
important qualities to strive
for.

b. Newer trace a drawing lightly
and heavy in later.

c. Newer trace from copies, redraw.

d. Keep hands, arms and body off
tracing.

e. Do not start a view you can't
finish during your present
working day.

f. Cover completed views.

g. Follow rules of pencil and iak
drawing.

I/7§31DCTOI ACTIVITY

4. Techniques In Preparation For Drawing

Or Tracing

&. Preparation.

(1) Lights.

(a) If possible, should come from left.

(b) Non-Glare type.

(c) Above 50 candle power.

(6 of 15)

SCSI 420.1 RA IG 1.2.9
STUMM ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTORACTIV/TY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(2) Board

(a) Inclined 10° to 15° from horizontal.

0) Clean.

(c) Reference araa wear from vork area.

0) Instruments.

(a) Place most used on hand.

(h) Keep in amme place, save time.

(c) Don't clutter work area.

(4) Paper

(a) Tape down shset.

1 Upper left to lower right.

(3) Pencils

(a) Should have an F, H, 211 and 3HL pencil

handy, sharpened.

(b) Should have a wedge or chisel for long

straight lines and a conical for normal

work.

312 31 3
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SCBT 420.1 RA IG 1.2.9

OUTLINE OF nummum
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUMM ACTIVITY

b. At this point let's discuss

"What Is A Good Drawing?"

(1) Visible lines.

(a) Uses of object.

(2) Dimensions.

(a) Numerical value expressed in

appropriate units of measure.

(3) Notes.

(a) Written information which usually

can't be shown in other ways.

(4) Line conventions.

(a) All lines not a visible line.

(5) Tangents.

(a) Intersections of curved and straight

lines.

(6) Format.

(a) Overall appearance of drawing.

(7) Lettering.

(a) Only letters.

314

(8 of 15)
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OUTLINE OP INSTRUCTION

316

(8) Accuracy.

(a) Precision or exactness;

correctness.

(9) Solution.

(a) Row well you completed your

assignment.

c. Alphabet of lines.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(9 of 15)

II.A.4.c.
Draw each line on
C/B and explain how
it's used and drawn
properly.

SCBT 420.1 EA IG 1.2.9
STUDENT ACTIVITY

317
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PENCIL LINES

THICK

INK LINES
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THIN

(10 of 15)

SCBT 420.1 RA IG 1.2.9 /RI(
STUDENT ACTIVITY
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SCET 420.1 EA IG 1.2.9

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
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3 92

d. Order of drawing.

(1) Pencil.

(ft) Select sheet,

(B) Choose scale.

(c) Draw center lines for each
view.

(d) Drew views, dominant to minor.

(e) Check.

(f) Dimension.

(g) Guide line'', letter.

(h) Title.

(i) Recheck.

(2) Ink.

(a) Circles - Smallest to largest.

(b) Dashed circles.

(c) Irregular curves.

(d) Straight lines - in order -
horizontal, vertical, inclined.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
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(,) Ridden lines Sees order as (4).

(g) Center lines.

(i) lb:tension sad dimension lines.

Ck) Arrombeads and dimensions.

(i) Section lines.

(J) Letter notes and titles.

(k) Border.

(1) Chock.

SCST 420.1 I& 1.19
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUMM AC1 rr
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III. Application

A. Discussion

SPIT 420.1 RA IG 1.2.9
INSTLUCTOt ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY 4.7

Questiosa lilA. Ahswera

1. What are tha tem (10)
parts of a good dramise

2. What charactariatics should

1. Visible lines, dimensions,
notes, line conventions,
tangents format, lettering,
accuracy, solution.

2. .a. GOod transparency for

a good tracing paper have. reproduction

3. What is tha most importsmt
qualities to strive for in
tracing a drawls/.

b. Tooth for pemcil vork.

c. Good erasing qualities.

4. abayellowimg qualities.

e. Strength sod resistasce
to tearing.

f. assistance to battles's'
sod shriskage.

3. Speed amd Accuracy.

R. Practical Performance 111g. Passout copies of III.B.Trace drawing No.

drawing No.

39,6

and have students trace
IMMO.

Read and explain criterion
test and have students
perform it.
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IV. Summar*.

A. Tracing

I. Reasons for.

2. Tracing media.

3. General rules.

4. Teaniques in preparations.

V. Test..

A,. Nona

3?.8
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CHAPTER 4

DRAFTING: GEOMETRIC CONSTRUCTIONS

As an Engineering Aid, you will be oonoerned
prinolpally with line drawinp. A line drawing is
one in which the graphic representation consists
exclusively of lines, as distinguished from a
drawing in which the representation is made up
of, or includes, light and dark areas.

A line in a line drawing may be a straight
line, a circle, an aro of a circle, or a non-
circular GIUrVe; or it may be a line which is a
compound of more than one of these basic types
of lines. A nonciroular curve may be a "random"
curve; or it may be one of the noncircular curves
which are derived from conic sections; or it may
be a nonciroular curve derived from the "spiral
of Azobimedes." The noncircular curves derived
from conic sections are the ellipse, the parabola,
and the hyperbola.

As a draftsman, you must be able to "con-
struct" any of the various types of straight and
curved lines used in a line drawing. You must
also be able to "construct" lines at specified
angles to each other, and to "construct" the
various types of plane figures, circular curves,
and noncircular curves. The general term applied
to this phase of draftsmanship is "geometric
constructions." This chapter provides informa-
tion that will aid you in making different types
of geometric constructions that may involve you
in your duties as a draftsman.

CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING ANGLES

You already know how to lay off an angle
of glven size with a protractor, or trigono-
metrically by the use of the tangent or the chord
method.

TRANSFERRING AN ANGLE

There is a geometric construction for laying
off, on another part of the same drawing or on
a different drawing, an angle equal in size to one
which is already drawn. This procedure, called

"transferring" the angle, is illustrated in figure
4-1. Here, the draftsman %sired to lay off from
0' a line which would make an angle with 8'0'
equal to angle BOA. To do this, draw an aro
through OB and OA, with 0 as a center, u shown
in figure 4-1(A). Then, draw an aro of the-same
radius from EPO', with 0' as a °enter, as shown
in figure 4-1(B). Next, measure the length of the
chord of the aro between OB and OA and lay off
the same length on the aro from WO'. A line
drawn from 0' through A' maims an angle with
8'0' equal to angle BOA.

BISECTING AN ANGLE

To biseot an angle means to divide it in half.
If you know the size of the angle, you can bisect
it by simply dMding the size by 2 and laying off
the result with a protractor.

1 01

d
A

Ell d

a

01

A

D iAi
C Bs

23.227
Figure 4-1. Transferring an angle.
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23.226
Figure 4-2. Bisecting an angle.

Geometric constzuction for bisecting an angla
is shown in figure 4-2. To bisect the angle A013,
first lay off equal intervals from Oon0A and OH.
With the ends of these intervals as centers,
strike intersecting arcs of equal radius at P.
Draw a line from 0 through the point of inter-
section of the arcs, P. The line OP bisects angle
AO&

CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING
STRAIGHT LINES

In the preoeding chapter, you learned how to
draw a line parallel to another line by the use
of a straightedge and a sliding triangle. Another
method of drawing parallel lines is illustrated
in figure 4-3. Here the line was to be drawn
through glven point C. To draw a line through C
parallel to AB, place the needlepoint of a compass
on any point D on AB, and strike arc CE. Shift
the needlepoint to E, maintaining the same radius,
and strike arc DF. Set compass or dividers to
chord of arc CE, and lay off the chord DF from
D, thus locating point F. A line drawn through
F and C is parallel to AB.

45.164
Figure 4-3. Drawing a line through a given

point, parallel to another line.

3 3 1

one line parallel to another, this one beidangi=
Figure 4-4 shows another method of

when the swami line is to be dm= at a given
distance from the first. To draw a line Walla
to AB at a &stenos from AB mug to CD, sek
the oompass to the length of CD and from say
points I and F on AB dr*e two aro& A
A93' drawn tangent to (barely tonolling)
arcs in parallel to AB, and located CD Odium*
from AB.

In the preoading chapter, you learned how te
draw a line perpendicular to anotter by the we
of a straightedge and a sliding triassis. Other
methods et solving this problem_ are explained
below.

Figure 4-5 shows a method of dropping a
perpendicular from a given point to a line. to
drop a perpendicular from point P to AB, set
the needlepoint of a compass at F and strike
an sro intersecting AB at C and D. With C
and D as oenters and any radius larger than one..
half of CD, strike arcs intersecting at E. A
line from P through E Is perpendicular to AB.

Figure 4-6 illustrates a matted of emoting

a perpendicular from a given point on a line.
To erect a perpendicular from point P an
set a oompass to any convenient radius
with P as a oenter, strike arcs intersecting
at C and D. With C and D as centers end any
radius larger than one-half of CD, strike aros

intersecting at E. A line from P through IS is
perpendicular to AB.

BISECTING A LINE

A line can be bisected by trial-and-error

with dividers that is, by setting the dividers

102
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Figure 4-4.Drawing a parallel line at a
distance from another line.
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28.26
Figure 4-5. Dropping a perpendicular from a

given point to a line.

A f

11.216A
Figure 4-6. Erecting a perpendicular from a

given point on a line.

to various spreads until you get one which tries
out as one-half the length of the line.

Geometric construction for bisecting a line
is shown in figure 4-7. To bisect the line AB,
use the ends of the line, A and B, as centers,
set a compass to a radius greater than one-half
the length of AB, and strike arcs intersecting at
C and D. A line drawn from C through D bisects
AB.

DIVIDING A LINE INTO ANY
NUMBER OF EQUAL PARTS

A line may be divided into more than two
equal parts by trial-and-error with the dividers.

01(

A

X°
11.216

Figure 4-7.-- Bisecting a line.

Geometric construction for dividing a line into
any number of equal parts is shown infigure 4-8.
To divide AB into 10 equal parts, draw a ray
line CB from B at a convenient acute angle to
AB. Set a compass to a spread less than one-
tenth of the length of CB, and lay off this interval
10 times from B on CB. Draw a line from the
10th interval to A, and rfroject the other points
of intersection from CB to AB by lines parallel
to the first one. The projected points of inter-
section divide AB into 10 equal parts.

Figure 4-9 shows how you can use a scale
to lay off equal intervals on the ray line.

PROPORTIONAL PARTS

Figure 4-10 shows a method of dividing a line
into given proportional parts. The problem here
is to divide the line AB into parts which are
proportional as 2:3:4. Lay off ray line CB from
B at a convenient acute angle to AB. Set a oompass
to a convenient spread, and lay off this interval
from B on CB a number of times equal to the
sum of the figures in the proportion (2+ 3+ 4=9).
Draw a line from the point of intersection of the
last interval to A, and use a straightedge and
sliding triangle to project the second and fifth
intercepts on CB to AB by lines parallel to the
first one. The projected intercepts divide AB
into segments which are proportional as 2:3:4.

103
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23.223
Figure 4-8. Dividing a line into any number of equal parts.

45.167
Figure 4-9. Using a scale to lay off equal intervals on random line.

45.168
Figure 4-10. Dividing a line into proportional parts.

3 33 104
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Here again you could use a scale to lay off
9 equal intervals on CB.

PARTS ACCORDING TO A
GIVEN RATIO

You may be required to divide a line into parts
so that the ratio between the whole line and one
of the parts is the same as that between two other
lines. A method of doing this is shown in figure
4-11. Here it is required that AB be divided
so that the ratio between AB and a part of AB
is the same as the ratio between CD and EF.
From A draw a ray line AG at a convenient
acute angle from AB. On AG lay off AH equal to
EF and Al equal to CD. Draw a line trom I to
B, and use a straightedge and sliding triangle to
project H to J on a line parallel to IB. The ratio
of AB to AJ is the same as that of CD to EF.

CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING
PLANE FIGURES

In this section, we will explain how to con-
struct a triangle, rectangle, square, circle,
regular polygon, regular pentagon, hexagon, octa-
gon, and so on. An understanding of the geomet-
rical construction of plane figures, as presented
in this section, is essential to the Engineering
Aid because of the frequent occurrence of plane
figures in engineering drawings.

TRIANGLE: THREE SIDES GIVEN

To draw a triangle with three sides given,
first draw a straight line AB, equal in length

G

45.169
Figure 4-11. Dividing a line into parts according

to a given ratio.

JW

to one of the given sides. With A as a oenter,
strike an arc with radius equal to the given
length of the mond side. With B as a Center,
strilm an intersecting aro with radium equal
to the length of the third aide. Draw lines trom
A and B to the point of intersection of the arcs.

RIGHT TRIANGLE: HYPOTENUSE
AND ONE SIDE GIVEN

Figure 4-12 illustrates a method of drawing
a right triangle when the hypotenuee and one
side are given. The line H is the given hypOtenuse;
the line S is the given side. Draw AB equal to
H. Locate the oenter of AB (by bisection), and
with the midpoint as a center and a radios equal
to one-half of AB, draw the semicircle from A
to B as shown. Set campus or dividers to the
length of 8, and with A as a center strike an aro
intersecting the semicircle at C. Draw AC and
HC.

EQUILATERAL TRIANGLE: LENGTH
OF SIDE GIVEN

To construct an equilateral triangle when the
length of a side is given, you can follow the
method previously described for constructing
a triangle when the length of each side is given.
The sides of an equilateral triangle are equal
in length.

Each angle in an equilateral triangle meuuree
60°. This fact is applied in the method of con-
structing an equilateral triangle with given length

45.170
Figure 4-12. Constructing a right triangle with

hypotenuse and one side given.
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of side which is shown in figure 4-13. Simply
use a 3040* triangle and a T-equare or straight-
edge to erect lines from A and B at 606 to AB.

EQUILATERAL TRIANGLE IN GIVEN
CIRC UMSCRIBED CIRC LE

A "circumscribed" plane figure is one which
encloses another figure, the oircuinsoribed figure
Wing tangent to the extremities of the enclosed
figure. An "inscribed" plane figure is cee which
is enclosed by a circumscribed figure.

Figure 4-14 shows you bow to Innoribe an
equilateral triangle within a given circumscribed
oirole. Draw a vertical centerline intersecting
the given circle at A and B. With B as a center
and a radius equal to the rextius of the circle,
strike arcs intersecting the circle at C and D.
Lines oonnecting A, C, and D form an equilateral
triangle.

EQUILATERAL TRIANGLE ON
GWEN INSCRIBED CIRCLE

Figure 4-15 illustrates one method of cir-
cumscribing an equilateral triangle on a given
inscribed circle. Draw AB parallel to the hori-
zontal oenterline of the circle and tangent to the
circumference. Then use a 30-606 triangle to
draw AC and BC at 60' to AB and tangent to the
circle.

Another method of accomplishing this con-
struction ia shown in figure 4-16. Draw radii at
30* to the horizontal oenterline of the circle,
intersecting the circumferenoe at C and B. There

33.240.1B
Figure 4-14.--Equilateral triangle in given cir-

cumscribed circle.

23.240.1C
Figure 4-15. Equilateral triangle on given in-

scribed circle: one method.

is a third point of intersection at A, so that you
now have three radii: OA, OB, and OC. Draw
the sides of the triangle at A, B, and C, tangent
to the circle and perpendicular to the relevant
radius.

RECTANGLE: GIVEN LENGTH
AND WIDTH

23.240.1A To construct a rectangle of given length and

Figure 4-13. Equilateral triangle with given width, draw a horizontal line AB with the T-aqualik
length of side AB. equal to the given length. With T-square 111/

335
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23.240.1D
Figure 4-16. Equilateral triangle on fiktell in-

scribed circle: another method.

triangle erect perpendiculars from A and B, A s
each equal to the given width. Connect the ends
of the perpendiculars 45.171

Figure 4-17. Square with given length of
side.

SQUARE: GIVEN LENGTH
OF SIDE

You can construct a square of given length
of side by the method described for constructing
a rectangle. Another method 1,11 illustrated in
figure 4-17. Draw horizontal line AB with the
T-square, equal to the given length of side. With
the T-square and a 450 triangle, draw diagonals
from A and B at 450 to AB. Erect perpendiculars
from A and B, intersecting the diagonals, and
connect the points of intersection. r ,

k

SQUARE: GIVEN LENGTH
OF DIAGONAL

Figure 4-18 shows a method of constructing _ _
s square with a given length of diagonal. Draw
horizontal line AB, equal to given length of
diagonal. Locate 0 at the center of AB, and lay
off CD through 0, perpendicular to and slightly
longer than AB. Use T-square and 45° triangle 45.172
to draw AF and EB at 45° to AB and CD. Connect Figure 4-18. Square with given length of
AE and FB.

107
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SQUARE IN GIVEN CIRCUMSCRIBED
CIRCLE

Figure 4-19 shows a method of etrawing a
square in a given ciroumeoribed circle. Draw
the diameters AB and CD at right angIss to
each other, and comsat the points where the
diameters intersect the oirounderenoe of the
circle.

SQUARE CIRCUMSCRIBED ON GIVEN
INSCRIBED CIRCLE

Figure 4-20 illustrates a method of cir-
cumscribing a square on a given inscribed
circle. Draw the dismeters AB and CD at rigM
angles to each other. Then draw each side of
the square tangent to the point where a diameter
intersects the circumference of the circle, and
perpendicular to the diameter.

ANY REGULAR POLYGON IN GIVEN
CIRCUMSCRIBED CIRCLE

You can construct any regular polygon in a
given circumscribed oirole by trial-and-error
with compass or dividers u shown in figure 4-21.
To draw a 9-eided regular polygon in the circle
shown, divide the oircumferenoe by trial-and-
error with campus or dividers into 9 equal
segments, and connect the points of intersection.
To get a trial spread for the compass or dividers,
divide the central angle subtended by the entire
circle (3604) by the number of sides of the
polygon (in this case, by 9). Then, lay off the

A

0
46.174

Figure 4-20. Square on Wes inscribed circle.

45.175
Figure 4-21. Regular polygon in given circum-

scribed circle.

central angle quotient from the center of the
circle to the circumference with a protractor.

ANY REGULAR POLYGON ON GIVEN
INSCRIBED CIRCLE

The same method (dividing the circumference
into equal segments) can be used to construct a
regular polygon on a given inscribed circle. In

45.173 this case, however, instead of connecting the
Figure 4-19 . Square in glven circumscribed points of intersection on the circumference, AI

circle, draw each side tangent to the circumference

3 7 108
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perpendicular to the radius at each point of
intersection, as shown in figure 4-22.

ANY REGULAR POLYGON WITH
GIVEN LENGTH OF SIDE

Figure 4-23 illustzates a method of drawing
any reguiar polygon with a given length of side.
To draw a 9-sided regular polygon with length
of side equal to AB, first extend AB to C,
making CA equal to AL With A as a center and
AB (or CA) as a radius, draw a semicircle as
shown. Divide the semicircle into 9 equal segments
from C to B, and draw radii from A to the points
of intersection. The radius A2 is always the
second side of the polygon.

Draw a circle thr. ;h mints A, B, and D.
To do this, first ereo r idicular bisectors
from DA and AB. The pu of intersection of
the bisectors is the center of the oirole. The
(Arnie is the circumscribed circle of the polygon.
To draw the remaining sides, extend the radii
from the semicircle as shown, and connect the
points where they intersect the circumscribed
c ircle.

REGULAR PENTAGON,
HEXAGON, OR OCTAGON

Besides the methods described for construct-
ing aLy regular polygon, there are particular

45.681
Figure 4-22. Re -liar polygon on given inscribed

circle.

45.176
Figure 4-23. Any regular polygon with given

length of side.

methods for constructing a regular pentagon,
hexagon, or octagon.

Regular Pentagon in Given
Circumscribed Circle

Figure 4-24 illustrates a method of con-
structing a regular pentagon in a given circum-
scribed circle. Draw a horizontal diameter AB
and a vertical diameter CD. Locate E, the mid-
point of the radius OB. Set a compass to the
spread between E and C, and with E as a center
strike the arc CF. Set the compass to the spread
between C and F, and with C as a center strike
the arc GF. A line from G to C forms one side
of the pentagon. Set a compass to GC and lay off
this interval from C around the circle. Connect
the points of intersection.

Regular Pentagon on Given
Inscribed Circle

To construct a regular pentagon on a given
inscribed circle, determine the 5 equal intervals
on the circle in the same manner. However,
instead of connecting these points, draw each
side of the figure tangent to the circle at a point
of intersection.

109
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45.177
Figure 4-24. Regular pentagon in given cir-

cumscribed circle.

Regular Hexagon in Given
C ircumsoribed C iro le

Many bolt heads and nuts are hexagonal (6-
sided) in shape. Figure 4-25 shows a method of
constructing a regular hexagon inagivencircum-
scribed circle. The diameter of the circum-
scribed circle has the same length as the long
diameter of the hexagon. The radius of the
circumscribed circle (which equals one-half the
long diameter of the hexagon) is equal in length
to the length of a side. Lay off the horizontal
diameter AB and vertical diameter CD. 013 is
the radius of the cirole. From C, draw a line
CE equals to OB; then lay off this interval
arouixi the circle, and connect the points of
intersection.

Figure 4-26 shows another method of con-
structing a regular hexagon in a given circum-
scribed circle. Draw vertical diameter AB, and
use T-square and 30-60° triangle to draw BC
from B at 300 to the horizontal. Set a compass
to BC, lay off this interval around the circum-
ference, and connect the points of intereection.

Regular Hexagon on Given
Inscribed Circle

Figure 4-27 shows a method of constructing
a regular hexagon on a given inscribed circle.
Draw horizontal diameter AB andvertical center-
line. Draw lines tangent to the circle and per-
pendicular to AB at A and B. Use T-square and
30-60° triangle to draw remaining sides of the
figure tangent to the circle and at 30° to the
horizontal. 339

e

46.1711
Figure 4-25.Regular hexagon in given circum-

scribed circle: one method.

45.179
Figure 4-26. Regular hexagon in given circum-

scribed circle: another method.

Regular Octagon in Given
Circumscribed Circle

Figure 4-28 shows a method of constructing
a regular octagon in a given
circle. Draw horizontal diameter AB and ve

110
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45.180
Figure 4-27. Regular hexagon on given in-

scribed circle.

diameter CD. Use T-square and 456 triangle to
draw additional diameters EF and GH at 45
to the horizontal. Connect the points where the
diameters intersect the circle.

Regular Octagon on Given
Inscribed Circle

Figure 4-29 shows a method of oonstructing
a regular octagon around a given inscribed oirole.
Draw horizontal diameter AB and vertical di-
ameter CD. Draw tangents at A, B, C, and D
perpendicular to the diameters. Then use a T-
square and 454 triangle to draw tangents at 45*
to the horizontal, intersecting the first tangents
drawn.

PENTACLE (STAR)

Figure 4-30 shows a method of constructing
a pentacle. First draw (lightly) a horizontal line
that is approximately greater than the diameter
of the circle that amid circumscribe the proposed
star. With a compass, lay off the desired radius
OG. Using r as the radius, and point 0 as a
center, draw 1..se circle lightly. The circle inter-
sects the horizontal line at H. HOG is now the
diameter of the circle.

From 0, erect (lightly) a perpendicular inter-
rsoting the circle at point A. Bisect the radius
OG by any method, thereby cresting point F.

45.181 45.182
Figure 4-28. Regular octagon in given cIrcum- Figure 4-29. Regular octagon on given inscribed

scribed circle. circle.
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A

45.715
Figure 4-30.-- Pentacle (star).

With a compass, measure off the distance Al%
Using AF as the radius, and poitt A as a center,
lay off thick marks at points E and B on the
circle as shown. Likewise, usingthe same radius,
AF, but this ttme using E and B as centers,
mark off points D and C, respectively. Then
connect AC, AD, BD, EC and EB with heavy
linesthus forming the pentacle (star).

CONSTRUCTION OF CURVES

Many of the common geometrical construc-
tions occurring in the drafting room are those
involving circular curves. In this section, we
will explain how to construct circular curves
that may be required to satisfy varying conditions.

CIRCLE THROUGH THREE POINTS

In figure 4-31 the problem ia to draw a circle
(or a circular arc) which passes through points
A, B, and C. Connect the points by lines and
erect perpendicular bisectors as shown. The
point of intersection of the perpendicular bi-
sectors is the center of the circle or arc passing
through all three points.

LINE TANGENT TO A CIRCLE
AT A GIVEN POINT

A line which is tangent to a circle at a given
point is perpendicular to the radius which inter-
sects the point. It follows that one method of

112
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45.183
Figure 4-31.Circle or arc through three points.

drawing a line tangent to a circle !LI.,
point is to draw the radius which
the point, and then draw the line iat7geM
the point of intersection and perpendicular to the
radius.

Another method is shown in ague 4-32. To
draw a line tangent to the circle at P, set a
compass to the radius of the circle and, with P
as a center, strike an arc which intersects the
circle at A. With the compass atill set to the
radius of the circle, use A as a center and strike
an arc which intersects the first arc at B. With
B as a center and the compass still set to the
radius of the circle, strike another arc. A line
through the point of intersection of the last-
drawn arc and through P is tangent to the circle
at P.

CTRCULAR ARC OF GIVEN RADIUS
TANGENT TO Two STRAIGHT LINES

The problem of drawing a fillet or round
(explained in a previous section) comprises the
problem o drawing a circular arc of given
radius tangent to two non-parallel lines.

Figure 4-33 shows a method which can be
used when the two nonparallel lines form a
right angle. AB is the given radius of the arc.
Set a compass to this radius, and with the
of intersection of the lines Ifl a center, s.
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45.184
Figure 4-32. Line tangent to given point on

circle.

an arc intersecting the lines at C and D. With
C and D as centers and the same radius, strike
intersecting arcs la shown. The point of inter-
section of these arcs is the center of the circle
of which an arc of the given radius is tangent
to the lines.

Figure 4-34 shows a method which can be
used regardless of the size of the angle formed
by the lines. Again AB equals the given radius
of the arc, and the problem is to draw an arc
with radius equal to AB, tangent to CD and EF.
Draw Gli parallel to CD, and at a distance from
CD equal to the given radius of the arc. Draw
LI parallel to EF, also at a distance equal to the
given radius of the arc. The point of intersection
between GH and LI is the center of the circle
of which an arc of the given radius is tangent
to CD and EF.

CIRCULAR ARC OF GIVEN RADIUS
TANGENT TO STRAIGHT LINE AND
TO ANOTHER CIRCULAR ARC

The problem in figure 4-35 is to draw a
circular arc with radius equal to AB, tangent
to the circular arc CD and to the straight line
EF. Set a compass to a radius equal to the

A

45.185
Figure 4-33. Circular aro tangent to two linss

which form a right angle.

Figure 4-34. Circular arc
45.186

tangent to two lines
which form any angle.

radius of the circular arc CD plus the given
radius AB (which is indicated by the dotted line
shown), and with 0 as a center strike the arc
GH. Draw a line LJ pa:7allel to EF, at a distance
from EF equal to AB. The point of intersection
between GH and LJ is the center of the circle
of which an arc of the given radius is tangent to
CD and EF.
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45.187 23.235
Figure 4-35.Circular arc tangent to a straight Figure 4-36.Ciroular arc tangent to two other

line and another circular arc. circular arcs.

CIRCULAR ARC OF GIVEN RADIUS
TANGENT TO TWO OTHER CIRCULAR
ARCS

The problem in figure 4-38 is to draw an
arc with radius equal to AB, tangent to the
circular arcs CD and EF. Set a compass to a
spread equal to the radius of CD plus AB (indi-
cated by the left-hand dotted line), and with 0
as a center strike an arc. Set the compass to a
spread equal to the radius of EF plus AB
(indicated by the right-hand dotted line), and
with 0' as a center strike an intersecting arc.
The point of intersection between the two arcs
is the center of the circle of which an aro of
given radius ia tangent to CD and EF.

In figure 4-36, the circular arcs CD and
EF curve in opposite directions. In figure 4-37,
the problem is to draw an arc with radius equal
to AB, tangent to two ciroular arcs, CD and EF,
which curve in the same direction.

Set compass to a radiva equal to the radius
of EF LESS AB, and with 0' as a center strike
an arc. Then, set the compass to a radius
equal to the radius of arc CD plus line AB,
and 0 as center strike an intersecting arc at P.
Tbe point of intersection between these two arcs
is the center of the circle of which an arc of the
given radius is tangent to CD and EF.

When a circular arc is tangent to another, it
is commonly the case that the two arcs curve
in opposite directions. However, an arc may be
drawn tangent to another with both curving in

A 8

45.189
Figure 4-37. Circular arc tangent to arcs which

curve in the same direction.

the same direction. In a case of this kind,
the tangent arc is said to "enclose" the other.

An arc tangent to two others may enclose
both, or it may enclose only one and not the
other. In figure 4-38, the problem is to draw a
circular arc with radius equal to AB, tangent
to and enclosing both CD and EF. Set a compass
to a radius equal to AB less the radius of CD
(indicated by the dotted line from 0), and
as a center strike an arc. Set the compa
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45.190
Figure 4-38. Circular arc tangent to and en-

closing two other circular arcs.

a radius equal to AB less the radius of EF
(indicated by the dotted line from 0'), and with
0' as a center strike an intersecting arc at P.
The point of intersection between these two arcs
is the center of a circle of which an arc of given
radius is tangent to, and encloses, both CD anci
E F .

In figure 4-39, the problem is to draw a
circular arc with radius equal to AB, tangent
to and enclosing CD, and tangent to but NOT
enclosing EF. Set a compass to a radius equal
to AB less tbe radius of CD (indicated by the
dotted line from 0), and with 0 as a center strike
an arc. Set the compass to AB PLUS the radius
of EF (as indicated by the dotted line from 0'),
and with 0' as a center strike an intersecting
arc at P. The point of intersection between the
two arcs is the center of a circle of which an
arc of the given radius is tangent to and encloses
CD, and also tangent to, but does not enclose,
E F .

COMPOUND CURVE

A curve which is made up of a series of
successive tangent circular arcs is called a
"compound" curve. In figure 4-40, the problem
is to construct a compound curve passing through
given points A, B, C, D, and E. First connect
the points by straight lines. The straight line

3 i 4
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A

45.191
Figure 4-39.Circula.r arc tangent to and en-

closing one aro, and tangent to but notencloe-
ing another.

45.192
Figure 4-40. Curve composed of a aeries of

consecutive tangent circular arcs.

between each pair of points constitutes the chord
of the arc through the points.

Erect a perpendicular bisector from AB.
Select an appropriate point 01 on the bisector
as a center, and draw the arc AB. From 01
draw the radius 01 B. From BC erect a per-
pendicular bisector. The point of intersection
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08 between this bisector and the radius 0113 is
the center for the aro BC. Draw the radius
03C, and erect a perpendicular bisect-sr trom
CD. The point of intersection 03 between this
bisector and the extension of 0C is the center
for the arc CD.

To continue the curve from D to E you must
reverse the direction of curvature. Draw the
radius 03D, and erect a perpendicular bisector
from DE on the opposite side of the curve from
those previously erected. The point of intersection
between this asector and the extension of 03D is
the center of the arc DE.

REVERSE OR OGEE CURVE

A "reverse" or "ope" curve is composed
of two consecutive tangent circular arcs which
curve in opposite directions.

Figure 4-41 shows a method of connecting
two parallel lines by a reverse ot,trve tangent to
the lines. The problem is to construct a reverse
curve tangent to the upper line at A and to the
lower line at B.

Cpanect A and B by straight line AB. Select
on AB point C where you want to have the reverse
curve change direction. Ereot perpendicular bi-
sectors from BC and CA, and erect perpendiculars
from B and A. The points of intersection between
the perpendiculars (01 and 03 ) are the centers for
the arcs BC and CA.

Figure 4-42 shows a method of constructing
a reverse curve tangent to three intersecting
straight lines. The problem is to draw a reverse
curve tangent to the three lines which intersect
at pointa A and B. Select on AB point C where
you want the reverse curve to change direction.
Lay off from A a distance equal to AC to establish
point D. Erect a perpendicular from D and
another from C. The point of intersection of

0

aos'

45.1,4
Figure 4-42. Reverse curve tangent to three

interseoting straight lines.

these perpendiculars (0) is the oenter of the
arc DC.

Lay off from B a (listen°, equal to CB to
setablish point E. Erect a perpendicular from
E, and extend 01C to intersect it. The point
of intersection (03) is the center of the aro CE.

RECTIFYING A CIRCULAR ARC

One of the meanings of the word "rectify"
is: "to straighten." To "rectify" a circular ak
means to straighten it out that is, to drag!,
straight line having the same length as the
length of the aro.

In figure 4-43, the problem is to rectify the
arc AB. From A draw line AD tangent to arc
AB, with chord BA extended. Lay off AC equal
to one-half of AB. With C as center and CB as
radius, draw an arc intersecting AD at D. AD
will be slightly shorter than the length of aro
AB.

If the central angle of the given arc is be-
tween 45° and 900, a closer apprwdmation will
result by making AC equal to the chord of half
the arc instead of half the chord of the arc.

The usual procedure for rectifying an arc is
to set the dividers into a space small enough to
be practically equal in length to the corre-
sponding arc. Starting at B in figure 4-43 and
without lifting the dividers, step along the arc
noting the number of steps and fraction thereof;
then, step off the same number of spaces on
the tangent as shown in the illustration.

LAYING OFF A GWEN LENGTH
ON A CIRCULAR ARC

45.193 Figure 4-44 shows a method of laying off a
Figure 4-41. Reverse curve connecting and given length on a circular arc. The probt:lpne

tangent to two parallel lines, to lay off, on the arc shown, a length e

" .) 116
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45.195(45B)
Figure 4-43. Rectifying a circular arc.

A

45.196
Figure 4-44. Laying off a given length on a

circular arc.

AB. Draw the radius OC, and draw tangent CD
equal to AB and perpendicular to OC. Extend
CO to E, making OE twice LB long as OC.
Connect E and D by a straight line intersecting
the arc at F. The arc FC is very slightly shorter
than the tangent CDthat is, very slightly
shorter than the given length AB. For a central
angle of 30° the difference would be 1 in 2326;
for a central angle of 450 it would be 1 in 420;
for a central angle of 60° it would be 1 in 132.

This method can also be used for rectifying
a circular arc. It is slightly less accurate than
the method previously described.

CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING
NONCIRCULAR CURVES

The basic uniform noncircular curves are the
ellipse, the parabola, and the hyperbola. These
curves are derived from conic sections as
shown in figure 4-45. The circle itself (not
shown, but a curve formed by a plane passed
through a cone perpendicular to the vertical
axis) is also derived from a conic section.

316

ELLIPSE BY PIN-AND-STRING
THOD

The dimensions af an ellipse are given in
terms of the lengths of the major (longer) and
minor (shorter) axes. Figure 4-46 shows a
method of constructing an ellipse which is called
the "pin-and-string" method. The problem is to
construct an ellipse with major axis AB and minor
axle CD. Set a compass to one-half the length
of AB, and with C as a center strike arcs inter-
secting AB at F and F'. Set a pin at point C,
another at F, and a third at F'. Tie the end of a
piece of string to the pin at F, pass the string
around the pin at C, draw it taut, and fasten
to the pin at F'. Remove the pin at C, plaoe the
pencil point in the bight of the string, and draw
the ellipse as shown in view C, keeping the
string taut all the way around.

117

ELLIPSE BY TRAMMEL
METHOD

Another method of constructing an ellipse,
called the "trammel" method, is shown In figure
4-47. In this method, you plot a series of points
along the ellipse by the use of a marked straight-
edge called a trammel. A strip of paper, card-
board, or plastic, or the edge of a triangle,
will serve the purpose.

On the edge of the trammel, lay off OE
equal to one-half the minor Ws CD and OF equal
to one-half the major axis AB. If the trammel
is set on the axes so that E is constantly on the
major axis AB and F constantly on the minor
axis CD, 0 will lie always on the ellipse for any
angle of the trammel Figure 4-47 shows how
you can apply this fact to plot a series of points
along the ellipse. You can then fair aline through
the points with a french curve.

ELLIPSE BY FOCI METHOD

A third method of constructing an ellipse,
called the "foci" method, is shown in figure
4-48. In this method you plot a series of points
along the ellipse by drawing a series of inter-
secting arcs, using points F and F' on the major
axis (these points are the "foci") as centers.

To locate the foci, set a compass to one-half
of the major axis and, with C as a center, strike
arcs intersecting the major axis at F and F'.
Divide OF into at least 5 equal intervals (there
are 6 in figure 4-48). To plot the first pair of
intersecting arcs, set the compass to Al and,
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45.197
Figure 4-45. Conic sections: (A) ellipse; (8) Parabola; (C) hyperbola.

A

C

B

45.198
Figure 4-46. Ellipse by pin-and-string method.
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quadrants, proceed in the same manner. Next,
fair a line through the points with a french ourve.

ELLIPSE BY CONCENTRIC
CIRCLE METHOD

Figure 4-49 shows the "conoentric cirole"
method of drawing an ellipse. With the point of
intersection between the axes as a oenter, draw
two oonoentrio- circles (circles with a oommon
center), one with diameter equal to the major
aids and the other with diameter equal to the
minor axis, as shown in figure 4-49(A). Draw
a number of diameters as shown in 4-49(3).
From the point of interseotion of each diameter
with the larger circle draw a vertical line;
and from the point of intersection of eaohdiameter
with the smaller circle draw an intersecting
horizontal line, as shown in 4-49(C). Draw the

45.199 ellipse through the points of intersection, as
Figure 4-47. Ellipse by trammel method, shown in 4-49(D).

45.200
Figure 4-48. Ellipse by foci method.

with r as a center, strike an arc in I and IV
cpadrants; then set the compass to 81 and, with
F as a center, strike an intersecting arc. To
plot the next pair, set the compass to A2 and,
with F' as a center, strike an arc in I and IV
quadrants; then set the compass to 82 and, with
F as a center, strike an intersecting arc. Con-
tinue in this fashion to plot the points between
the first quadrant and the fourth quadrant. To
plot the points between the second and the third

3 18

ELLIPSE ON GIVEN CONJUGATE
DIAMETERS

The major and minor axes of an ellipse are
perpendicular to each other. "Conjugate" di-
ameters of an ellipse are diameters which are not
perpendicular to each other. Figure 4-50 shows
a method of constructing an ellipse on given

A

C D
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45.201
Figure 4-49. Ellipse by concentric circle

method.
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45.202
Figure 4-50. Ellipse on given oonjugate diameters.

conjugate diameters. First draw the circum-
scribing parallelogram EFGH. Divide EA and
AO into the same number of equal intervals.
Draw lines from D through the intervals of AO,
and lines from C to the intervals of EA. Draw
the ellipse through the points of intersection of
these lines. For the other three-quarters of the
ellipse, proceed in the same fuhion with the
other three-quarters of the parallelogram.

PARABOLA

Figure 4-51 shows a method of drawing a
parabola. The problem is to draw a parabola
which starts at A, ends at B, and has CO as a
vertical axis. Draw AD, DE, and EB, creating
the rectangle ADEL Divide AD and BE into a
number of equal intervals, and divide AB into
twice as many equal intervals. Draw lines from
C to the intervals along AD and BE, and erect
perpendiculars from the intervals of AB to
intersect these lines. Draw the parabola through
the points of intersection as shown.

This method is a general method which can
be used to construct any curve derived from a
conic section. Figure 4-52 shows its use in
constructing an ellipse with major axis AB and
minor axis CD. Figure 4-60 shows its use in
constructing an ellipse on given conjugate axes.

HYPERBOLA

Figure 4-53 shows the use of the general
method to construct a hyperbola. The problem

45.203
Figure 4-51. Parabola.

here is to draw a hyperbola which starts at A,
ends at B, and has CO as a vertical axis. Draw
AD, DF, and EB, creating the rectangle ADEB.
Divide AD and BE into a number of equal inter-
vals, and divide AB Into twice as many equal
intervals. Extend OC to C The amount you
extend it dependa on how sharp you want the
curve of the hyperbola to be.. The longer you
make C'0, the flatter the curve will be.

Draw lines from C to the intervals along
AD and BE, and lines from C to the intervals
of AB. Draw the hyperbola through the
of intersection as shown.

120
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46.204
Figure 4-52. Ellipse by general method for

drawing any curve derived from a conic
section.

rigure 4-5:3. Hyperbola.

SPIRAL OF ARCHIMEDES

45.205

A "spiral of Archimedes" is a curve which
follows the path which would be traced by a
point moving around and away from a fixed point

45.206
Figure 4-54. Spiral of Archimedes.

(called the "pole") in such a manner Is to have
the distance of the point from the pole increase
uniformly with the angle generated by the point.

The method of constructing a spiral of Archi-
medes is based on this definition. In figure 4-54,
the problem I. to construct a spiral of Archimedes
beginning at the pole 0. Draw a succession of
lines from 0, with equal angles between the lines
(an angle of 30 is suitable). Divide one of the
lines into 12 equal intervals. Then, from pole 0,
draw 12 concentric circles as shown in figure
4-54, armi number them consecutively from the
center. Next, plot a point where line 1 and circle
1 intersect, as illustrated. Continue plotting in
the same manner up to line 12 and circle 12,
and fair a line through these points with a french
curve.
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CHAPTER 5

DRAFTING: PROJECTIONS, REPRODUCTIONS,
AND FILING

This chapter oovers various =MI& of pro-
jection and engineering drawing techniques. It
discusses conventional methods used in presenting
different views of a drawn object, so that the
drawing °coveys all information necessary for
construction or meant:toe re the object. It also
discusses various drawing reproduction proc-
esses and methods of filing drawing'.

THEORY OF PROJECTION

A technical drawing of an object is =accurate
graphic representation of the object, drawn on a
plane surface. The representation is made by
projecting the points and lines of the object onto
the plane surface. The plane surface, often called
the PLANE of PROJEC TION or PIC TURE PLANE ,
is always placed between the observer and the
object to be projected.

Projection is done, in theory, by extending
lines of sight, called PROJECTORS, from the eye
of the observer through lines and points on the
object to the plane of projection.

CENTRAL PROJECTION

If the line of sight were literally followed, the
result would be the type of projection illustrated
in figure 5-1. Because the projectors converge
at a single central point (the eye of the observer),
this type is called CENTRAL projection.

You can see that the projected view of the
object varies considerably in size, according to
the relative positions of the object, the plane of
projection, and the eye of the observer. For this
and other reasons, oentral projection is seldom
used for the projection of technical drawings.

PARALLEL PROJECTION

If the observer were located an infinite dis-
tance away from the object and its plane of
projection, the projectors, instead of converging

to a point, would be parallel to each other. For
reasons at ooavenicnoe, this IS preowned to he
the oase for most technical drawls.. rigors 5-2
illustrates parallel projection. You Gan see that,
if the projectors are perpendicular to the pleas
of projection (as they are In figure 5-2), the
dimensions of the projection are the same as
the dimensions of tin object, regardless al the
relative positions and distanoes.

ORTHOGRAPHIC AND OBLIQUE
PROJECTION

An ORTHOGRAPHIC projection
projection in which the projectors are
lar to the plane of projection. A.1-73BLiM/v
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45.224
Figure 5-1. Central projection.
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45.225
Figure 5-2. Parallel projecthIn.

projection is a r^.rallel projection in which the
projectors are obllque (not perpendicular) to the
plane of projection.

Figure 5-3 shows the same object by both
o thographic and oblique projections. Always
imagine that the plane of projection is between
the observer and the oAect. In figure 5-3 the
block ill placed in such a manner that its front
surface (the surface toward the Otne of projec-
tion and represented by ABCD) is parallel to the
plane of projection.

As you can see, the resulting image in the
orthographic projection shows only the front
surface of the block, as indicated by A'B'C'D'; it
shows only two dimensionsthe height and the
width, which are both true dimensions.

On the other hand, the oblique projection (as
shown in the upper image of figure 5-3) shows
the front, the side and the top surfacel. By so
doing, it shows three dimensions width,
the length, and the height. If you examine figure
5-3 closely, you will observe that tht primed
letters on the plane of projection correspond tc
the letters on the block. It should be noted,
however, that the front face of the block is seen
in its true size and shape in both by ages. Notice
also that hidden lines are not ge 4-rally shown
in the projection. Oblique projection is one
method by which an object can be shown in a
single view and in all three dimensions. It is
the simplest type of pictorial drawing.

123
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45.226(458)
Figure 5-3. Comparison between oblique and

orthographic 'ojection of a cube.

SINGLE -PLANE PROJEC TION

A type of projection in which an object can be
shown in all three dimensions in one picture
plane is called a SINGLE-PLANE projection. The
oblique projection shown in figure 5-3 is an
example.

OBLIQUE SINGLE-PLANE
PROJECTIONS

There are two common types of oblique single-
plane projections: the cavalier projection and the
cabinet projection.

Cavalier Projection

In a cavalier projection the projectors are
presumed to make a 450 angle, both vertically and
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horizontally, with the plane of projection.Assume
that in figure 5-4 the line XX' represents a
side-edge view of the plane of projection, and that
the square ABCD represents a side of a cube,
placed with its front face parallel to and its top
face perpendicular to the plane of projection. You
can see that the projected lengths of AB and AC,
as well as A'B' and VC', are the same as their
actual lengths, and the fact that they are the same
can be proved geometrically.

Assume now that the line XX' represents a
top-edge view of the plane of projection, and that
the square ABCD represents the top of the cube.
Again the projected lengths of AB and AC are the
same as the actual lengths.

In a cavalier projection, then, any line which
is parallel to, or perpendicular to, the plane of
projection is projected in its true length. Sich a
line is called a "regular" line.

Figure 5-5 shows the comparison between a
cavalier and a cabinet projection of the same
cube shown in figure 5-4. You start by drawing
tie axes, which coniist of the front axes OX and
OY and the "receding" axis OZ. The front axes
axe perpendicular to each other; the receding
a3ds OZ is drawn 45` with the horizontal aids
OX, and this is true only for both cavalier and
cabinet projections drawings. The receding lines

45.227
Figure 5-4. Angle of projectors in cavalier

projection.

3 5 :3

ca /3

45.228: .229
Figure 5-5. Comparison between cavalier and

cabinet projection of a cube.

of the cavalier and cabinet projections make 45'
with the front axes; in oblique drawing, this oould
be any acute angle.

After the axes are drawn, complete the pro-
jection by measuring off the dimensions of the
respective faces of the object. In a culiewAli
dimensions are equal; however, in a oa
projection the receding portion appears Ic.silie7
because cavalier projection compensates for our
natural human optical illusions. To our naked
eyes, an object becomes smaller as its distance
from na becomes greater. This optical illusion
causes receding parallel lines to seem shorter
than they really art. These lines also appear to
converge toward a point in the distance, such as
the image you will see when you stand at the centsr
of a railroad track and gaze ahead in the direction
of the rails to where they meet the horizon.

In a cavalier projection, receding parallel lines
remain parallel and retain their true lengths. As
shown in figure 5-5, the far edge of the cut 3
appears equal in length to the corresponding front
edge.

Cabinet Projection

Because the eye is accustomed to its illusions,
a cavalier projection gives an appearance of
distortion. This appearance is sometimes mini-
mized by reducing the receding dimension as
indicated in figure 5-5. The dimension along the
receding axis can be reduced by any amount;
when it is reduced by half, the resulting projiik
tion is called a cabinet drawing. As you can aup
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the eye is better satisfied with this representa-
tion. However, this satisfaction is obtained by
deliberately introducing an erAor in the repre-
sentation, that is, by making the receding dimen-
sion along uds OZ only half as long as it actually
is.

ORTHOGRAPHIC SINGLE-PLANE
PR OJEC TION

In acoordance with the theory of projection,
the following types of projective systems are
classified under orthographic single-plane pro-
jection:

1. Isometric projection
2. Isometric drawing
3. Dimetric projection
4. Trimetric projection

These projections are technically known as
"axonometric" projection. Axonometric projec-
tion is a form of orthographic projection in that
the projectors are always perpendicular to the
plane of projection; that is, the object itself,
rather than the projectors, is placed inclined to
the picture plane.

Isometric Projection

An baometric projection is a single-plane
projection which gives the appearance of "natural-
ness" without the introduction of any error.
Isometric projection is orthographic projection
that is, the projectors are prosumed to be per-
pendicular to the plane of projection. It is the
object itself that is presumed to be inclined to
the plane, as shown in figure 5-6. Here the cube

is placed with a corner toward the plane of pro-
jection, and inclined so that ealh of its surfaces
makes an angle of 35° 16' (called the isometric
angle) with the plane.

The projection of each of the edges of the cube
is slightly shorter than the actual length of the
edge. The amount of reduction may be expressed
as the ratio of 1 to the cosine of 35° 16'. The
cosine of 35° 16' is 0.8165. Therefore, if the
edge of the cube were 1 in. long, the projected
edge would be 0.8165 in. long.

Any line on the object which makes the
isometric angle with the plane of projection is
called an isometric line. All isometric lines
project in the same foreshortening ratio
(1:0.8165); hence the term "isometric," which
means "equal measure."

Figure 5-7 shows the isometric projection of
figure 5-6 as it would look to an observer whose
line of sight was perpendicular to the plane of
projection. The figure is butlt on a central Lids
consisting of three axes OA, OB, and OC 120°
apart.

Isometric Drawing

Assume that the projection shown in figure
5-7 is that of a cube which has dimensions 1 in. x
1 in, x 1 in. For an isometric projection made
full-scale, the dimensions would be 0.8165 in. x
0.8165 in. x 0.8165 in.

Now, if you made the drawing with dimensions
the same as those of the object (1 in. x 1 in. x 1
in.), the drawn figure would be slightly larger
than a true isometric projection, but there would
be no significant difference otherwise. The pro-
portions of the figure with respect to each other
would be the same. Consequently, in practice it is

45.230
Figure 5-6.Isometric projection of a cube.
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45.291
Figure 5-7. Isometric vds.

often the case that an isometric "drawing"rather
than an isometric "projection" is made. In a
full-scale isometric drawing the lengths of
isometric lines are made the same as the lengths
of the same lines on the object, instead of being
scaled down in the ratio of 1:0.8165, as they are
in a full-scale isometric projection.

It would be worthwhile to mention the signifi-
cant differences between an isometric drawing
and both orthographic and perspective drawings.
The significant differences are as follows:

1. An isometric drawing generally shows
three or more surfaces in a given view, whereas
an othographic drawing only shows one surface.

2. In an isometric drawing, the receding lines
remain parallel, whereas in a perspective drawing
they converge. Perspective drawing is discussed
later in this chapter.

Dlmetric Projection

In an isometric projection of a cube, all of the
surfaces of the cube make the same angle with
the plane of projection. A cube has three pairs of
oppoeing surfaces.

In a DIMETRIC projection of a cube, only
two pairs of surfaces make the same angle with
the plane of projection, while the third pair makes
a different angle. Figure 5-8 shows a dimetric
projection of a cube. The pairs of surfaces which

355

45.232
Figure 5-8. Dimetric projeotion of a cube,

showing one practical dimetrio axis.

form the sides maks the same angle with the
plane of projectIon. The pair which forms the top
and bottom makes a different angle. It follows
that the foreshortening of the dimensions of the
side surfaces is not the same as that of the
dimensions of the top and bottom surfaces. There-
fore, two different scales are required for fore-
shortening; hence the term "dlmetrio," wt.
means "two-measure."

An isometric projection is built on an axis
consisting of three axes at 120° to each other. A
dimetric projection is also built on a three-
legged axis, but the angles between the legs are
variable according to the angle of inclination of
one pair of surfaces to the plane of projection.

There are three axes which have been found
suitable for most dimetric projections. One is
shown in figure 5-8. You can construct this one
by drawing OC vertical and using a protractor
to draw OA and OB at 15 00' to the horizontal.
For this axis you foreshorten OA and OB in the
ratio of 3/4 to 1 OC.

Another practical dimetric axis is shown in
figure 5-9. You can construct this one by drawing
OC vertical and then drawing OA and OB from 0
to 36° 50' to the horizontal. For this axis the
foreshortening ratio is 3/4 OC to 1 OA and OB.

In figures 5-8 and 5-9 it is the side pairs of
surfaces that make the same angle with the plane
of projection, while the top and bottom pair makes
a different angle. In figure 5-10 the top and
bottom pair and one pair of side surfaces make
the same ant,le, while the other pair of side
surfaces makes a different angle. A practical
dImetric axis for a cube in this position is shown
in the figure. You can construct this one.,
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45.233
Figure 5-9.Dimetric projection of a cube,

showing another practical dimetric aids.

drawing OC vertical; then drawing OA from 0 at
70 10' to the horizontal and OB from 0 at 410 25'
to the horizontal. For this axis the foreshortening
ratio is 1/2 for OB to 1 for OA and OC.

Trimetric Projection

In a trimetric projection the cube is inclined
so that all three pairs of surfaces make dif-
ferent angles with the plane of projection. Figure
5-11 shows a trimetric projection of a cube.
Because the foreshortening is different for each
of the three pairs of surfaces, three different
scales are required to scale down for fore-
shortening; hence the term "trimetric," mean-
ing: "three-measure."

MU L TIVIEW OR THCGRA PHIC
PROJECTION

In a full-scale isometric drawing or cavalier
projection, isometric or regular lines appear in
their true dimensions. However, a cavalier pro-
jection shows many of the angles between regular
lines incorrectly, and an isometric drawing shows
all angles between isometric lines incorrectly.
Furthermore, lines which are not isometric or
regular lines are all projected incorrectly.

356

45.234
Figure 5-10. Practical dimetric yds for cube

placed in different alignment.

45.235
Figure 5-11. Trimetric projection of a cube.

For this and other reasons, most technical
drawings are made by "multiplane" or "multi-
view" orthographic projection, rather than by
cavalier projection or isometric drawing. In
multiview orthographic projection an object, as
it appears on all sides and in top and bottom
views, is qhown by the use of more than a single
plane of projection. A surface parallel to the plane
of projection appears in its true dimensions,
and any lines or angles on the surface likewise
appear true.

In short: of all the systems of projection com-
monly used for technical drawings, multiview
orthographic projection is the one which is capable
of projecting an object with the greatest complete-
ness and accuracy.
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45.236
Figure 5-12. Multiview planes of projection.

MULTIVIEW PLANES
OF PROJECTION

Figure 5-12 shows the three principal multi-
view planes of projection: the vertical plane,
the horizontal plane, and the profile plane. Each
plane is perpendicular to the planes it intersects.
The right angles formed by the intersection of
the vertical and horizontal planes are called the
first, second, third, and fourth angles, located
as indicated in the figure.

FIRST-ANGLE PROJECTION

The object to be projected could be considered
to be placed in any one of the four angles men-
tioned. Second-angle and fourth-angleprojections
are not generally used. First-angle projection is
used in most Europesn countries.

Figure 5-13 shows the presumed position of
a cube for first-angle projection. The front of
the cube is toward the vertical plane of projec tion,
the left side toward the profile plane. You get
a front view on the vertical plane, a left-side
view on the profile plane, and a top view on the
horizontal plane.

To get all these views into the same plane,
it is assumed that the horizontal plane is rotated
clockwise and the profile plane counterclockwise.
The projection then appears as shown in figure
5-14. This arrangement, which is considered
satisfactory in Europe, is considered illogical
in the U.S., because the top view is below the

3 J i

45.297
Figure 5-13. First-angle projection.

front view; because the left side view is toward
the right side shown in the front view; and because
the top view is toward the bottom as shown in
the front view.

TH1RD-ANGLE PROJECTION

Third-angle projection, which is commonly
used in the U.S., is shown in figure 5-15. As
you can see, you get a front view on the vertical
plane, a top view on the horizontal plane, and
a right side view on the profile plane.

Figure 5-16 shows a wedge projected in a
third-angle projection. The projected views were
brought into a single plane. As you can sir
views are properly oriented in their
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LEFT SIDE 1 FRONT RIGHT SIDE
OF CLIME VIEW OF WOE

LEFT
SIDE
VIEW

TOP
VIEW

45.238
Figure 5-14. First-angle projection brought

into a single plane.

positions: the top view appearing above the front
view and the right side view appearing to the right
of the front view, with the front view serving as
the point of reference.

Figure 5-17 illustrates the method by which
a third-angle projection is actually made. The
horizontal line AB and the vertical line CD,
intersecting at 0, are drawn first. AB represents
the joint between the horizontal and the vertical

planes. CD represente the joint between these
and the profile plane.

Any one of the three views could be drawn
first, and the other two projected fromit.Assume
that the front view is drawn first, on the basis
of the given dimensions of the front face. You
can then project the top view upward by vertical
projectors, and the right side view to the right
by horizontal projectors. The horizontal pro-
jectors from tbe top view, or the vertical pro-
jectors from the right side view, can be carried
around from CD to AB, or from AB to CD, by
a compass with needlepoint set at 0. Many drafts-
men, however, prefer to carry the projectors
around by one of the methods illustrated in figure
5-18.

ARRANGEMENT OF VIEWS
..

The projection illustrated in. figure 5-18 is
a three-view orthographic projection, showing
three faces of the block appearing as IL 1a oblique
drawing in the top portion of the illustration. The
block has six standard faces and a slanting face,
A. Now let us assume that we replaced the cube
shown in figure 5-15 with this block.

In theory, for a third-angle projection, there
would still be only three planes of projection,

45.239
Figure 5-15. Third-angle projection of a cube.

3 5 S
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45.240(45B)
Figure 5-16.-- Third-angle projection of a wedge

shown in a single plane.

but for a back view (for example), the vertical
plane would be presumed to be moved to a posi-
tion between the observer and the back face of
the block. Actually, this is the equivalent of
assuming that there a.re six planes of projection,
one between the observer and the object for each
face of the block. For the moment, let us forget
about the orthographic projection of the slanting
face; this will be explained later in this chapter.

If only the front, top, and right side views
are shown, the standard arrangement of views is
as shown in parts A and B of figure 5-18, which
is also the same as the arrangement of views
shown in figures 5-16 and 5-17. If the left side,
the bottom, and the back views of the block are
shown as well, the standard arrangement of views
will be as shown in figure 5 -19.

In architectural drawings a top view is called
a "plan" and a front, back, or side view an
"elevation." A top view of a house, for example,
is a plan; a top view of the land around a structure
is a "plot" or "site" plan. A "floor" plan shows
the top view of a house as it would look if the

3 5 9

TOP VIEW

FRONT VIEW alawr ME VIEW

45.241(48B)
Figure 5-17.--Method of making a third-angle

projection.

part of the house above the particular floor were
cut away.

A front view of a house is a "front elevation,"
a back view is a "rear elevation," and a right
side view is a "right side elevation." The terms,
"plan" and "elevation," apply principally to
architectural drawings, but they may also be
applied to drawings of other than architectural
objects.

VIEW ANALYSIS

You must be able to analyze a multMew
projectionmeaning, to determine what each line
in a particular view represents with regard to
the original object. In this connection, it is help-
ful to remember that in a third-angle projection
the plane of projection is always presumed to be
between the observer and the object for any
view of the object. This means that, in a third-
angle projection, each view of a surface shows
the surface as it would appear to an observer
looking directly at it.

Figure 5-20 shows a six-view multiview
third-angle projection of the block which is
shown in cabinet projection in the uppeyeret
corner of the figure. You can easily anal
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45.242(458)
Figure 5-18. Alternate methods of extending top

view projectors.

front view; you know that the top is up, the
bottom is down, the left side is to YOUR left
(NOT to the object's left), and the right side to
your right.

It's also easy to see that in the top and bottom
views the right-hand vertical line represents
the right side and the left-hand vertical line the
left side. But you may have to think a minute to
realize that the upper horizontal line in the top
view represents the BACK face of the block,
while the lower horizontal line in the top view
represents the FRONT face of the block. Note,
also, that there is a line which appears as a

45.243(458)
Figure 5-19.American standard arrangement

of views (six views); multiview third-angle
projections.

visible line in the top view but as a hidden line
in the bottom view.

In the right aide and left side views you can
readily see that the upper horizontal line repre-
sents the top of the block and the lower horizontal
line the bottom. But you may have to think a
minute to realize that the left-hand vertical line
in the right side view represents the FRONT face
of the block, while the left-hand vertical line in
the left side view represents the BACK face. And
again, there is a dotted line which appears as an
invisible line or hidden line in the right side
view, but as a visible line in the left side view.

In the back view the block is shown reversed,
so that the cutaway part which appears to the
left in the front view appears to the right in the
back view. Similarly, the right-hand vertical
line in the front view represents the right side
of the block, but the corresponding line in the
back view represents the left side.

In third-angle projection view analysis it is
helpful to remember that in a top, bottom, or
side view the line which represents the front
face is the line which is toward the front view.
Similarly, in a back view the line which repre-
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4.244(45B)
Figure 5-20. Multiview analysis.

seats the left side face is toward the right side
view.

CHOICE OF VIEWS

A multiview projection should contain only
the minimum number of views required for com-
plete description of the object. If you refer back
to figure 5-20 you will see that the back view
does not convey any information which is not
available in the front view. The back view is
therefore superfluous and should be omitted.
The same applies to the bottom view, which
conveys no information which is not available
in the top view; and to the left side view, which
conveys no information not available in the right
side view.

You have the choice, then, of omitting either
the back view or bottom view, and either the
right side or left side view. There is a general
rule that a top view has priority over a bottom
view and a right side view over a left side view;
however, if the left side view will give more
information, it must be used instead of the right
side view. A view with a visible line is preferable
to a view in which the same line appears as a
hidden line. Generally, in practice, the bottom
and left side views are seldom used. Only a
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three-view projection, showing top, front, and
right side views, is required.

It is often the case that only a two-view
projection is required. In figure 5-21 a top view
shows everything yon need to know swept the
thickness; s. right side view shows everythiagyon
need to know exoept the length; and a trot view
shows everything you need to know except the
width. AU you need to do, then, is select one

view and ample it with another which shows
the information missing in the first ow.

There are three possible two-view ocenbina-
tions which oonvey oomplete iniernation, se
shown in A, 8, and C (fig. 5-21). In the oeleotide
of one of theme, everything else being eqkal,,
the balanced appearance of the drawing would
be the deciding factor. Either A or *ppm*
better balanced than C. As between A and 8,
A would look better on a long oblong sheet of
paper and B better on a shorter oblong sheet.

The object shown in figure 841 hu &definitely
designated top and front, which means that the
right and left sides are also definitelydesignated.
This is the case with many objects with S.
hales, for example, you have no choice as to
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Figure 5-21, Two-view multiview projectilik.
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which awrface shall be called the top. Many
objects, however, have no definite top, bottom,
front, or backmany types of machine parts,
for example. With an object of this kind you can
select a surface and call it the front, top, right
side, and so on, according to convenience.

However, there is a general rule that an
object should be shown in the position it custom-
arily occupies. Suppose that the object shown in
figure 5-21 is a floor board. Then the top would
be as indicated in the figure. If it were a wall
board, however, one of the long narrow edges
would be the top and one of the broad faces the
front.

SPACING VIEWS

Views should be spaced on the paper so as
to give a balanced appearance. Figure 5-22
shows two-view drawings properly spaced on
size A (8-1/2 in. x 11 in.), size C (17 in. x 22 in.),
or size E (34 in. x 44 in.) drawing paper. Mar-
ginal distances should be equal as indicated.
Distance B should be equal to, or slightly less
than, distance A.

A convenient way to determine the length of
distance A in the upper drawing shown in figure
5-22 is as follows. Set a compass to the length
plus the thickness of the object (to the scale of
the drawing, of course), and lay off this distance
from the end of one of the horizontal margins
of the drawing. Distance A should be made equal
to one-third of the length of the remaining
segment of the horizontal margin.

To determine the length of distance C in
the same drawing, set a compass to the width
of the object and lay off this distance from the
end of one of the vertical margins. Distance C
should be made equal to one-half the length of
the remaining segment of margin.

Proper spacing of a three-view drawing is
shown in figure 5-23. As you can see, the
principle is the same as that applied in spacing
a two-view drawing. Distances are again equal
as indicated, with distance B equal to, or slightly
less than, distance A, and distance D equal to,
or slightly less than, distance C.

While the spacing of views in figure 5-23 is

technically correct, the drawing has an un-
balanced appearance, because of the large area
of empty space in the upper right and because
the right side view crowds the title block. How-
ever, if the area of empty space will be occupied
by a sizeable bill of materials, the present
spacing will be satisfactory. If not, it should be
improved if possible.
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Figure 5-22. Proper spacing of views on a two-
view projection.

If the object is one which permits arbitrary
designation of surfaces as front, top, right side,
and so on, the spacing can be improved by changing
the surface designations and projecting the object
as shown in figure 5-24. What appears as the top
in figure 5-23 now appears as the front, and the
front of figure 5-23 appears as the bottom in
figure 5-24. The right side view now appears
in the upper rather than in the lower right corner,
and vertically rather than horizontally.

Spacing views in a drawing of a circular object
is like spacing letters, in that you try to equalize
the spaces around and between the views. Figure
5-25 shows properly ,spaced two-view drawings
of a perforated disk. For the arrangement in
horizontal line you locate the horizontal center-
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Figure 5-23, Proper spacing of views on a

three-view projection.
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Figure 5-24. Improved spacing for three-view

projection of object shown in figure 5-23.

line midway between the horizontal margins.
For the arrangement in vertical line you have
to consider the diameter and the thickness of
proportional measurements from the vertical
margins or along ot of the horizontal margins.
The other spacing is as indicated. Because of
the circular character of the object, the spaces

.a..3
0

so

45.249
Figure 5-25.Spacing of views of a circular

object.

marked 2/3 A appear about equal to the spaces
marked A.

To determine actual distances A and 2/3 A,
set a compass to the diameter plus the thickness
of the disk, and lay off this distance from the
end of a horizontal margin for the upper drawing,
or from the end of a vertical margin for the
lower drawing. Then divide the remainder of
the margin into three intervals, two of them
equal and the third, 1-1/2 times as long as each
of the others. The third interval equals A; each
of the others equals 2/3 A.

HIDDEN LINE TECHt4IQUES

To prevent confusion in the interpretation of
hidden lines, certain standard techniques must be
applied in drawing these lines. A hidden line
is supposed to join a visible or another tilt
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line must actually contact the line as shown in
the upper views of figure 5-26. Incorrect pro-
cedures are shown in the lower views.

Figure 5-27 shows an intersection between
a hidden line and a visible line. Obviously, on the
object itself the hidden line must be below the
visible line. You indicate this fact by drawing
the hidden line as shown in the upper view 01

COMM

,y,---
1

I

---- 1-----
I

I
1

m COS RtCT

45.250
Figure 5-26. C orrect and incorrect procedures

for drawing adjoining hidden lines.

CORRECT

INCORRECT

45.253
Figure 5-27. Correct and incorrect procedures

for drawing hidden line which intersects
visible line.
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figure 5-27. U you drew it as indicated in the
lower view, the hidden line would appear to be
above, rather than below, the visible line.

Figure 5-28 shows an intersection between
two hidden lines, one of which is beneath the
other on the object itself. You indicate this fact
by drawing the lines as indicated in the upper
view of figure 5-28. U you drew them as indicated
in the lower view, the lower line would appear
to be uppermost.

NUMBERING CORNER
POINTS

A point which constitutes a corner on an object
is sometimes numbered for purposes of identifi-
cation in various views of the object. In a
particular view of an object, a corner point may
be visible or it may be hidden, u shown in
figure 5-29. In the upper left corner of the figure
there is an oblique projection of a blook, with
a corner numbered 2. You can see that this
corner is visible in top, back, and right side

CORRECT

r-upper line

I T
I \lower line

INCORRECT

kupper line

I

I

I

lower Iine

45.252
Figure 5-28. Correct and incorrect procedures

for drawing intersecting hidden lines which
are on different levels.
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46.259
Figure 5-29. Procedure for numbering hidden

and visible corner points.

views, but hidden in bottom, front, and left side
views.

The rule for numbering is that for a hidden
corner point the number is placed within the
outline, and for a visible corner point outside
the outline. You can see how the rule has been
followed in figure 5-29.

NORMAL AND NON-NORMAL
LINES

In a multiview orthographic projection a
NORMAL line is one which is parallel to two
of the planes cd projection and perpendicular
to the third. A line which is parallel to a plane
of projection will appear on that plane in its
true length (to the scale of the drawing). A line
which is perpendicular to a plane of projection
will appear on that plane as a point.

A line which is perpendicular to one plane
of projection must of necessity be parallel to the
other two. Bitt a line which is parallel to one
plane of projection may be oblique (neither parallel
nor perpendicular) to one or both of the others.
A line which is oblique to one or more of the
planes of projection is called a NON-NORMAL
LINE.

If a non-normal line is parallel to a plane of
projection, it will appear on that plane in its
true length. However, it will appear foreshortened

3

aas'

in a view on a plane to which it is oblique. A
non-normal line may, of course, be oblige) to
all three planes of projection, in which oaae it
will appear foreshortened in all regular views
of the object. A REGULAR VIEW is &view on one
of the three regular planes of projeotion (hori-
zontal, vertical, or profile). Views on planes
other than the regular planes are called AUXILI-
ARY VIEWS (see later).

41 the upper left owner of figure 540 there
is an oblique projection of a block. This biook
is presumed to be placed formultiviewlrojeation
with front parallel to the vertical piano, bottom
parallel to the horizontal plane, and right side
parallel to the prcdile plane. The line AB, then,
is parallel to the vertical plane, but oblique to
both the horizontal and the profile planes.

In the multiview projeotioes you can see that
it is only in the views on the vertical plane (the
front and baok views) that the Ilse AB appears
in ita trait length. In the views on the horizontal
platie (top and bottom views) and in the views
on the profile plane (right and left side views)
the line appears foreshortened. Note, however,
that you don't need to calculate the amount of the
foreshortening, since it works itself out as yon
project the various views.

In the upper left of figure 5-31 there
oblique projection of a triangular blook, the base

ft
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45.254
Figure 5-30. Foreshortening of a line Oa

multiview projection.
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1-
45.255

Figure 5-31.A line oblique to all planes of pro-
jection is foreshorten( d in 01 views.

of which is reltangular. This block is presumed
to be Naoed for multiview projection with right
side parallel to the profile plane. The line AB,
then, is oblique to all three regular planes of
proiection.

The true lengt- A AB is the hypotenuse of
the slanting right triangle ABC, 'tun its altitude
equal to BC and its base equal to AC. You can
see that AB is foreshortened in allregular multi-
view views.

CIRCLES IN MULTIVIEW
ORTHCGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A circts on a surface which is parallel to the
plane of projection will project as a circle. One
on a surface which is oblique to the plane of
projection, however, will project as an ell nee,
as :..hown in figure 5-32. The upper view ili this
fipre is a top view of a wedge, the wedge having
a hole bored through it perpendicular to the
inclined face. The outline of this hole on the
front face of the wedge projects as an ellipse
in the front view. You get the minor axis of the
ellipea by projt :Ain: downward as shown. The
length of the major axis is equal to the diameter
of the hole.

There 1,, another ellipse in the front view:
the partly hidden and partly visible outline of the
hole as it emerges through the back of the wedge.
The back of the wedge is parallel to the front
view plane of projection; therefore, this ellipse

3 56
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45.256
Figure 5-32.A circle on a surface oblique to

the plane of projection projects as an ellipse.

is the true outline of the hole on the back of the
wedge. The outline is elliptical because the hole,
though it is circular, is bored oblique to the back
face of the wedge.

To draw these ellipees you could use any of
the methods of drawing an accurate ellipse ex-
plained in the previous chapter on geometric
constuction. However, in a case of this kind an
approximate ellipse, which can be quickly and
easily drawn with a compass, is usually satis-
factory.

A method of drawing an approximate ellipse
on given major and minor sites is shown in figure
5-33. Set a compass to the length of AO, and with
0 as a center strike an arc intersecting OC (ex-
tended) at E Draw AC, set the compass to the
length of CE, and with C as a center strike an
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23.245
Figure 5-33. Method of drawing an apprcedmate

ellipse with a compass.

arc intersecting AC at F. Bloodline AF and draw
a perperdioular bisector from AF, intersecting
AO at G and OD at H. Lay off W equal to GO
and OL equal to OH. With H as a center, draw a
circular Ian through C, and with L as a °enter
draw a Circular arc through D. With 0 as a
enter, draw a circular aro through A, and with

as a center draw a circular aro through B.
These arcs will connect to form an approximate
ellipse.

AUXILIARY VIEWS

In theory, there are only three "regular"
planes of projection: the vertical, the horizontal,
and the profile. Actually, it is presumed that each
of these is, as it were, double; there is, for
example, one vertical plane for a front view and
another for a back view.

We assume, then, a total of six regular planes
of projection. A projection %..n any one of the six
is a regular view. A projection NOT on one of
the regular six is an AUXILIARY view.

The basic rule of dimensioning requires that
a line be dimensioned only in the view where
its true length is projected and that a plane
with its details be dimensioned only in the view
where its true shape is represented. In order to
satisfy this rule, we have to create an imaginary
plane that is parallel with the line or surface
we want to project in its true shape. A plane of
this kindwhich is not one of the regular planes
is called an AUXILIARY PLANE.

357

Figure 5-34 illustrates the m dlcd at pro-
jecting an auxiliary view. In the upper left al the
figure there is a block with a triangular inclined
faoe. It is desired to project a view of this
inclined face whioh will show the tam in its
true dimensloos. The inclined face is oblique
to all the regular planes of projection; therefore,
it must be projected onto an awdliary plans.

First you select a regular view in which the
Imlined face appears as a straight line. Ti so
swears in the regular front view as represented
by AB. Draw the "auxilluy plans and refereem
plam" line parallel to the straight line repro..
sentation of the Unlined tam (that le, parallel
to the line AB in do front view). The line marked
"auxiliary plane and frontal reference plane"
represents an edge-view of the auxiliazy plane
of projection. In theory the auxiliary projection
is made on this plass and then rotated into the
plane ci the paper. In this case the line marked
"raillery plane and frontal referee° plane"
also represents an edge view of the reference
plane from which the width at the auxiliary
view will be laid off.

As you can see in figure 5-34, the left side
auxiliary view was projected from the front view
using a fractal reference plus, and the beckon
awcillary.view was taken from the right side 1111111,
using a profile referenoe plane. The following
facts must be °moldered in the drawing of
auxiliary views;

1. FRONT OR REAR AUXILIARY VIEWS are
always projected aom a side view. The viewing
direction is profile, and the reference is the
profile plane. It will show the true width of the
object. For a simpler interpretation of auxiliary
preeoctIon, it is good practice to orient their
res, -e4ve edges or sides in their natural posi-
tions, as for example, the positions of sides AB
and BD in figure 5-34.

2. RIGHT OR LEFT AUXILIARY VIEWS are
always projected from the front view. The view-
ing direction is frontal and the reference plane
is frontal. The projection will show the true
depth of the object. The front edge of the object
is always drawn nearest to the front view.

3. A N E LE VA TION ALMILIARY VIEW is
always projected from the top view. The viewing
direction will be horizontal and the plane of
referece is horizontal. The projection will show
the true height of the object. The top edge of the
object will always be nearest the top view.

In figure 5-34, the auxiliary plane lin
the reference plane line coincide. This
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FRONT C AUXILIARY PLANE AND
PROFILE REFERENCE PLANE

AUXILIARY PLANE AND
FRONTAL REFERENCE PLANE

iaft.

45.258(45B)
Figure 5-34. Projecting auxiliary views.

necessarily the case, however. You might find
ti more convenient to locate the reference plane
line as it is plaoed in the upper or the lower
projection of figure 5-35. Both projections illus-
trated in figure 5-35 are the left side auxiliary
projections taken from the front view shown in
figure 5-34. In both of these projections the
auxiliary plane is still presumed to be between
the front view and the auxiliary view.

As mentioned earlier, the purpose of an
auxiliary view in a drawing is to project non-
normal lines or surfaces (those oblique to the
regular plane of projection) in their true dimen-
sions. However, there are cases where an atudli-
ary view may be desired to simply show how an
object looks from a given angle of observation;
in such a case, dimension is of secondary im-
portance.

In the upper left corner of figure 5-36, there
is an oblique projection of an L-shaped block.
Ordinarily, this is considered a regular L-
shaped object that rewires a regular plane of
projection; however, if one desires to take an
auxiliary view as it would appear from the angle
of observation indicated by the arrow, the auxin-
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ary plane of projection in this case is, of course,
perpendicular to the arrow.

DOUBLE AUXILIARY VIEWS

To show the inclined face of the block illus-
trated in figure 5734 in its true dimensions, only
a single auxiliary view was necessary. Tbe reason
was the fact that there was a regular view (the
front view) in which the back surface appeared
as a straight line.

When this is not the case, a PRIMARY auxi-
liary, in which the surface in question appears
as a straight line, must be projected first. Then
a SECONDARY auxiliary, in which the surface
appears In its true dimensions, must be pro-
jected from the primary atudliary.

In the upper left of figure 5-37 there is an
oblique projection of a block. The surface marked
A is oblique to all three regular planes of
projection, which means that there is no regular
view in which the surface will appear as a straight
line.
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Figure 5-35. Alternate locations of referenoe

plane line.

To construct the primary auxiliary you must
project the block onto a plane which is perpendicu-
lar to surface A, because it is only on such a
plane that surface A will appear as a straight
line.

The line XX shown on the front view (fig.
5-37) is perpendicular to the line 1-3; it is there-
fore an edge view of a plane perpendicular to
surface A. If you project the front view onto an
auxiliary plane parallel to XX, you get a primary
auxiliary view in which surface A appears all a
straight line (edge 3-2 is seen in this cane).

If you project the primary auxiliary view (fig.
5-37) onto a plane parallel to surface A in that
view, you get a secondary auxiliary view inwhich
surface A appears in its true dimensions. You
can see that the reference plane line X'X' in
the secondary auxiliary view is parallel to surface
A as it appears in the primary view. You project
the secondary view from the primary view by
projectors drawn perpendicular to X'X'. You
locate points on these projectors above and Wow
X'X' by measuring the corresponding distances
above and below XX in the front view from which
the primary view was projected.

329
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Figure 5-38. Auxiliary view showing oblate
seen from a particular angle of observation.

TRUE LENGTH OF A LINE
FROM PARTIAL AUXILIARY VIEW

A non-normal line appears foreshortened in
all regular multiview views. The true length of
such a line tan be determined by means of a
partial auxiliary view, one which shows the line
as it would appear on a plane of projection to
which it is parallel.

In the upper left corner of figure 5-38 there
is an oblique projection of a triangular block.
The line AB is shown in its true length in the
small right triangle to the right. In the regular
multiview projections shown below (top view and
front view), AB appears foresrlortened.

In the front view, AB appears as a straight
line. You can determine the true length of AB by
projecting it onto the parallel plane X'X', as
shown. X'X' is also a reference pla.ae line, corre-
sponding to XX in the top view. Point B in the
partial auxiliary view is located on the projector
from B in the front view, at a distance from,&X'
equal to the distance from B to XX in tWI)
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45.261
Figure 5-37. Double, or primary and secondary

auxiliary views.

view. AB appears in its true length in the partial
auxiliary view.

AUXILIARY SECTION

An awdliary view may be a sectional rather
than a surface view. In the upper left of figure
5-39 there is a cabinet projection of a block. It
is desired tr., show the right side of the block as
it would appear if the block were cut away on
the plane indicated by the dotted line, the angle
of observation to be perpendicular to this plane.
The desired view of the right side is shown in
the auxiliary section, which is projected from
a front view as shown. Because the auxiliary
plane of projection is parallel to the cut away
surfaces, these surfaces appear in true dimen-
sions in the auxiliary section.

REVOLUTIONS

A regular mult:./iew of an or:hographic draw-
ing is one which is projected on one of the regular
planes of projection. An auxiliary view 18 one

3

45.262
Figure 5-38. Projecting a partial auxiliary view

to get the true length of a line.

which is projected on a plane other than one of the
regular planes.

A rectangular object is in "normal position"
for regular multiview orthographic projection
when each of its faces is parallel to one regular
plane of projection and perpendicular to the other
two. This is the case with the object shown in
figure 5-40, view A.

In a REVOLUTION the object is projected on
one or more of the regular planes of projection.
However, instead of being placed in normal posi-
tion, the object is "revolved" on an axis per-
pendicular to one of the regular planes.

Figure 5-40, view B is a three-view multi-
view projection showing the block in view A of
figure 5-40 as it would appear if it were revolved
300 on an axis perpendicular to the profile plane
of projection. Figure 5-41, view A shows the
block as it would appear if it were revolved 30°

on an axis perpendicular to the horizontal plane.
Figure 5-41, view B shows the block as it would
appear if it were revolved 30° on an axis perpen-
dicular to the vertical plane.

REVOLVED SECTIONS

A common use of the revolution is the re-
volved section illustrated in figure 5-42. At the
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Figure 5-39. Auxiliary section.

top of this figure there is a cabinet projection
of a triangular block. You can show all required
information about this block in two-view projec-
tion by including a revolved section in the front
view as shown. You first assume that the block
is cut by a plane perpendicular to the longitudinal
axis. You then revolve the resulting section 900
on an ards perpendicular to the horizontal plane
of projection.

SECTIONING TECHNIQUES

A section view is called for when the internal
structure of an object can be better shown in
such a view than it can by hidden lines. In the
upper part of figure 5-43 there is a cabinet
projection of a pulley. The same object is shown
below in a two-view multiview projection. The
internal structure of the pulley is shown by the
hidden lines in the top view.

In figure 5-44 the internal structure of the
pulley is much more clearly shown by a section
view. Note that hidden lines behind the plane of
projection of the section are omitted in the
section view. These lines are omitted by general
custom, the custom being based on the fact that

TOP
VIEW

FRONT
VIEW

RNINT
alas

VIEW

45.264

Figure 5-40. (A) Multiview view of block in
normal position. (B) Multiview view of block
revolved 30 on axis perpendicular to vertical
plane.

the elimination of hidden lines is the fundamental
reason for making a section view. However, any
lines which would be VISIBLE behind the section
plane of projection must be included in the section

view.

Full and Half Sections

The section shown in figure 5-44 is called a
full section, because the cutting plane passes
entirely through the object and divides it into
two equal parts. Also, the object shown in figure
5-44 is a symmetrical objectmeaning, in n-
eral, that the shape of one half is identic
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45.265
Figure 5-41. (A) Revolution on Lids perpendicu-

lar to horizontal plane. (B) Revolution on
axis perpendicular to vertical plane.

the shape of the other. This being the case, you
could have used a half section like the one shown
in figure 5-45. This half section constitutes one-
half of the full section. Becauze the other half
of the full section would be identical with the half
shown, it need not be drawn.

Note that a centerline, rather than a visible
line, is used to indicate the division between the
sectioned and the unsectioned part of the section
view. A visible line would imply a line which is
actually nonexistent on the object. Another term
used in place of centerline is "line of symmetry."

Partial or Broken Section

A section consisting of less than a half section
is called a partial section (see fig. 5-46). Note
that here you use a break line to indicate the
division between the sectioned and unsectioned

3

TOP VIEW A

FRONT vIEW

A

REVOLVED SECTION

45.266
Figure 5-42.Revolved section A-A.

part. For this reason a partial section is often
called a broken section.

Section Lining Techniques

The lines drawn on a sectional surface always
serve the basic purpose of indicating the limits
of the sectional or cut-away surface. They may
also serve to indicate the material of which the
sectioned surface consists, as explained in the
previous chapter.

When the section lines are intended to indi-
cate material, cast iron is indicated by a pattern
of slanting, parallel lines called diagonal hatching.
On drawings on which the section lines are not
intended to indicate material, diagonal hatching
is used for all sectioned surfaces.

Angle of Diagonal Hatching

On a regular multiview section on an object
in normal position the diagonal hatching should
Le drawn at 450 to the horizontal, as suown in
figure 5-47, view A. If two adjacent sectioned
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45.267
Figure 5-43. Internal structure shown by hidden

lines.

surfaces are shown, the hatching should be in-
clined in opposite directions as shown in figure
5-47, view B. If still a third surface is included,
it should be hatched at an angle of 30% as shown
in figure 5-47, view C. Note that the hatnhing
lines on one surface are not permitted t.4. meet
those on an adjacent surface.

Diagonal hatching on an auxiliary section
should be drawn at 45° to the horizontal, as the
horizontal exists with respect to the section.
Figure 5-48 illustrates this rule.

In a revolution or other view of an object in
other than normal position the diagonal hatching
on a section should be drawn at 45° to the hori-
zontal or vertical axis of the object as it
appears in the revolution. Figure 5-49 illustrates
this rule.

7LI
=IN

45.26$
Figure 5-44.Internal structure more clearly

shown by sectional view.

45.269
Figure 5-45. Half section.

ISOMETRIC DRAWING TECHNIQUES

Earlier in this chapter, we discussed the
theory of isometric projection and isometric
drawing. As you have learned (he principle of
isometric projection. is emph.yed in isometric
drawing, with one important difference: the fore-
shortening effects of lines of the object in
isometric projection are disregarded in isolkc
drawing. The following paragraphs will d
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method of drawing an approximate ellipse will
work only when the oonjugate diameters are
equal in length.

PERSPECTIVE DRAWING

Perspective drawings are one-view drawings
constructed by perspective projection. While
they do not show the object in its true shape and
dimensions, they do show how the object would
look naturally to an observer, and as a con-
sequence, they are easier to comprehend at a
glance than drawings made according to ortho-
giaphic projection. For this reason, perspective
projection is often used for exploded views of
objects to show all the different parts and their
relationship to each other. Oblique drawings
could suffice for the same purpose: however,
perspeottve drawings are more presentable in
appearance. Perspective projection is generally
used for architectural renderings of propoeed
structures (especially residential houses) to show
how the structUres will look when they are com-
pleted. This perspective will also depict how a
proposed structure will blend-in .ith the existing
environment.

These architectural renderings are generally
referred to in the Seabees as "Presentation
Drawings." The preparation of a presentation
drawing requires special skills.

Perspective projection drawings requiring
very accurate projection are usually done by work-
ing from orthographic views of the object. For
purposes of illustration, however, thie type of
painstaking projection ill not necessary. Many
illustrators do not use the methods of perspec-
tive projection at all, making their perspective
drawingv by approximating the positions of various
planes. Bat, unless you are a very keen observer
and have had considerable practice in the art,
you are likely to commit some rather ridiculous
errors if you try to draw perspective illustrations
by guesswork alone. A few simple rules and a
few pains taken in constructing a scene or an
object will help you make a better drawing. In
the following sections we will discuss some of
the techniques used in perspective projection;
however, for an intensive study of the subject,
you should consult one of the various textbooks
on drafting that treats perspective drawing quite
thoroughly.

ONE -POINT PERSPEC TIVE

Figure 5-54 is a one-point perspective pro-
jection of a cube from a top and side view in
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orthographic projection. The technical terms
which will be used in discussing perspective
projection are given in the figurs.

Notice that the PICTURE PLANE (PP) be-
comes a line in the top and side orthographic
views. Projectors from the corners of the top
view are drawn converging toward the STATION
POINT (SP), but, from the points where the pro-
jectors or visual rays pierce the picture plane,
parallel projectors are drawn down to the per-
spective view.

The station point fnr the side view is actually
the same station point as that shown for the top
view. It is, therefore, the SAME HORTZONTAL
DISTANCE from the cube, but its elevationshowo
the height of the station point above the level of
the cube. The picture plane in the side view is
also the SAME DISTANCE from the cube as in
the top view, and the ground line in this view,
on which the picture plane rests, DEFINES the
ground line of the picture plane inthe perspective
drawing.

From the aide view, projectors a drawn
converging to the station point, and at their
piercing points on the picture plane, parallel
horizontal projectors are drawn to the plane of
the perspective drawing. The projectors from the
top view are also made in the same manner,
and vertical parallel projectors are drawn from
the piercing point in the picture plane to the
picture plane of the perspective drawing. The
intersection point of a projector from a corner of
the cube in the top view with the projector from
the same corner in the side view locates the corner
in the perspective drawing.

Notice that the center of vision in this drawing
is located directly above the station point in the
perspective drav-thg and on the same line vrith the
station point for the elevation view (left side view
in this case) of the cube. This line is the EYE
LEVEL (EL) line, which is 'also the HORIZON
line for the drawing.

The center of vision defines the point at which
all lines perpendicular to the picture plane in
the perspective drawing converge. It also coin-
cides with the vanishing point in one-point per-
spective drawings. The fact that there is only
ONE VANISHING POINT in this type of perspec-
tive drawing gives it its name. It is also called
PARALLEL PERSPECTIVE, because the front
face c! the object is parallel to the picture plane.

In parallel perspective drawings, the center
of vision is not necessarily centered on the object.
It may *all to one side or the other as shown in
figure 5-65. However, when the front face is
parallel to the picture plane and the center of
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Figure 5-64. One-point perspective drawing obtained from orthographic views.
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Figure 5-65. Position of the station point at
right or left of center in parallel perspective
drawings.

vision is at one side of the drawing, there will
necessarily be some distortion. Actually, the
drawing approaches that of an oblique projection
and will not appear as a true perspective drawing.
Notice that in order to make such a drawing, the
object must be considered as resting with its

front face against the picture plane. If this were
not so, converging projection lines from the
corners of the front face would alter its appear-
ance so that it would no longer appear to be
parallel with the picture plane. In fact, as you
will see, it would then become a two-point, rather
than a one-point, perspective drawing.

TWO-POINT PERSPECTIVE

Two-point perspective is the most commonly
used method for making perspective drawings.
In two-point or angular perspective, the object
is considered as sitting at an angle to the picture
plane. In the perspective drawing of such an
object, there are two sets of horizontal edges
converging toward two different vanishing points
on the eye level or horizon line. The parallel
lines which slope to the right will vanish at a
point in the distance called the RIGHT VANISHING
POINT (VPR), and thoee that slope to the left
at a point called the LEFT VANISHING POINT
(VPL). The two-point or angular perspec
of a cube is shown in figure 5-66. In this fi
the top orthographic view of the block was dra
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142.61
Figure 5-66. Two-point or angular perspective.

first. The position of the picture plane was then
determined.

When the corner of the object rests against
the picture plane, the vertical line representing
the corner in the perspective drawing will be full
size. In one-view perspective, the front face is
full size in the perspective drawing if it rests
against the picture plane. In any perspective
drawing, the comparative sizes will be reduced
proportionately as the distance is increased be-
tween the picture plane and the object.

Once the picture plane was established, the
station point for the top view in figure 5-66 was
located approximately opposite the center of the
block. The distance from the station point to the
object should not be less than twice the width
of the object.

When this rule is neglected, a distorted appear-
ance may resIllt in the perspective drawing.
There is a cone of about 30° in ,hich the human
eye sees clearly. For this reason, the angle
formed by the lines of sight from the sides of the
object to the station point should not exceed 30°.
In no case, even when the perspective drawing
depicts a panoramic scene, should it exceed 450 .

Next, the picture plane for the side view was
established. Then the side view was drawn. (Points
may also be projected from the top view if
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necessary.) 1.emember that the picture plane in the
side view or elevation is the same picture plane
shown in the top view and, thus, it is the same
horizontal distance from the object.

The station point for the side view was localad
next. This station point is the same point seen
in the top view and, therefore, it is the same
horizontal distance from the object. However, its
angle to the object can vary. This variation of
the station point in the side view determines the
height of the eye level or horizontal line. Note
that the station point for the side view always
falls on the horizon line.

This horizon line is a very important one. If
it is high, objects in the perspective view will
appear as if they were viewed from a height. If
it is low, objects will appear as if they were viewed
from directly in front or below (see figure
5-69). Generally, it is best to select a station
point approximately the position from which a real
observer might view the object. This method
is usually used when architectural drawings are
made in two-point perspective. However, two-
point perspective may be drawn from the plan
view of the object alone, without the elevation.
When this is done, the vanishing points are first
projected on the picture plane and then located
on the horizon line. In order to do this, a line
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parallel to one set of horizontal lines in the top
view is drawn from the station point to the line
of the picture pima. The point at which this line
intersects the picture plane is then projected to
the horizon line to locate a new point, either VPL
or VPR (see fig. 5-67).

When this method is carefully used, it will
produoe as much accuracy as the method illus-
trated in figure 5-66. For example, in figure 5-68,
the horizon line has beet placed at the same level
as the horizon line in figure 5-66 and the cube is
the same size so that the two methods tan be
compared. In figure 5-66, the vanishing points
were found after the drawing was completed, and
it was not necessary that they be found at all.
In figure 5-68, the vanishing points were found
at the start, because they control the drawing.

In figure 5-68, lines are drawn converging
toward the station point from the corners of the
block in the top view. From the points where
these lines pierce the picture plane, verticals are
dropped to give the apparent width of the block
in the perspective view. Since an elevation is not
used, the various heights cannot be found directly.
However, the bottom of the block may be located,
as shown in figure 5-68, by drawing lines to the
vanishing points from the point selected as the
near corner.

0237

Now if the perspective height of any one verti-
cal line can be determined, the heightof the other
verticals can be found automatically. This is
easy to do when one edge of the object rests
against the picture plane. This edge will then
appear in its true height in the perspective view.
If you have the dimension for this height in the
orthographic projection, you can transfer that
dimension directly to the perspective view. Lines
drawn to the vanishing points from this top
corner *ill locate the top of the two sides, and
lines drawn to the vanishing points from the far
corners on these sides will oomplete the drawing
of the block.

When the front edge of the obfeot does not rest
against the picture plane, it is necessary to use
some other ditseesion. Sine* the end of the blook
is square, it is possible to find the perspective
length of a horiscotal line ard use this dimension
for the edge 1-5. This is done by drawing a line
parallel to the picture plane from 1, measuring
a length of this line equal to 1-3, and drawing a
line converging on the station point to the picture
plane from the end of this line.

This length can then be transferred to the front
edge of the perspective view and the view oom-
plead as shown in figure 5-68. To check EEL
accuracy of this method, compare figure 5W

SP

142.6241k

Figure 5-67. Locating vanishing points for two-point perspective drawn from the plan viewlir
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Figure 5-68. Two-point perspective drawing made without using an elevation of the object.

with figure 5-66. You will find that, since the
station point, horizon level, and bottom of the
cube correspond, the two perspective views are
similar. It is possible to make them correspond
exactly.

In figure 5-68, the bottom of the front edge
of the block has been placed automatically at a
certain point. Actually, it could have been placed
on the vertical projection from the cube at any
desired point. Thus, the perspective view may be
drawn below the eye level, or it may be drawn
at eye level or above it; the latter two views are
shown in figure 5-69.

However, if the object is placed too high above
the eye level or too low below it, the effect will
be one of distortion. A block drawn in these posi-
tion will cease to look right, as shown in figure
5-70. When the station point is too close to the
object, there will be a similar distortion. The
angle indicated in the figure should never be less
than 900 and preferably not less than 100°.

To overcome distortion such as that illustrated
in figure 5-70, the station point may be moved
further from the object, or the picture plane may
be tilt ' so that a third vanishing point is needed
for the ..hird set of parallel lines in the drawing.

It is worth mentioning that, gridded media, in
perspective or isometric grids, are available
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through commerical sources. These media will
greatly facilitate your preparation of perspective
or isometric drawings if properly used.

SKETCHING

The term "sketching can be variously de-
fined, but to a draftsman it means principally the
making of a graphic representation with lines
drawn free-hand, rather than with lines in the
drawing of which the pencil or pen is guided by
a straightedge, compass, french curve, or other
mechanical device.

Chapter 3 of Blueprint Reading and Sketching,
NavPers 10077-C, is entitled-"Tedhnical Sketch-
ing." That chapter contains about all you need
to know on the subject.

REPRODUCTION PROCESSES

The original of the average technical drawing
is carefully kept in a file, from which it is re-
moved only to be revised or reproduced. The field
supervisor or field worker gets a reproduction
that is, an exact copy, reproduced on cheap but
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Figure 5-69. (A) Object on eye level. (B) Object above eye level.

durable paper by the most economical reproduc-
tion process available.

Every one of the known reproduction proc-
esses, and the advantages and disadvantages of
each, is described inDrawings andSpecifications,
NavDoclm DM-6. Th1s course can onITEreTly

379

describe a few of tbe processes commonly used.
Blueprinting is about the oldest but still the most
commonly used. Next come vandyke or brown-
printing, black-arxi-white printing,
vapor printing, photostat printing, and -
printing.
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Figure 5-70. (A) Object placed too high above eye level. (B) Object placed too low below eye level.

BLUEPRINTING

Blueprinting is done on paper which is chemi-
cally pretreated in a way which makes it sensitive
to light. An original drawing in ink or semi-
transparent paper or cloth, or an inked tracing
on the same, is placed with back against the
sensitized face of the blueprint paper. When a
strong light is turned on the paper, the areas which
are not protected by ink lines on the drawing a.re
chemically affected by the light.

These areas turn gray-blue in color. Later,
when the print is "washed" as will be described,
the areas turn dark blue. Areas which were
protected by ink lines remain white. The result
is a white-line reproduction of the drawing, as
shown in figure 5-71.

After a print has been exposed to light, it is
"washed" in clear water. The areas which were
exposed to the light turn dark blue. The areas
which were protected are washed clean of their
chemical coating, so that they will remain white.

The print is then dipped in a chemical solution
to "fix" (make permanent) the blue coating.

3 5 0

The proportions of the fixing solution are 1 lb of
potassium bichromate to 1 gal of water. The
water should be at room temperature for mbdng
the solution. Place the potassium bichromate in
the container first; add the water; and stir until
all the chemical is dissolved.

After the print is fixed, it is washed in clear
water a second time, to clear it of the fbdrig
solution.

Sun Frames

The simplest type of blueprinting equipment
is the sun frame shown in figure 5-72. The frame
has a glass front and a removable back. The back
is removed, the drawing to be reproduced is placed
with face against the glass, a blueprint paper is
fitted closely against the back of the drawing,.
and the back of the frame is replaced. The back
is equipped with springs, as shown, to ensure
close contact between blueprint paper and drawing.

To make the print, the glass front is exposed
to sunlight for about 20 seconds to 4 minutes,
depending on the brighLess of the sunlight and
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Figure 5-71. Blueprinting produces a white-

line reproduction of original drawing.
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45.292
Figue 5-72. Blueprinting sun frame.

the sensitivity of the paper. To avoid guesswork
as to time of exposure, it is a good idea to allow
an edge of the blueprint paper to protrude outside
the frame, and to observe the color change on
this edge. When it has turned gray-blue, exposure
is sufficient.

The sun frame can be used only when the sun
is out, and the size of the print it can make is
limited to the relatively small size of the frame.
Vertical Blueprinting Machine

A vertical blueprinting machine (fig: 5-73)
operates on electric light and will accommodate
prints up to the largest standard size.

3 S

45.293
Figure 5-73. Vertical blueprinting mach.

The maohine contains a vertical glass cylinder,
against which the face of the drawing is placed.
A sheet of blueprint paper is placed against the
back of the drawing, and the two are held In
close contact by a roller-mounted curtain which
is extended around the cylinder and clamped
tightly in place. Time of exposure is from half
a minute to several minutes, depending on the
sensitivity of the print paper.
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Vacuum Frame

A vacuum frame (fig. 5-74) is operated more
or less like a sun frame, except that the source
of light is a standing arc lamp rather thrn the
sun. The frame is placed horizontally for in-
serting the drawing and print paper. It is then
raised to vertical position for light exposure.

The distinguishing characteristic of a vacuum
frame is the vacuum apparatus which ensures
complete, tight contact between the back of the
drawing and the sensitive side of the print paper.
A rubber sheet is placed over the back of the
paper and a vacuum pump exhausts all the air
between the rubber sheet and the glass front.
The vacuum thus created brings the drawi
the print paper into the tightest possible c3111r.
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Figure 5-74. VILCIIUM frame.

As a result of this arrangement, vacuum frame
prints have exceptionally clear, sharp white
lines.

Blueprinting Machine

A blueprinting machine is used for rapid re-
production of considerable numbers of prints.
In a "noncontinuous" machine, cut sheets are fed
through for exposure only, and then washed and
fixed in separate apparatus. The automatic blue-
print machine (fig. 5-75) is fed from a roll like
a newspaper press, and combines exposure,
washing, fixing, and drying in a single operation.
Details and operating instructions must be ob-
tained from the manufacturer's manual.

VANDYKES OR BROWNPRINTS

A vandyke, or brownprint, is distinguished
from a blueprint by the fact that it is the lines
that are blue, while the background is white.
A negative print is made first, by the sa.me
process used for blueprinting. On the negative
the lines are white and the background dark
brown; hence the term "brownprint."

The negative is then used to make blueprints
Just as an original drawing is usedexcept
that the resulting print has blue lines and a white
background, instead of white lines and a blue
background. An advantage of the system is the
fact that the vandyke print, rather than the
original drawing, takes the wear and tear of the
reproduction process.

3 3 2
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BLACK AND WHITE PRINTS

Black and white (BW) rints, like vandykes,
have the lines colored and the background white.
BW (often called by the trade-name "diazzo-
moist" prints, however, are made directly from
the drawing, without the necessity for an inter-
mediate negative. Prints in black, red, brown,
or blue lines may be made by the use of the
appropriate BW paper in each case.

Prints may be made on a regular BW machine
or on a blueprint machine equipped with BW
attachments. A BW machine is a Combination
printer and developer. The drawing and BW paper
are fed into a "printer" slot. When they emerge
the BW paper is separated and fed into a
"developer" slot. A print is dry and ready for
use a few minutes after developing. .

AMMONIA VAPOR PRINTS

The ammonia vapor process (better known
by such trade names as "dluso-dry" or "ozalid")
also produces a print with colored lines and a
white background, and also without the necessity
for an intermediate negative.

Ammonia vapor process print paper is coated
with a chemical which is sensitive to "actinic"
light (ultra-violet lamps, mercury vapor lamps,
carbon arc lights, and the sun are all sources of
actinic light). An area of the paper whichhas been
exposed to this light will turn white when it is
exposed to ammonia vapor. An area which has
not been so exposed will turn black, blue, or red,
depending on the type of paper used.

The process is again basically similar to the
blueprinting process. An ammonia vapor machine
(fig. 5-76 shows an "ozalid streamliner") is
equipped for first exposing a matched drawing and
print paper to actinic light, and then exposing the
print to ammonia vapor. On the ozalid stream-
liner the drawing and print paper are fed into a
"printer" slot for light exposure. The machine
is equipped with a separator device which sepa-
rates the drawing (transparency) from the print
paper. The drawing returns to the front (operator
side), while the print paper continues in a dif-
ferent route into the "developer" slot for ex-
posure to ammonia vapor. The machine may be
set to receive the prints from the front or from
the back.

At present, portable "ozalid" machines are
generally used by the battalions. These portable
printing machines have performed satisfactorily
in taking care of all the printing needs of the
battalion. Consult the manufacturer's handbook
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Figure 5-75. Automatic blueprinting machine.

for the proper operating and maintenance pro-
cedures for each particular machine. Your lead-
ing PO can fill you in on those parts that need
frequent maintenance, repair, or replacement.
Be sure to have enough spare parth in stock at
all timesparticularly before the battalion goes
on a deployment.

PHOTOGRAPHIC CONTACT
PRINTS

The reproduction processes which have been
described are all forms of contact printing, so-
called because a print or negative is placed in
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contact with the original for printing. Another
form of contact printing is photographic contact
printing. Here the original is set in close contact
with a sheet of special photographic paper, either
by a spring or by a vacuum arrangement similar
to that of the vacuum frame. The original may
be on either transparent or opaque paper or cloth.
The paper is exposed to light, and the print is
darkroom-developed like an ordinary photograph.

A photographic contact print paper has been
developed on which an excellent positive print
can be made directly from a transparent or
opaque original on an ordinary blueprint, SW,
or ammonia vapor machine, without the
for darkroom development.
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Figure 5-76. Ozalid streamliner.

PHOTOSTATS

The photostat method of reproduction is not a
contact printing process like the others described,
but a process similar to that of ordinary photo-
graphy, except that the image is projected onto
sensitized paper rather than onto photographic
film, and the image is direct rather than re-
versed as on a photo negative. A photostat nega-
tive differs from the original and from the print
in that its lines are white and background colored
as shown in figure 5-77.

An advantage of the photostat process is the
fact that negatives can be reproduced from
originals, or prints from negatives, in reduced
or enlarged sizes. However, the best photostats
are not as clear as good contact prints, and
reducing or enlarging a print from a negative
produces perceptible distortion. There is also
some distortion when a negative is reduced or
enlarged from an original, but it is very slight.

PHOTOPRINTS

A photoprint is simply a blueprint which is
made from a photostat negative rather than from
an original drawing.
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OVERHEAD OR OPAQUE
PROJECTOR

An overhead or opaque projector is not,
strictly spealdng, a reproducer, but only a ma-
chine for projecting an image of a graphic
representation onto a movie screen. It is similar
to the familiar slide projector, except that it
projects an image which is reflected from the
surface of the drawing, instead of projecting an
image by shining a light through a transparent
film. Consequently, it can project drawings made
on opaque material. The Salzman projector is
shown in figure 5-78. It is very helpful in re-
producing area maps from a small scale to a
larger scale in preparing site plan drawings.
As you can see the overhead projector slides
up or down maldng it possible to adjust the
projected image to exactly the desired scale.
Some projectors have reversible lenses, which
are used for enlarging or reducing drawings..

TRACING TABLE

The tracing table is nothing but an ordinary
drafting table with a see-through glass top and
a powerful light boxed-in under it. Generally,
if you can get the glass top, the table can be
constructed easily in your battalion's carpentry
shop. Two ordinary fluorescent lamps, rigged
under the table, will give enough lighting, as
long as they are boxed-in properly.

The tracing table, as the name suggests, is
used primarily for tracing drawings. Depending
on how the table is constructed, it sometimes
will overheat, so be sure to switch off the light
when you leave your work even just for &coffee
break.

FILING DRAWINGS

For our purposes here, the term "filing"
means (1) the protected stowage of a large
number of items with the greatest possible
economy of space, and in a manner which makes
it possible for any single item to be readily
located; and (2) the maintenance of a file record
in which all items on file are recorded, and in
which the record of any single item (including
its location in the file) may also be readily
located.

Every important technical drawing is identifi-
able by a drawing number. . The number is assigned
by the agency which made the drawing, and the
agency ensures that there are no duplications of
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45.159
Figure 5-77. Photostat original, negative (reduced), and print (further reduced).

numbers. The first major file breakdown for
drawings, then, is a breakdown into separate
files for the different agencies which have sup-
plied the drawings. Within each agency file, the
most convenient way to file drawings and prints
is by numerical sequence of drawing numbers.

FILING ORIGINALS

The following sections discuss the matter of
filing under quite ideal conditions especially

3 S5

with regard to equipment. Therefore, the equip-
ment mentioned here may or may not be available.

Original drawings, tracings, and negatives are
filed flat neNtr folded. For large items there
are shallow-&awer file cabinets of the type
shown in figure 5-79. There is usually a deep
drawer at the bottom in which very large drawings,
tracings, or negatives, rolled and placed in
cylindrical cartons called "map cartons," fir
be stowed.
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Figure 5-78. Saltzman overhead projector.

Smaller items (up to size B,11 in. x 17 in.) are
stowed on edge in the standa.rd deep-drawer type
of cabinet, as shown in figure 5-80. Each drawer
is divided into compartments by stationa.rypa.rti-
tions, and in each compartment there is a "com-
pressor spring" to keep the drawings on edge
and in a compressed stack.

FILING PRINTS

Prints, regardless of size, are stowed on edr
in the standard deep-drawer type of cabir.ct.
Prints larger than size B must be folded. A
print is folded in accordion-pleat type folds,
in such a manner as to ensure that the drawing
number is outside after the print has been folded.
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Figure 5-79. Shallow-drawer type cabinet for

filing large original drawings, tracings and
negatives.

Final folded size should be 8-1/2 in. x 11 in.

You should make yourself a plastic or plywood
8-3/8 in. x 10-7/8 in. "foldingguide," or procure
a ready-made one of these. The steps in folding
a large print are as follows:

1- Fold the print into 10-7/8 in. lengthwise
accordion-pleat folds first. Lay the print face-
down, and start by turning up the edge containing
the drawing number, using the folding guide as
shown in figure 5-81. Use a small block of wood,
like the one shown in the figure, to corwess the
crease.

2. Turn the print over and make the next
lengthwise fold as shown in figure 5-82. Continue
turning over and folding until the width of the
drawing is used up.
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Figure 5-80. Drawer of cabinet used for filing small original drawings, tracings, and negatives.

45.300
. 45.302

Figure 5-83. Making first crosswise fold in a
Figure 5-81. Making first lengthwise fold in a large print.

large print.

3. Place the lengthwise-folded drawing so that
the side on which the drawing number appears is
down. Begin at the end which contains the drawing
number, and make the first 8-1/2 in. crosswise
accordion-pleat fold, using the folding guide as
shown in figure 5-83.

4. Turn the print over and make the next fold.
Continue until the length of the drawing is used up.

Folded prints are stowed in the same type of
deep-drawer cabinet used for stowing small
originals. Prints of drawings for active projects
are generally placed on STICK FILES for easy
reference.

FILING DA TA

45.301 Data relating to drawings, such as correspond-
Figure 5-82. Making second lengthwise fold in ence, s lould be filed in accordance with Sec.

a large print. Inst. 5: J.11A (described later), or if a Um
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Figure 5-84. NavShipSysCom drawing file index card.

number of drawings are affected, they can be filed
by drawing numbers in a separate drawer or
cabinet. If a separate folder for each project is
maintained, such data must be filed in that folder.

FILE RECORD

A record of each drawing should be kept on
an index card in a suitable file drawer. The dif-
ferent agencies which produce drawings prepare
their own types of index cards. The type of card
issued by the Naval Ship Systems Command
(NAVSHIPSYSCOM), for example, is shown in
figure 5-84. A brief description of the information
which would be entered in each of the numbered
spaces shown in this card is as follows:

1. The "numerical subject identification
code" and/or the "name-title subject identifica-
tion code." These classification codes are pre-
scribed in the Department of the Navy Standard
Subject Identification Codes Manual, SeF11FrE-
ifruction 5210.11A. A copy of This instruction is
available in the personnel office and in the techni-
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cal library. The classification systems in thin
manual are designed to meet the needs of the
entire Department of the Navy for a single,
standard subject scheme to be used innumbering,
arranging and filing, and referencing va.rious types
of Navy and Marine Corps documents by subject.

The Sta.ndard Subject Identification Codes
System is generally employed by large shore
activities, such as Public Works Departments, C
Centers, Brigade Headquarters, and so on. For
smaller mobile units, such as the Battalion, the
EA in charge of the drafting room or the Opera-
tions Chief may devise his own indexing system
for the filed drawings that suits the volume of
records handled by his unit.

2. The drawing number. As you can see, Nay-
ShirkysCom calls this the "Plan Number." NAV-
FAC calls it the "NFEC Drawing Number."

3. The title of the drawing, taken from the title
block.

4. Cross-index references to anycorrespond-
ence or data which may be on file relating to the
drawing.
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5. Number of the Bureau letter, if any, which
was forwarded with the drawing.

8. Si 7. The number and name of the A la E
firm, contractor, naval shipyard, or other agency
which actually made the drawings.

Again, if a separate folder or drawer me is
maintained for each project, a notation must be
placed in the folder as to where to find the draw-
ings related to that project. The project number
will appear in the cross-index block (4) of the
index card.
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